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REPORT OF REAPPRAISAL OF DIRECT AGRICULTURAL 
BENEFITS AND PROJ ECT IMPACTS 
S n., T PROJ ECT = Ca... ORADO 
SUMMARY 
Authority 
Th i s report on the Silt part icipating project, Colorado River St orage Project, 
has been prepared by the U. S. Department of Agriculture in response to the 
Pres ident Bs l e t ters of March 19, 1954 to the Secreta~ of Agriculture and 
the Secretary of the Inter ior . I n hi s letters, the President requested that 
a reappraisal of the d irect agricultural benefits, expected to be produced 
by the participat ing pro j ect s of t he Color ado River storage Project, be made 
by the Department of Agricu1 ture in c -~\~ration wi th the Department of tm 
Interior . Following author izat i on of t he Colorado Ri ver Storage Project 
by the Congress on Apr i l 11, 1956, an understanding was reached in July 1956 
between the Secretary of Agr iculture and Secreta~ of the Inter ior regarding 
conduct of a survey to reappraise direct agr icultural benefits and to ap~ 
praise project impacts. The Depar tment of Agriculture survey was made under 
the authority of Section 6, Public Law 566, 83rd Congress, as amended, which 
authorizes the Department t o cooperate wi th other Federal, State and local 
agencies to make invest igation_ and surveys of the watersheds of rivers as 
a basis for the developnent o.~" '; o::d inated programs. 
~rpose and Scope 
The purpose of this report is to present information regarding the soil 
capabilities for irrigation, t he present and future land use and production 
pattern, the costs associat ed with on=farm irrigation developnent, pros-
pective size and type of f arm, d irect agr icultural benef i t s and probable 
farm incomes with proposed irrigation development for the Silt project . 
In addition to the agricul tural phases, th is report deals with the impacts 
of the pro ject on the nat ional f orests and the relat i onship of watershed 
conditions to the project. 
This repor t also is intended to aid the Bureau of Reclamation in developing 
their Definite Plan Report, and to prov ide information bearing on the rela-
tionship of the project to t he regular programs of the Department of Agri-
culture. It is based on t he Si lt project plan as outlined by the Bureau 
of Reclamation and is conf ined to the proposed project facilities and the 
project lands to which t he Bureau of Reclamation plans to furnish irriga-
tion water. 
The assumptions made concern ing the level of management and application 
of practices as a result of project development are not technical recom-
mendations of the Department of Agriculture for the best land and water 
use on the project. It is assumed that the level of management and appli-
cation of practi ces r epresent t he average that will exist dur ing the 
project evaluat ion period. 
i 
general Description 
The Silt project is located in southeastern Garfield County, Colorado. 
Elevation of project lands varies from 5,500 to 6,300 feet. The climate 
is semi-arid. Average annual precipitation approx imates 11 inches. The 
average frost~free per iod varies from 128 to 141 days . Project lands are 
all privately owned and are located on Harvey and Davie Mesas and in Dry 
Elk Valley. Agriculture is the basic industry of the project area, with 
livestock production be ing the pr incipal type of farming. Mining, rail-
roading and recreation al so are a part of the local economy. 
Proposed Project Deve10pnent 
The Sil t project will furn ish supplemental irri gation water for 4,479 
acres of land presently irrigated w i U~ ..,nly a partial water supply and 
2,118 acres of non-irrigated land. In add ition, 244 acres of Bureau of 
Reclamation class 4 land and 226 acres of class aN presently irrigated 
land wi ll cont inue to rece ive the i . present water supplies. 
The project plan proposes the cons truction of the Rifle Gap Dam and Reser~ 
voir on Rifle Creek and the Silt Pumping Plant located on the Colorado 
River. The reservoir will have an initial capacity of 12,650 acre ~feet, 
including 9,500 acre-feet of ac i e capac ity for irr igation and 3,150 acre-
feet inactive capacity for sR'~:m n'.:.} f ish and wildlife. In addition to 
the dam and pumping plant, everal canals and laterals, plus interceptor 
and outlet drains, will also b constructed as part of the project . The 
existing Harvey Gap Reservo i r will continue to del iver water for use on 
lands on Harvey Mesa. The increase in water supplies provided by the 
project will be 5,030 acre~feet f or presently irri gated lands and 6,700 
acre-feet for new lands, a to tal of 11,730 acre -feet, at the point of 
diversion. 
Evaluat ion of Di rect Agricultural Benefits 
Evaluation Areas 
for purposes of the analys is , project lands were grouped into eight evalu-
ation areas. The soils, climate and water supply within each evaluation 
area reflect similar crop adaptations, productivity, land and irrigation 
development and producti on costs. Estimates of farm incomes and direct 
agricultural benefits were developed for each area and for the project as 
a whole. The se areas have been designated as A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H. 
Lands in evaluation areas A and B are geographically located on Harvey 
Mesa, lands in C and D are located on Davie Mesa and lands in E, F, G and 
H in Dry Elk Valley. 
Evaluation Area A comprises 2,835 acres of presently irrigated land and 
383 acres of new land. Soils are deep, medium to fine textured and have 
slopes ranging from 0-6 percent. Most of the project soils having saline, 
alkali and high water table problems are included in this evaluation area. 
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Evaluation Area B comprises 1,286 acres of presently irrigated land and 
176 acres of new land. Soils are similar to those in evaluation area A 
but slopes are steeper, generally from 6-12 percent. Evaluation area B 
lands are intermingled with lands of evaluation area A. 
With project development, presently irrigated lands in evaluation areas 
A and B will receive approximately an additional .9 acre-foot of water 
per acre delivered at the farm headgate. Intermingled non-irrigated new 
lands will receive 2.7 acre ~feet of water delivered at the farm headgate. 
Evaluation Area C consists of 657 acres of non-irrigated new lands to 
be served by the Davie Ditch. Soils are similar to those in evaluation 
area A on slopes from 0-6 percent. New farm units will be established 
on +:hese lands . 
Evaluation Area D comprises 215 acre~; -·f non-irrigated new lands to be 
served by the Davie Ditch. Soils and slopes are similar to those in eval-
uation area B. Crop distribution and crop yields will average the same 
as for evaluation area B. 
Lands in evaluation areas C and D are presently non-irrigated. With project 
development they will receive approximately 2.7 acre~feet of water per acre 
delivered at the farm headgate . 
Evaluation Area E is compr ised of 18a acres of presently irrigated land 
located in Dry Elk Valley. Soi ls are deep with medium to fine textures, 
moderate to slow permeability, generally on slopes between 3 and 6 percent. 
Irrigation water will be delivered by direct diversion from East Rifle 
Creek. 
Evaluation Area F consists of 177 acres of presently irrigated land located 
in Dry Elk Valley. Soils are similar to those in evaluation area E but 
slopes are steeper, general l y from 6-12 percent. 
~ith project development, lands in evaluation areas E and F will receive 
approximately an additional 1.9 acre~feet of irrigation water per acre 
delivered at the farm headgate. 
Evaluation. Area G comprises Jhl acres of non-irrigated new land in Dry 
Elk Valley. Soils and slopes are similar to evaluation area E. 
Evaluation Area H is composed of 346 acres of non-irrigated new land in 
Dry Elk Valley. Soils are similar to evaluation area E but slopes are 
steeper, generally from 6-12 percent. 
Lands in evaluation areas G and H are presently non-irrigated. With project 
development they will receive approximately 2.7 acre-feet of water per acre 
delivered at the farm headgate. 
Soils 
Basic soils data were obtained from a soil survey of the project area com-
pleted by the Soil Conservation Service. Laboratory data on project soils 
iii 
were furnished by the Agri cultural Research Service 
Soil Survey Laboratories in Fort Collins, Colorado. 
field sheets and laboratory data were obtained from 
mati on. 
and the Cooperative 
Land classif ication 
the Bureau of Recla-
Evaluation area A comprises 3,218 acres of which 71 percent are in capa-
bil i ty class III and 29 percent in capability class II. The 1,462 acres 
in evaluation area B, 215 acres in evaluation area D, 177 acres in evalu-
ation area F and the 346 acres in evaluation area H are all in capab ili ty 
class IV. Evaluation area C comprises 657 acres of which 62 percent are 
in capability class II and 38 percent in capability class III. Ei ghty-
eight percent of the 181 acres in evaluation area E are in capability class 
III and 12 percent in capab i lity class II . Evaluation area G compr ises 341 
acre s of which 84 percent are in capability class III and 16 percent in 
capabil i ty class II . 
It is concluded that soils compr i s ing the 6,597 acres of land designated 
by the Bureau of Reclamat i on as the Silt Project, which have been inter ~ 
pretively grouped into capab i l i ty classes II-l,400 acres, 1II-2,997 acres, 
and IV-2,200 acres, are suitable for cultivation under irrigation. 
Irrigation Supplies and Requ i rements 
Several studies of irrigati on requ irements have been made in the general 
vicinity of the Silt project. These data, with additional information 
supplied by personnel familiar with the area, were used in estimating 
irrigation water requ irement s. In the past the water supply has averaged 
about one-third of requirement s in the Dry Elk Valley and about two=thirds 
of requirements on Harvey Mesa . Estimated water requirement at the farm 
headgate is 2.86 acre =feet per acre . Weighted future average on-farm 
irrigation efficiencies are est imated at 53 percent and weighted average 
net seasonal crop consumptive use at 18. 2 inches. 
The period 1937- 60 was selected as the basis for project water supply studies 
Project water suppl ies during a period of years of comparable precip i tation 
and water yield would wi th project average 2.74 acre-feet per acre of irri-
gation water at the farm headgate, thus meeting 96 percent of the average 
water requ ! ~ements of the pro ject lands . 
Lan~ and Irrigation DevelOpment 
Estimates of devel opment costs for project lands were made by evaluation 
areas on the basis of the level of management expected on the project and 
the physical requirements of the soils and site conditions. They are con-
sistent with anticipat ed irr i gation efficiencies and expected crop yields. 
Estimated costs include land leveling and the establishment of farm irr i-
gation systems and assoc iated requirements. Estimated on-farm drainage 
costs for a limited acreage of project lands with water table conditions 
are also included. 
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Weighted average development per acre of irrigab1e land is estimated as 
follows: evaluation area A, $65.03; evaluation area B, $26.07; evaluation 
area C, $66.53; evaluation area D, $52.37; evaluation area E, $39 . 04; eva1 ~ 
uatlon area F, $26.90; evaluat ion area G, $69.77; evaluation area H, $37 . 92. 
Direct Agricultural Benefits and Potential Farm Incomes 
The econom ic analysis of the proposed Silt irrigation project has two primary 
objectives: (1) an appraisal of direct agricultural benefits from project 
development, and (2) an appraisal of prospective farm incomes from represen-
tative sizes and types of farms considered most likely with the proposed 
irr igation development. Both of these analyses contribute to a general 
appraisal of the prospects for a successful, stable, irrigated agri cultural 
economy. Farm incomes were estimated for five farm types, namelyg range 
beef, grade-A dai~, feeder calves, fa :m flock of sheep, and cash-crop. 
Project lands are expected to be used largely for the production of gr a in 
~id f orage crops. Sale of livestock and livestock products will likely be 
the predominant sources of agricultural income to project farmers . 
The residual approach was used to estimate direct agricultural benefits from 
irrigation water. The total value of crop and pasture production was allo-
cated to the various factors of production, except water, in accordance with 
their projected market prices wi t h the residual being credited to the project 
as a direct benefit. For the 319 acres of project lands which presently 
have a full water supply from pumping, it is assumed that these lands would 
have direct agricultural benefits equal to the savings in present pumping 
costs, minus abandonment losses for present pumping equipment . 
Estimates of returns with the project in the analysis are based on weighted 
averages of anticipated farm types and of sizes of 130 acres in evaluation 
area A, 135 acres in evaluation areas C and E, 140 acres in evaluation area 
G, 150 acres in evaluation area B, 155 acres in evaluation areas D and F, 
and 160 acres in evaluation area H. The nnua] --eEfU-l.¥a.l.ent value of direct 
agricultural benefits attributed to the project for the evaluation area 1and~ 
are-estimated- at , -$16.22, B-$7.83, C-$25.68, D-$14.62, E-$14.64, F-$11 . 92, 
G-$27.l5, and H-$12.45 per acre. Direct agricultural benefits on present 
pUmp lands are estimated to be $21 . 55 per acre. The weighted average for 
the ent ire 6,597 acres is $15.85 per acre, or $104,531 annually. 
Development of the project will result in a more stable and profitable agri-
cultural economy. For the sizes and types of farms analyzed, estimated farm 
incomes will vary from $3,903 for a farm-flock sheep farm on evaluation area 
A lands to $8,606 for a grade-A dairy fam on evaluation area C lands. The 
general conclusion from this analysis is that the income prospects for fully 
developed farms of the five types of farms analyzed are adequate to provide 
a satisfactory level of living and to make same payment for irrigation water. 
v 
Relationship of the S11 t Project to 
National Forest Lands 
The Silt project features and project lands are all outside the exterior 
bounda~ of the White River National Forest . As far as can be foreseen, 
the project will not impair or affect any existing facility or service on 
national forest lands. 
Relat i onship of Watershed Conditions 
t o the Silt Project 
The wat.ershed area of the Silt project comprises about 175 square miles. 
It consists of the East, Middle and West Rifle Creek drainages, plus the 
drainage area of the .lands lying south of the Grand Hogback and the west 
portion of D~ Elk Valley north of H:-" V'>y Gap Reservoir. Sixty~three per-
cent of the lands in the watershed are owned by the Federal Government, 
with the remaining 37 percent being in private and State ownership. 
Watershed pr oblems cons is t largely of : (1) silt and sediment production 
from the Mancos shale areas above the Rifle Gap Reservoir; (2) denuded 
watershed lands due to improper grazing practices and loss of protective 
cover by fire; (3) abandoned beaver dams, wh ich break and contribute sedi-
ment to stream flows; and (4) local fl ood water and sediment damage to irri-
gation canals and systems fol 1 Ttng t hunderstorms and rapid snow9melt runoff 
on erosive type soils and steep and sparsely vegetated slopes. 
No large flood control structures are recommended. The high and intermediate 
elevation zones pose no flood problems to the project. Flood control struc-
tures will be ineffectual in the lower elevation zones due to steep slopes, 
raw soils and sparse vegetation. Critical areas do exist and their harmful 
effects can be lessened by improved management such as fencing, revegetation 
and restricted grazing. Canal or ditch desi gns should provide protection 
for runoff from these lower elevation areas. Ind ividual floods will be 
small due to short slopes and low rainfall but the cumulative effects of 
these events creates a need for corrective measures. 
Sediment production can be r educed by the application of land treatment 
measures to watershed lands. Improved watershed conditions will reduce 
ditch and canal operat ion and maintenance cost. Establishment of land 
treatment measures on problem areas will also reduce sediment carried QY 
streams and extend the useful life of the reservoirs. 
Needed watershed treatment can be accomplished and would be justified under 
programs of Federal land administering agencies and by private land owners 
with assistance normally furnished by Federal and State agencies through 
Soil Conservation Districts and otherwise. 
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CHAPTER I 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Organlzation 
Pursuant to the U. So Department of Agriculture Memorandum of Understanding 
between the Soil Conservation Service, Forest Service, and Agricultural 
Research Service (Economic Research Service) dated Februa~ 2, 1956, a 
USDA Field Advisory Commi ttee, Colorado River Storage Project was established. 
The comm i t t ee is composed of a representative from each of these agencies 
and a member representing the concerned state agricultural colleges . Prin-
cipal dut ies of the comm i t t ee are t o ma intain appropriate liaison and faci1i ~ 
tate coordination of activ i t ies by the r espec tive services and the state 
agri cultural col leges in the survey . Field relationsh ips with the Bureau 
of Reclamati on and other interested State and Federal agenc ies are also a 
responsib i li ty of t he commi tteeo 
A USDA Field Party, work ing under direction of the USDA Field Adviso~ 
Committee and operating within a plan of work dated August 22, 1956, is 
headquartered at Sal t Lake City, Utah. The part y is responsible for the 
collection and analys i s of data and the preparat ion of th is report . 
Applicable data from prev ious investigations were utilized in the study. 
~scr iption of the Area 
Locat ion and Phys i cal Features 
The Silt proj ect is l ocated in southeastern Garf iel d County, Colorado. 
The project area i s bounded by t he Colorado River on the south, the White 
River Plateau on t he north, Elk Creek on the east and Rifle Creek on the 
west~ Project lands are located generally in three areas, namely : Harvey 
Mesa, Dry Elk Valley and Davie Mesa. The town of Silt is located near the 
southeastern boundary of the project and the town of Rifle is located appro-
ximately tree miles s outh and west of the southwestern boundary of the 
project. Elevat i on of pr oject lands varies from 5,500 feet above sea level 
in t he Davie and Harvey Mesa area to 6,300 feet above sea level in D~ Elk 
Valley. 
Water for the proj ect will be supplied from Rifle Creek by storage of sur-
plus early season runoff in the proposed Rifle Gap Reservo i r or the existing 
Harvey Gap Reservoir, and by exchange of natural flow water for stored 
water. Water will also be supplied to project lands from the Silt pumping 
plant located at Davis Po int on the Colorado Rivero Ri fle Creek is fo~ed 
by its tributar i es of East, Middle and West Rifle Creeks, which drain the 
White River Plateau and Coulter Mesa areas north of the Grand Hogback. 
Project lands are al l privately owned and are within the boundary of the 
Bookc1iff So i l Conservation District. 
- 1 = 
From an irr igat ion agriculture s tandpoint, the topography of the area is 
extremely rough. More than half of the area consists of high mesa lands . 
Secondary mesas and alluvial f ans ' lying below the h i gher mesas have exces~ 
sive sl opes and are cut by canyons and severely eroded gull ies. These 
lower mesas and a l luvial fans , together wi th t he gentler s lop ing valley 
bottoms, f urn ish the greater part of the farm ing lando 
Project soils have developed primarily from loess deposits over shale, 
sandstone and gravel outwash material . Other soils have developed in allu-
vium from Wasatch, Mancos and Mesa Verde sandstones and shales and undif= 
fe rentiated loess and alluvium. They reflect the influence of their parent 
material and the s em i=ar id climate under which they were developed. Organic 
matter content is low; however, soils are generally deep and with additions 
of ni trogen and phosphorus are highly productive. So i ls on Harvey Mesa and 
Dav ie Mesa have l oam, si lt loam, sandy clay loam and clay loam textures . 
Soils in Dry Elk Valley have clay loam ~nd clay t extures . In some areas 
where drainage is a problem, soi ls contain large enough accumulations of 
alkal i salts to restrict crop produc tion. 
Climate 
The climate of the project area is temperate, s em i=ar id and is su itable for 
diversified irrigation farm ing. Relat ive humidity is low. Average annual 
precipitation recorded at R Ofl~ (1931-1952) is 10. 5 inches. 
The average frost =free per iod for the Harvey Mesa area is estimated at 141 
days, with the last k illing fros t occurr ing about May 13 and the first 
killing frost about September 30. The average frost=free per iod for Dry 
Elk Valley is estimated a t 128 days . The last k il ling frost occurs about 
May 23 and the f irst killing frost about September 27. 
His~EY of Settlement 
In 1878 two prospectors f rom Leadville came into Garf ield County and reported 
evidence of carbonat e deposits . Settlement in the project area started in 
1880 wh£le western Colorado was still inhabited by the Ute Indians . In 
1882 Garfield County was f ormed from part of Summit County and was named 
after President Garf ield. The first fruit orchards were planted in 1888. 
Most of the early settlers were prospectors and miners who turned to agri-
cultural pursuits after being unsuccessful in mining . First appropriations 
of vater for i r ri gat ion were made in 1882 from streams tributary to the 
Colorado Ri ver . 
Agricultural Development 
Agriculture is the basic industry of the project area. Crop production 
consists princ ipally of hay and grain, most of which are used locally in 
the feeding of cattle, sheep, hogs and poultryo Small acreages of sugar 
beets, pot atoes, corn and fru i t are also grown . Presently irr i gated lands 
in the project area exper ience irrigation water shortages after June of 
each year. 
Dairy, r ange beef and sheep, feeder calf, farm flock of sheep and cash= 
crop farms compri se the bulk of the existing type of farms o These same 
types of farms are expected to prevail with project cond i tions o Adjacent 
national fore s t and public domain lands are used from spring, summer and 
fall grazing by cattle and sheepo Range rights on these lands are fully 
utilized and no add iti onal grazing permits are ava ilable for any new farms 
developed by the proJec t o 
Industrial Development 
In addi t ion to agriculture, several other industries contribute to the 
l ocal economy. Mining is important in Garfield County. Seven workable 
coal veins, with a combined thi ckness of 100 feet, are located within a 
few miles of Rifle . The county has an estimated oi1 =shale depos i t of 500 
billion barrels of oiL The U. S. But , 111 of Mines developed and operated 
a pilot oi1 ~sha1e plant and mine six miles west of Rifle D This plant has 
now been turned over to the Navy Petroleum Reserves o The Union Oi l Company 
of Cal ifornia is al so active in. the oiloosha1e deve1opnent o They erected 
and operated, dur ing the period of 19560058, a three million dollar research 
extraction plant near Parachut e Creek. During 1960 the plant was dismantled 
and shipped to South America for similar shale research 0 The Union Carbide 
Nuclear Company recently completed an eight and one=ha1f million dollar 
uranium and vanad ium mill at Rifle D 
Recreation and railroading also provide the area with a substantial source 
of income . 
General 
The towns of Rifle and Silt are both located on the main line of the Denver 
and Rio Grande Western Railroad, which operates between Denver and Salt 
Lake City, Utah . Uo So Highways 6 and 24 also connecting Denver and Salt 
Lake City, pass through Rifl e and Si1to Colorado State Highway 13 extends 
north from Rifle to Meeker and Craigo 
Census records show Garfield County with a population of 10,560 in 1940, 
11,625 in 1950 and 12,017 in 1960. Population of Rifle was 1,373 in 1940, 
1,525 in 1950 and 2,135 in 19600 
Proposed Development 
The Silt project plan proposes the construction of the Rifle Gap Dam and 
Reservoir on Rifle Creek, approximately seven miles above the town of RifleD 
Surplus early season runoff will be stored in the reservoir D Approximately 
80 percent of the water stored in the reservoir will be used to replace 
natural flow water now used to irrigate same 2,600 acres of land in the 
lower Rifle Creek Val ley. The remainder of the water stored in the reser-
voir will be used to ir ri gate new lands on Davie Mesa and upper Cactus 
Valley. In exchange, natural flow of East Ri fle Creek will be diverted 
above the proposed reservoir and used to irrigate lands in Dry Elk Valley 
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and Harv~ Mesa. The existing Harv~ Gap Reservoir will continue to store 
early season runoff del ivered through the Grass Valley Canal from Rifle 
Creek for use on lands on Harvey Mesa. The Rifle Gap Reservoir will have 
a capacity of 12,650 acre~feet, including 9,500 acre~feet of active capa= 
city for irrigation and 3,150 acre-feet of inactive capac ity for sediment 
control and fish and wildlife. 
Additional irrigation water for project lands will be pumped fram the 
Colorado River by the Silt pumping plant located at Davis Point. This 
water will be delivered to project lands in the lower Harvey Mesa and 
lower Antlers and Cactus Valleys by the Silt pump canal. A portion of 
this area is currently receiving water through eight private pumping sys= 
terns with lifts from the Cactus Valley Canal. The increase in water sup-
plies provided by the project will be 5,030 acre~feet for presently irriga-
ted lands and 6,100 acre-feet for new lands, a total of 11,130 acre=feet, 
at the point of diversion. 
Irrigation water made available by the project will be used to irrigate 
4,479 acres of land now irrigated with only a partial water supply and 
2,118 acres of land not now irrigated. In addition, 244 acres of Bureau 
of Reclamation Class 4 land and 226 acres of class 6w presently irrigated 
land will continue to receive present water supplies. Several miles of 
interceptor and outlet drains will also be constructed as part of the 
project. Total acreage of project lands to receive water will be 6,591 
acres. 
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CHAPTER II 
EVALUATION OF DIRECT AGRICULTURAL BENEFITS 
FROM 1HE SILT PROJECT 
The evaluation of d irect agr icultural benefits for the project i s based 
on the proposed facilities and the project lands to which the Bureau of 
Reclamation plans to furnish irrigation watero Intervening lands not 
included in the project are not considered in the reporto The assumptions 
made concerning the level of management and application of practices as a 
result of project development are not technical recommendations of the 
Department of Agriculture for the best land and water use on the projecto 
It is assumed that the level of management and application of practices 
represents the average that will exist during the project evaluation period. 
Evaluat ion Areas ~ General Description 
To facilitate the presentation of basic agricultural data and to ass ist in 
the analysis of direct agricultural benefits, project lands were grouped 
into evaluation areas. So ilS, climate, and water supply within each eva1u= 
ation area reflect s imilar crop adaptations, productivity, land and irriga= 
tion development and production costs o 
Eight evaluation areas were e t ·' 1 shed to represent conditions in the 
project area. These areas have been designated by the letters A, B, C, 
D, E, F, G and H. The acreage of each i s shown in table 10 
Table 1. - Irrigab1e land acreage by evaluation areas, Silt project 
r 
Project 
Lands 
Evaluation Areas : ProJoect 
~ Harvey Mesa : Dav ie Mesa : Dry Elk Valley 
ABC DE : F G H ; Total 
Presently irrigated 
lands 
Non ~i rrigated lands 
Total Acreage 
o 
. 
2,835 1,286 
382 176 657 
3,218 1,462 657 
~ - Acres ~ 0::1 IIa:I g;g ~ - - ----
181 111 4,419 
215 l!!!. 2M. 2.118 
215 181 117 341 346 6,597 
Evaluation areas A and B are located geographically on Harvey Mesa, evalua= 
lion areas C and D on Davie Mesa and evaluation areas E, F, G and H in Dry 
Elk Valley. The areas are described as follows~ 
Evaluat ion Area A 
Evaluation area A compri ses 2,835 acres of presently irrigated land and 
383 acres of new land. The new land is intermingled with preient1y irri= 
gated land and will l ikely be used to enlarge ex isting operating units . 
Evaluation area A l ands wi ll receive water either by diversion from East 
Rifle Creek or by pump from the Colorado River . 
The soils are deep, medium to fine textured, generally on slopes f r om 1 
to 6 percent. They have medium water intake rates, moderate to sl ow per= 
meabil ity in subsoil and subs tratum and high water hold ing capaci ty. Mos t 
of the project so ils hav ing sal ine, alkal i and high water table problems 
are included in this evaluation area. Proposed project drainage, supple= 
mented by on=farm drainage , should correct these problems and re sult in 
crop yields equal to other lands in the evaluation area. 
Lands within this evaluation area can be f armed intensively and will produce 
hi gh yields . All of the sugar beets now grown in the project area are on 
hese and~ and the major ity of the expanded acreage of sugar beet s wi th 
the proposed project is expected to be on these lands . 
Effect iveness of the pas t water supply has been increased by the improved 
distribution provi ded by use of the Harvey Gap Reservo ir. There are 213 
acres included with in thi s evalua i on area that have had a full water supply 
by pumping from Cactus Valle' :.lb:. Benefits on these lands will be cal~ 
culated separately from the other lands in this evaluation area. Presently 
irrigated lands will rece ive approximately . 9 acre=foot per acre of addi ~ 
tiona1 irrigat ion water and new lands will receive approximately 2.1 acre~ 
feet per acre with development of the proposed project. Crop yields have 
been good but substantial improvement is expected from the additional water. 
Evaluation Area B 
Thi s evaluation area comprises 1,286 acres of presently i rr i gated land and 
116 acres of new land. The new land is in small scattered tracts inter= 
mingled wi th presently irr i gated land, and it is antic ipated that the new 
lands w·11 be added to existing farm units. 
Evaluat ion area B lands are intermingled with lands of evaluation area A. 
It is very unlikely that a farm unit will have lands of evaluation area B 
only. Soils are similar to evaluation area A but slopes are steeper, 
generally from 6 to 12 percent. 
A small acreage is affected with water table, salt and alkali . Another 
smal l acreage has stones on the surface. Project drainage is not planned 
for the wet areas, but farm drains may be installed by individual operators. 
It is not anti c ipated that drainage or stone removal will be applied to the 
degree to develop these lands to their maximum productive capacity. 
Because of the steep slopes and the degree of development anticipated for 
these lands, types of crops will be restricted and crop yields wi ll average 
lower than y ields in evaluation area A. Cropping systems will include 
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alfalfa- grass havr, small grain, and grass legume pastures. W.i th 1 ivestock 
as the principal enterprise, feed crops from these evaluation area B lands 
can usefully supplement more intensive cropping on eValuation area A lands 
within farm units. 
Water supply has been the same as for evaluation area A and approximately 
.9 acre-foot per acre of additional water is expected with the proposed 
project development for presently irrigated lands. Intermingled non=irri-
gated new lands will receive 2.7 acre-feet of water delivered at the fana 
headgate. There are 106 acres included within this evaluation area that 
wil l be evaluated separately since they now have a full water supply pumped 
from Cactus Valley Ditch. 
Evaluation Area C 
This evaluation area consists of 657 acres of new lands to be served by 
the Davie Ditch. These lands have been fanaed previously but are now aban~ 
don~d. Soils are similar to those in evaluation area A and it is anticipated 
that they will produce similar crops and yields when irrigated. Water 
supply will come through Davie Ditch from the Rifle Gap Reservoir. Appro-
ximately 2.7 acre=feet of irrigation water per acre will be furnished these 
lands with project development. New farm units will be established because 
these lands are physically separated from presently irrigated areas. 
Eva! uation Area D 
Evaluation area D comprises 215 acres of new land intermingled with evalua-
tion area C lands also to be served by Davie Ditch. Irrigation water supply 
will be the same as evaluation area C. Soils and slopes are similar to 
evaluation area B. It is anticipated that these lands will have the same 
limitations in cropping as those in evaluation area B. Crop distribution 
and yields are projected to average the same as for evaluation area B. 
New units established on lands of evaluation area D will likely include 
same lands in evaluation area C. 
Evaluat ion Area E 
Evaluation area E is comprised of 181 acres of presently irrigated land 
located in D~ Elk Valley. Soils in this evaluation area are deep with 
medium to fine textures, moderate to slow penaeabi1ity, generally on slopes 
between 3 and 6 percent. A small acreage of land has a high water table 
which should be corrected by the proposed project drainage. 
Evaluation area E lands will be served by direct diversion of irrigation 
water in the Grass Valley Canal from East Rifle Creek. Average water supply 
with project development is anticipated to be the same as for other evalua-
tion areas. The proposed project will supply approximately 1.9 acre=feet 
per acre additional irrigation water to these lands. 
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Crop d istr ibuti on will be simi lar to eval uation area A and average crop 
y ields will be sl ightly l ower due to the es t imated shor ter growing seasono 
Evaluati on Area F 
Eval uation area F is compr ised of 177 acres of presentl y i r rigated land 
located in Dry El k Valley, interspersed with lands of evaluat ion area Eo 
Soi l s are s imi lar t o evaluat i on area E but s lopes are s t eeper (6 t o 12 
pe rcent). There i s a smal l acreage of wet land but it is anticipated that 
t he proposed pro j ect dra inage will correct thi s cond i t ion. 
Lands in this evaluati on area wi ll also be served by d i rect diversi on i nto 
the Grass Val ley Canal f rom Eas t Rifle Creek. The proposed project will 
supply approx imate ly 1.9 acre~feet per acre additional irr i gation water 
to these lands . 
It i s ant icipated that the same crop distr ibuti on wil l occur on t hese 
l ands as on lands of eval uati on area B. Crop y ields are es timated sl ightly 
lower than those in evaluation area B. The differences in crop yields will 
be s imilar to t hose between evaluati on areas A and E. 
Evaluation Area G 
This evaluation area compr i ses 341 acres of new land in Dry Elk Valley. 
Soils and s l opes are similar to evaluat ion area E. Cl imate and crop y ields 
with project are t he same as for evaluat ion area E. Water to be f urnished 
by the proposed pro ject is approx imately 2. 7 acre~feet per acre. 
Evaluation Area H 
Evaluation area H is compr i sed of 346 acres of new l and in Dry Elk Val ley. 
Soils and slopes are simi lar to those in evaluation area F. Climate and 
crop y ields with pro j ect are the same as evaluation area F. Water supply 
to be furn ished by t he proposed project is approximately 2. 7 acre=feet 
per acre. 
Soils Inventory 
Sources of Data 
So il informat ion used in the reappraisal of the Si lt project was obtained 
fr om the So il Conservation Service, Agricultural Research Service and 
Bureau of Reclamat i on. A soil surv~ of the project was completed by the 
So i l Conservat ion Service . Laboratory data on project soils were furnished 
by the Agr icul tural Research Service and the Cooperat ive So i l Survey Labo= 
ratories in Fort Col l ins, Colorado. The Bureau of Reclamation supplied 
land classifi cation f ield sheets and laboratory data on the chemical and 
phys ical properties of proj ect soils . Information on water intake rates 
of so i ls was obta ined from cylinder infiltrometer tests on selected sites 
of dom inant soils. 
General Descript ion of So ils and Soil Problems 
More than half the project acreage is comprised of s oils that have developed 
in loess over sands tone shale and ;gravel outwash material 0 The remaining 
acreage is composed of s oIls which have developed from alluvium or undif= 
ferent iated loess and alluv ium o 
Generally, the so i ls are deep, medium to fine textured, are high in sIlt 
and low in organ ic matter, have moderate to slow permeabil i ty and have a 
high water~holding capaci tyo Project soils generally have a moder ate capa= 
city to hold nutrients and require additions of n i trogen and phosphorus 
to Obtain good yields of adapted cropso Slopes range from les s than 1 to 
12 percent, with the maj ority between 4 and 12 percento Eros i on is slight 
to moderate . 
Although local in nature , salinity, a~ l · ':l.li and high water table are problems 
in all geographic areas of the proJec where land is presently irrigatedo 
These coexisti ng prob lems can be reduced, if not elUiinated, by improving 
on= arm irrigati on and improving drainage by prov iding adequate outlets 
and keep ng outlets free of vegetation to allow a free fl ow of excess water. 
The Bureau of Reclamation plans to provide project dra inage (digg ing new 
outlets and cleaning out natural drainageways) for areas in which there is 
a concentrati on of these prob1emso 
With the moderate to high s i l t conte t of these soils and slopes from 1 
to 12 percent, there is a general problem of soil erosion which can be 
kept to a minimum with applicable soil and water conservation practi ces o 
The fine textured soils require special management or a refinement of soil 
management pract ices to prevent puddl ing and compaction from tillage equip~ 
ment, which take cons iderable time to correcto 
Fac t ors affect i ng the capab i lity classif icat ion of soils in thi s 
project are climate, f ine surface texture, degree of salt, alkali, 
water table, stonlness , and percent slope . The acreage of land 
capability units wi t hin each evaluation area and soil and water 
relationships are shown i n table 2. Project acreage and general 
soil character istics for each land capability unit are shown in 
tabl e 3. These un its, tabulated by evaluation areas, allow a 
g~nera1 appr a isal to be made of each eValuation area and of 
differences between evaluation areas. 
Soils in capab ility class I I have same limi tat i ons that reduce 
the cho ice of plants or require moderate conservation practices . 
Soils in capab il ity class III have severe limi tations that re = 
duce the choice of plants or require special conservation prac~ 
tices or both. Soils in capability class IV have severe 1imita= 
t ions that restr ict the choice of plants or require ve~ careful 
management or both. 
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Table 2. - Generalized soll-water relationship and acreages of land capability units by evaluation areas, 
Silt Project 
Land Water-holdins Capacity Evaluation Capa- Soil 
Areas bility Acres % Slope Depth Inches per : Total inches Remarks 
Unit Inches foot of soll : for profile 
A lIc 48 0-1 60+ 2.0 10+ 
lls 10 0-1 60+ 2.0 10+ 
lIe 493 1-3 60+ 1.7 8+ 
lIes 6 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ 
Ilesl 19 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ 
IIes2 297 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ 
llelsl 43 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ 
Illsl 13 1-3 60+ 2.5 12+ 
IIls2 113 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ 
IlIs3 2 1-3 60+ 2.5 12+ 
IlIe 1,883 3-6 60+ 2.0 10+ Some soils underlain b1 gravel between 30 and 8" 
Illes 38 3-6 60+ 2.0 10+ 
Illesl 9 3-6 60+ 2.5 12+ 
IIIes2 188 3-6 60+ 2.0 10+ 
IIIes3 
--..22. 3-6 60+ 2.5 12+ 
Total Acres (A) 3,218 
B Ns2 21 3-6 60+ 2.0 8+ Some s~ il underlain by 
gravel at 48" 
Ns3 8 3-6 60+ 2.5 12+ 
IVs4 103 3-6 60+ 1.7 8+ Gravel between 20 and 48" 
IVs5 19 3-6 60+ 1.5 3+ Shallow to gravel 
IVe 64 6-12 60+ 2.0 9+ Same soils overlying gravel 
at 30 to 48" 
IVel 1,000 6-12 48-60+ 2.0 10+ Some soils underlain by 
gravel between 30 and 48"-
some wi th shale at 48" 
Ne2 24 6-12 60+ 2.0 10+ 
IVe4 223 6-12 60+ 1.7 7+ Much of soil underlain by 
gravel between 20 and 48" 
Total Acres (B) 1,462 
C lIe 280 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ 
Iles2 127 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ 
llIe 244 3-6 60+ 2.0 10+ Small area of soil underlain 
by gravel between 20 and 36" 
Illes2 __ 6 3-6 60'" 2.0 8+ Gravel at 48" 
Total Acres (C) 657 
0 IVe 101 6-12 60+ 2.0 9+ Some soils underlain b1 gravel between 20 and 8" 
IVel 69 6-12 60+ 2.0 10+ 
IVe4 
-1±2. 6-12 60+ 2.0 10+ 
Total Acres (D) 215 
E lIe 21 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ 
Ills 10 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ 
IlIe 112 3-6 60+ 2.0 10+ 
IlIesl -2§.. 3-6 60+ 2.0 10+ 
Total Acres (E) 181 
F Ns 5 1-3 60+ 2.5 12+ 
I\Ts3 27 3-6 60+ 2.5 12+ 
IVs4 5 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ Small acreage underlain by 
shale at depths between 
36 and 60" 
Nel 113 6-12 36-60+ 1.7 7+ Much of soils underlain by 
gravel between 20 and 48" 
IVe2 9 6-12 60+ 2.0 10+ 
IVe4 --l.§. 6-12 60+ 1.7 3+ Gravel at 20" - moderately 
Total Acres (F) 177 stony soil 
G lIe 56 1-3 60+ 2.0 9+ Some soils underlain by 
gravel between 36 and 60" 
Ills 39 1-3 60+ 2.0 10+ 
llIe 179 3-6 60+ 2.0 9+ Some soils underlain by 
gravel between 36 and 60" 
llIes1 ~ 3-6 60+ 2.5 12+ 
Total Acres (G) 341 
H IVs1 92 3-6 60+ 2.5 12+ 
Nel 175 6-12 60+ 1.7 7+ ( These soils are shallow to 
IVe2 38 6-12 60+ 2.0 5+ ) deep over gravel but all 
Ne4 
--.hl. 6-12 60+ 1.7 3+ ( are deep to underlying rock 
Total Acres (H) 346 
TOTAL PROJECT ACRES 6.597 "" ) 
Table 3. - Generalized soil characteristics by land capability units, Silt Project 
Land 
Capability 
Unit 
IIc 
IIs 
IIe 
lIes 
IIesl 
IIes2 
IIelsl 
Ills 
IIIsl 
IIIs2 
IIIs3 
II Ie 
Illes 
llIesl 
I IIe.s 2 
Illes3 
IVs 
IVsl 
IVs2 
IVs) 
IVs 
IVs5 
IVe 
IVel 
IVe2 
IVe4 
Project 
total 
Acres Permeab ili ty 
48 Slow 
10 Moderate 
850 Slow to moderate 
6 Slow 
19 Slow 
Moderate to slow 
Moderate 
49 Slow 
13 Slow 
113 Moderate to slow 
2 Slow 
2,418 Moderate to slow 
3 Moderate to slow 
114 Slow 
194 Moderate 
56 Slow 
5 Slow 
92 Slow 
21 Moderat e 
35 Slow 
108 Slow to moderate 
19 Rapid 
Moderate to slow 
1,3 7 Slow to moderate 
71 Slow 
327 Moderate to slow 
6, 597 acres 
Slope 
Percent 
0-1 
0-1 
1-3 
1-3 
1-3 
1-3 
1-3 
1-3 
1-3 
1-3 
1-3 
3-
3-6 
3-
3 
-12 
-12 
6-12 
6-12 
Suscept ib ili ty 
to erosion 
Slight 
Slight 
Slight 
Sl ight 
Slight 
Slight to moderate 
Moderate 
Sli ht 
Slight 
Slight to moderate 
Slight 
Slight to moderate 
Slight to moderate 
Slight to moderate 
Moderate 
Slight to moderate 
to moderate 
Moderate 
Slight to moderate 
Slight to moderate 
Slight to moderate 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Topography 
Smooth to slight ly 
undulating 
Smooth to slightly 
undulating 
Slightly rolling 
Slightly rolling 
Slightly rolling 
Slightly rolling 
Slightly rolling 
Slightly rolling 
Slightly rolling 
Sl ightly to 
moderately rolling 
Moderately rolling 
Moderately rolling 
Moderately rolling 
Depth 
Inches 
60+ 
60+ 
4811 -gravel 
60+II -ss & 
shale 
60+ 
60+ 
60+ 
60+ 
60+ 
60+ 
0+ 
60+ 
60+ 
60+ 
0+ 
60+ 
0+ 
0+ 
60+ 
60+ 
Underlying 
Material 
Sandstone and shale 
Sandstone and shale 
Gravel, sandstone and 
shale 
Primarily shale inter-
bedded with sandstone 
Primarily shale inter-
bedded with sandstone 
Primarily shale inter-
bedded with sandstone 
Primarily shale inter-
bedded with sandstone 
Primaril sandstone 
Primarily shale with 
interbedded sandstone 
Primarily shale with 
interbedded sandstone 
Primarily shale with 
interbedded sandstone 
Sandstone, shale and 
gravel 
Shale interbedded 
with sandstone 
Primarily sandstone. 
some shale 
Primarily shale wi th 
interbedded sands t one 
Primarily shale with 
interbedded sandstone 
Sandstone 
Sandstone 
Shale interbedded wi t h 
sandstone 
Shale and sandstone 
Shale and sandstone 
sandstone and 
sandstone and 
sandstone 
Shale and sandstone 
Remarks 
Has a saline and water table problem 
About half the acreage has a saline, 
alkal i and water t able problem 
Small acreage has saline, alkali and 
water table problems 
Saline, alkali and water table 
problems 
Saline, alkali and water table 
problems 
Small acreage with saline and water 
table problem. Considerable acreage 
of soils underlain by gravel at 
de ths of 0-48 inches. 
70 of acreage has saline, alkali 
and water table problems 
Small acreage with salt, alkali and 
water table problems 
50% of acreage has saline, alkali 
and water table problems 
80% of acreage has saline, alkali 
and water table problems 
Small acreage of saline, alkali and 
water table roblems 
Saline, alkali and water table 
roblems 
Moderately stony soils 
Soil, to gravel, ranges from 20 to 
48 inches thick 
30 of soils underlain by gravel 
between 20 and 48 inches 
Small acreage with saline, alkali 
and water table problems. About 
60% of acreage moderately stOny. 
Evaluation Area A = Soil s 
This area is compr ised of deep, medium to fine textured soils on slopes 
ranging from 0 to 6 p rcento They have weakly to s trongly developed B 
horizons with corresponding moderate to s low permeab i1ityo About 17 ~r= 
cent of the acreage consists of soils underlain by gravel at depths between 
20 and 48 inches o Depth to shale is over 60 incheso Most of the project 
soils having saline, alkali and high water table problems, are included 
in this evaluati on areao There are 2,302 acres or 71 percent of soils 
grouped into capab ili ty class III and 916 acres or 29 percent grouped into 
capability class 110 
Evaluation Area B = Soils 
Soils in this evaluati on area are gen!.~ !'a . lly deep, predominantly medium 
textured, have weakly to strongly developed B hor izons, moderate to slow 
permeability, and slopes ranging f r om 3 to 12 percent o Thirty=five percent 
f t s acreage consists of soi ls underlain by gravel between 12 and 48 
inches o Depth to shale is over 60 lnches o A small acreage i s affected 
by salt, alkali, high water table and f100d ingo This evaluation area 
includes most of the moderately stony soils on the projecto Steep slope 
is the major soil problem affecting the capability c1assificationo All 
the soils comprising the 1,462 aCT s in this evaluation area are grouped 
into capability class IVo 
Evaluat ion Area C = So 1s 
Soils of this evaluation area have developed primarily from loess, however, 
a small acreage has developed fr om alluviumo They are deep, medium tex~ 
tured soils with weakly to strongly developed B horizons, moderate to slow 
permeability, and slopes ranging from 1 to 6 percento A small acreage of 
soils is underla in by gravel at depths between 30 and 48 inches o Slope 
as it affects the soil erosion potential is the only si gn ificant problem 
affectlng the capab lity classification of these so i1so There are 407 
acres or 62 percent of the soils grouped into capability class II and 250 
acres or 38 percent grouped into capability class 1110 
Evaluation Area D = Soils 
This evaluation ar a is comprised of deep, medium textured soils which pre-
dominantly have eakly developed B horizons, moderate permeability, and 
slop ranging from 6 to 12 percento A small acreage of soils, representing 
about 13 percent of this area, is underlain by gravel at depths between 
20 and 48 inches o Except for a small acreage that is s lightly affected 
by salt and alkali, the only soil problem is slope as it affects the soil 
erosion potent ial o All the oils in this evaluat ion area (215 acres) are 
grouped into capabil ity class IVo 
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Evaluation Area E = Soils 
Soils of this evaluation area are deep with medium to fine texture, moderate 
to slow permeability, and sl opes ranging from 1 to 6 percento There is a 
small acreage with a high water table problem but slope, as it affects the 
soil erosion potential, is the s ignificant criterian for capability c1assi= 
fication of these sollso There are 160 acres or 88 percent of the soils 
in capability class III and 21 acres or 12 percent in capability class II. 
Evaluation Area F ~ Soils 
This evaluation area is comprised of deep, medium to flne textured soils 
with moderate to slow permeabi1ityo Slopes range from 1 to 12 percent, but 
the majority of the soils have slopes ranging from 6 to 12 percento About 
50 percent of the acreage is under1a ~ ~ y gravel between 20 and 48 incheso 
There are a few acres of soil with saline, alkali and water prob1emso Also, 
there is a small acreage of moderately stony sollso However, the major 
problem affecting the capability classification of these soils is moderately 
steep slopes. All the soils, comprising the 171 acres, in this evaluation 
area are grouped into capab i lity class IVo 
Evaluation Area G = Soils 
This evaluation area is comprised of deep, medium to fine textured soils 
with moderate to slow permeability and slopes ranging from 1 to 6 percento 
About 25 percent of the acreage is underlain by gravel at a depth of 48 
inches. The major problem significant to the capability classification of 
soils is slope as it effects the soil erosion potentia1o There are 285 
acres or 84 percent of the soils grouped into capability class III and 56 
acres or 16 percent grouped into capability class IIo 
Evaluation Area H ~ Soils 
Soils comprising this evaluation area are deep with medium to fine texture, 
moderate to slow permeability, and slopes ranging from 3 to 12 percento 
About 40 percent of the acreage is underlain by gravel at depths between 
20 an 48 inches. There is a small acreage which is moderately stony, but 
the soil problems significant to capability classification are fine tex~ 
tures and moderately steep slopeso All the soils in this evaluation area 
(346 acres) are grouped into capability class IVo 
Findings 
It is concluded that soils comprising the 6,597 acres of land designated 
by the Bureau of Reclamation as the Silt Project, which have been inter~ 
pretive1y grouped into capability classes II=1,400 acres, III~2,997 acres, 
and IV-2,200 acres, are suitable for cultivation under irrigatiooo 
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Irrigation Requirements and Water Supplies 
Sources of Data 
Reports on several studies include estimates of irrigation requirements in 
the general vic inity of the Silt projecto Included are the fo1lowing g 
(1) Appendix B of the Record of the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact Com-
mission; (2) Consumptive Use of Water in the Irrigated Areas of the Upper 
Colorado River Basin, by Blaney and Criddle; and (3) Consumptive Use and 
Irrigation Water Requirements of Crops in Colorado, by Blan~ and Crldd1eo 
Additional related information is contained in the Water Supply Papers of 
the Uo So Geological Survey, Climatological Data by the Uo So Weather 
Bureau, Colorado Heat and Moisture Indexes for Use in Land Capab ili ty Clas= 
sification by the So i l Conservation Service, and other pub1icationso These 
and other available related reports were carefully reviewed for the purpose 
of this study. In addition, informat i. n was supplied by techni c ians of the 
Colorado State University, Colorado Agricultural Experiment station, Colorado 
Cooperative Extension Serv ice, Colorado State Engineer, Agricultural Research 
S rvice, U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, U. S. Soil Conservation Serv ice, and 
others fam i1 iar wi th the areao 
Water Requirements 
Consumptive use requirement for the principal crops in the area were esti= 
mated by the Blaney~riddle procedures (table 4). Long climatological 
records are available for the town of Rifle, located adjacent to the project 
area; however, there are mat erial differences in elevation between Rifle 
and the several parts of the project. Some adjustment of both the tempera= 
ture and precipitation records at Rifle is necessary, therefore, before they 
can be considered representat ive of the project areao There are no data 
available to gu ide estimates of the amount of adjustment neededo In addi= 
tion, considerable variation of elevation occurs within the various parts 
of the project areao Considering these limitation, a refined and detailed 
estimate of consumptiv~ use within the project area was not attempted. 
From inspection of the area and discussions with technicians familiar with 
the area, it appears that the Davie Mesa~Harvey Mesa area could be reasonably 
considered as one unit for purposes of estimating the consumptive use re~ 
quirem nts, and the Dry Elk Valley as a separate unito 
Est imates of mean temperatures for the two project areas described above 
were made by applicat ion of standard adiabatic lapse rates, 30 per 1,000 
feet, for the el evational differences, to the average mean temperature at 
Rifle as given by the Uo So Weather Bu~au, Bulletin W, Supplement llc5 
(1931 =1952) • 
For the purpose of this study, effective precipitation is considered to 
be 85% of the average precipitation for the ten driest consecutive years 
(1931 =1940). Extension of the precipitation record at Rifle to the project 
area was difficult in the absence of data on the variability within the 
area. The Dry Elk Valley presents considerable uncertainty, as it is 
reputed to be at least partially in an area of Itrain shadow" north and e~st 
of the Grand Hogbacko 
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Table 4. - Estimate of consuaptlve use requirements for major crops, Silt project 
; " Alfa1fa - ~ - ~1~y~r- ~ Grass 0 ! Sugar Corn 0 Smal l Grain : : Pasture Beets 
Davie and Harvel Mesas, 
Evaluation Areas AlBIC and D 
Frost-free Period ... 
Consumptive use coefficient ,,85 .80 .75 075 070 
Consumptive use factor 28.78 28.78 26047 20. 61 28 . 78 
Consumptive use, Inches 24,,46 23002 19085 15045 20015 
Nonfrost-free Period 
Consumptive use coefficient 070 065 
Consumptive use factor 4.87 4,,87 --= 
Consumptive use, Inches 3041 3 .. 16 
Total Consumptive Use, Ac o Ins./Acre 27087 26018 19085 15045 20015 
- Effective Seasonal Precipitation, Inches 4084 4084 3040 2,,32 4007 
..... 
vt 
Net Irrigation Requireaent, Ac o Inso/Acre 23003 21034 16045 13013 16008 
DEl Elk Va11e~1 Evaluation Areas EaFaG & H 
Frost~free -Perrod -
CorisUmptive use coefficient 085 080 075 075 070 
ConsUmptiv~ use -factor 25052 25052 24047 19098 25052 
Consumptive use, Inches 21 069 20041 18035 14099 11086 
Nonfrost~free Period 
Consumptive use coefficient 070 065 
ConsumptIve " usi " factor 6076 6076 
COnsumptive use, Inches 4073 4039 
Total Consumptive Use, AC. Ins .. /Acre 26 0 42 24080 18035 14099 17086 
Effective Seasonal Precipitation, Inches 5050 5050 3090 2074 4022 
~ - . -
Net Irrigation Requirement, Aco lnso/Acre 20,,92 19030 14045 12025 13064 
From an inspection of the area and a consideration of the lapse rates, it 
was concluded that the effective precipitation of the Davie Mesa~arvey Mesa 
a~a will approximate the average precipitation (ten driest consecutiv~ 
years) at Rifle, and the corresponding monthly amounts have accordingly 
been used. For an estimate of precipitation in the D~ Elk Valley, a corre = 
1atton was developed between the r ecords at Rifle and thos at Collbran, 
the nearest station with similar characteristics and located at near the 
same elevation as the D~ Elk Valley. 
The various ~rrigation water loss~s expected within the project at the 
projected level of land development under project operations were estimated 
by considering soil characteristics and site locations o Due allowance was 
made for leaching requirements for salt balance control o Resulting irriga~ 
tion efficiency estimates were adjusted to reflect an estimated 12 percent 
reuse of tail water runoff and return fl ows a is the general practice 
within the area at presento Total fa~~ i rr i gat ion water requirements were 
estimated by addin'g on=farm losses to the basic constUD.ptive use estimates 
weighted by projected crop acreage distribution (table 5)0 
Table 5. - Irrigation requirements by evaluation areas, Silt project 
Weighted Av rag ~ e i ght ed Average Farm Headgate Water 
ConstUD.pt 0 v .... Jf!4e Farm Irrigation Delive~ Requirement, 
Eva! ua t i on Area Requ i rements, 0 Efficien~, With Acre Inches per 
" 
Acre ..,Inches per Project Irrigable Acre 
Irrigab1e Acre Percent 
A 1804 55 33 0.5 
B 1806 49 3800 
C 1803 56 32 01 
D 1804 49 3706 
E 1705 55 31 08 
F 1703 50 3406 
G 1605 55 3000 
H 1606 51 3206 
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Adequacy of Water SUpply 
Irr i gation water for the Si l t project is now supplied by direct diversion 
of the natural flows of East Rifle Creek, suppl~ented by releases from 
the existing Harvey Gap Reservo i r o This reservoir i s fi lled during the 
winter and spring months when s t r eam flows exceed the needs of downs treaa 
users. Lands in the Dry Elk Valley are upstream from the Harvey Gap Reser~ 
voir and hence rece ive water only by direct diversions from East Rifle Creeko 
During the s pring snow~elt period, the flow in the creek i s usually greatly 
in excess of the irrigat ion requirements for all lands whi ch u e i t 9 both 
project and non=project. By early summer, however, the flow dimini shes 
rap idly and is insufficient to meet the irrigation demands o As a result, 
t he Dry Elk Valley lands with their junior water rights are unable to 
obtain irrigation water subsequent to midsummer, and crop yields are 
adver sely affected. Bureau of Reclamation oper ations studies indicate 
that t he total historical supply ava i l~ l e to t he presently cultivated land 
in D~ Elk Valley has amounted only to about 35 percent of seasonal require-
ments on an ideal demand basis for a normal rotation cropping patterno 
Lands on Davie Mesa have previously been subjugated and placed under irriga-
tion. Irrigation water was diverted directly from Rifle Creek near the 
Rifle Gap Reservoir site. The available water rights were of such low 
priority, however, that insufficient irrigation water was available and 
the supply was undependable o Natural precipi t at i on is inadequate for dry 
farming, hence successful farming C not possible without an adequate supply 
of irrigation water, and t hese lands were abandoned o 
Lands on Harvey Mesa compri se the greater part of the project, same 4,680 
out of the total of 6,597 acres o These lands are supplied by direct diver-
sions during the early part of t he irrigation season when the flow of East 
Rifle Creek is adequat~ and by releases of stored water from Harvey Gap 
Reservoir during the latter part of the season when their natural flow 
rights are j unior to those of d~nstream users on Rifle Creek o Total 
seasonal water supplies available to these lands have averaged substantially 
less than requirementso Most severe shortages have occurred during July 
and August, and in a number of years the water available during these months 
has been less than 20 percent of requirementso Bureau of Reclamation opera-
tions studies indicate that the average seasonal water supply available to 
lands under the Harvey Gap Reservoir has been about 69 percent of estimated 
requirements. There have been few years during which all water requirements 
have been completely satisfiedo In the 24~year study period, only four years 
had seasonal water supplies greater than 90 percent of ideal requirements, 
while in 12 years the supply was less than 60 percent of requirementso 
In recent years, some 326 acres of land on the lower part of Harvey Mesa, 
incl uding 7 acres of non~roject land, have been i rrigated by pumping from 
the adjacent Cactus Valley Canal, which originates by direct diversion from 
the Colorado River. These lands have had essentially a full water supply 
and, accordingly, have been analyzed separately in the econom ic studies o 
Uhder project operat ions, they would receive their water supply from project 
sources . 
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Project plans propose the construction of three princ ipal elements, (1) 
Rifle Gap Dam and Reservo i r on Rifle Creek, (2) Davle Dltch, and (3) Silt 
pumping plant and canal o In addItion, several canals and laterals and 
interceptor and outlet dra ins wil l also be constructed 0 
The Rifle Gap Reser 0 r will prov lde seasonal regulati on of t he flows of 
Rifle Creek. Exchange of stored water in the reservoir for natural flow 
rights held by downs tream users will permit the increased diversion of 
late season fl o s int o the Grass Valley Canal serv ing D~ Elk Valley and 
Harvey Mesa and thereby supplement the water supply for those areas o 
Water for D~ Elk Vall~ will be supplied by direct divers ion of the un= 
regulated flows of East Rifle Creek through the Grass Valley Canal, in 
exchange for water tored in Rifle Gap Reservolro Senior water rights 
be l ow the Rif le Gap Reservo i r wi ll requ i r e bypas Ing natural flows during 
periods when no storage water i s ava Il ,'11e i te e ervoir for exchangeo 
Since there will be no regulat ion of East Rifle Creek above the diversion 
point of the Grass Valley Canal, the water supply for the D~ Elk Valley 
~{ll be affecte by such hypasseso 
The Rifle Gap Reservoi r will provide essentially a full water supply for 
lands to be served by t e Dav ie Ditch, while also ensuring that the senlor 
rights of water user in t he lower Rifle Creek Valley wil l be satisfied o 
Davie Ditch will convey wa e r from the Rifl e Gap Reservoir to serve the 
lands on Davie Mesa o 
The Silt pumping pl ant will divert direct ly f r om the Color ado River and 
deliver to the proposed pump canal, whi ch will distribute the water to 
about 1,804 acres of project lands on Harvey Mesa and a small acreage of 
interspersed non=pro j ect l ands with water right 0 The water supplied by 
this pumping plan and canal ill supplement direct diver sions from East 
Rifle Creek and grav ity releases from Harvey Gap Reservoiro Use of pump 
water in exchange fo r grav ity f l ow water in the area below the pump canal 
will equalize the water supply and minimize water shortages for lands in 
the Harvey Mesa ervice areao There are 4,680 acres of project land, 
comprising eval uation areas A and B, and 358 acres of interspersed non= 
project lands with water rights which must be satisfied, a total of 5,0)8 
acres, on Harvey Mesa o 
Project operations tudies assume that water supplies and project impacts 
will be equalized in the Harvey Mesa service area o It is fully recognized 
that farms lying bel ow the Silt pump canal could, if des ired, and by pay~ 
ment of the extra pumping costs involved, obtain additional water to an 
extent that woul d elimi nate their shortages i dry yearso Since this sup= 
plemental pumpage would be outside of and not a part of regular project 
operations, neither the additional costs that might be imposed or the pos~ 
sible benefits that might accrue, nor the decrea ed water supply shortage 
that would result, have been estimated under the project operations analysiso 
In order to assure a d pendable water supply for the project lands served 
by the Silt pumping plant and canal, project plans re ammend the reservation 
of an estimated maximum of 6,600 acre =feet of storage water in Green Moun= 
tain Reservo i r on t he Colorado Rivero 
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A comparison of the adequacy of project water supplies by months and eva1ua ... 
tion areas is given in table 60 
Table 6. ~ Average water supply, percent of ,requirements, by months and 
evaluation areas, Silt project !t 
Pro jected Water Supply With Project 
: Harvey Mesa : Davie Mesa: Dry Elk Valley 
Month: Evaluation : Eva1uatiam ~ Evaluation 
: Areas A & B :Areas C & D ~ Areas E,F,G & H g 
GD c:::J c:;;a;, (a;I <= Percent 
May 100 100 .L IJO 
June 100 100 100 
July 100 100 100 
Aug. 90 84 90 
Sept. 73 81 79 
Octo 100 100 75 
Historical Water SU~ij1Y 
Without Pro ject ~ 
Harvey Mesa g Dry Elk Valley 
Evaluation Evaluation 
Areas A & B gAreas E,F,G & H 
100 
98 
56 
35 
43 
100 
73 
31 
17 
25 
54 
54 
!I Based on 24<=year study period 1937-1960 inc1usive o 
g; Davie Mesa, evaluation areas C and D, not i rrigated under without=project 
conditions., 
Under project operations, all lands will have a full water supply except 
in years of unusually deficient water yield., Effective operation of the 
Silt pumping plant will greatly reduce the effect of local minor water yield 
deflciencieso Occasional years of extremely deficient water supply, such 
as have occurred in the past, will re,~u1 t in some water supply shortages 
for project lands., A comparison of historical water supplies and those 
that would be a ailab1e with the project, based on data provided by the 
Bureau of Reclamation, is given in table 70 Anticipated water shortages 
are reflected in crop yield estimates of project landso 
Interspersed among the project lands is a limited acreage of non=project 
land with rights to a proportional share of the present water supply., 
These lands are generally too steep for effective cultivation or have 
profile or othe r limitations whioh make them undesirable for inclusion 
within the project. They will continue to receive the normal water supply 
to which they are legally entitled from appropriate sources of supply, 
depending upon their location, but the supply will not be supplemented from 
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Table 7. CD Comparison of annual water supp1i Illi th and wi thout project, by 
evaluation areas , Si lt project !t . 
Percent 
of Water 
Requirements 
Avai l able 
100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
~ Per cent of Years the ttpercent of Water Requirements Available" 
was Equalled or Exceeded 
Harvey Mesa Davie Mesa g Dry Elk Valley 
~ Eva1 uation Areas A & B =Eva1uation Areas C& D ~ Eva1uation Areas 
: ~ ~ E, F , G & H 
WOth P O t ~ Without ~ t rOJec .. Pr "ect 0 S 1 . oJ • 
upp y : Supply: 
65 2 
75 17 
92 36 
99+ 45 
52 
90 
99 
With Project 
Supply 
Percent CXI' c::g c:r:;:, c:g 
69 
78 
96 
99+ 
: Wi th ~ Wi thout 
:Project g Project 
~ Supply g Supply 
~ ~ t::) Qg '*' OlD c::. QD ~ 
69 
77 
96 001 
99+ 009 
500 
1700 
39.0 
!I Based on 24=year s tudy per i od 1937- 1960 inclusive c 
project sources. There ar e 112 acres of these lands loeated in the Dry Elk 
Valley and 358 acres on Harvey Mesa. They produce a limited amount of forage 
and are owned and managed in conjunction with the project lands with which 
they are interming1edo 
Water from both Rifle Greek ruld the Colorado River has been analyzed and 
found su itable for irr i gati on of project 1ands o 
Findings 
Based on estimates of consumptive use requirements and irrigation efficien= 
cies, an average 2086 acre =feet of water per irrigable acre will be required 
at the farm headgates to adequately serve the project 1andso Reservoir and 
project operations studies and records of historical flows indicate that 
the water supplies available from project facilities will be adequate to 
meet this requirement in all but exceptionally d~ years o The average water 
supply available for del Ivery to .tanners during a period of years ccmparable 
to the 1937-1960 st uQy per iod would be 96 percent of estimated requirementso 
The project water requirements and water supply are summarized in table 8 0 
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Table 8. - Projected crop distribution and seasonal consumptive use and water requiremen t estimates by 
evaluation areas, Silt project 
Harvey· and Davie Mesas __ : Dp" E~k Valley Net -- ' i - - ~N~t -watet · ~~- ~- -· ~~'~:~~~~~~:~~N~e~t~~-: ~~~~:~N-e~t-w~a-t-e-r 
- • irrIgat ion :pr~Jected: supply - - :Evaluation~ :irrigation ~ Projecte"dg supplV' Evaluation" 
area .. .. Crop ~requ rrement : ne crop g required area : Crop grequirement g net crop 0 required 
Inches Acres :Acre=feet: Inches Acres ~ Acre~feet 
A Alfalfa 23003 . 1253 240407 E Alfalfa 20092 107 18605 
Clover & Gra.ss Clover & Grass 
Pasture 21,,34 633 1125 .. 7 Pasture 19030 15 2401 COrn 16045 270 370,,1 Corn 14,,45 24 2809 
Small Grain 13.13 492 53803 Small Grain 12e25 24 24 .. 5 
Beets 16 .. 08 375 5Q205 
B Alfalfa 23,,03 658 1262 .. 8 F Alfalfa 20,,92 108 .18803 
Clover & Grass Clover & Grass 
Pasture 21 .. 34 326 57907 Pasture 19030 12 1903 
Small Grain 13013 390 426 07 Small Grain 12.25 47 48,,0 
C Alfalfa 23.03 148 28400 G Alfalfa 20092 123 21404 
Clover & Grass Clover & Grass 
Pasture 21 .. 34 241 42806 Pasture 19030 72 11508 
Corn 16,,45 77 105 0 6 Com 14045 19 2209 
Small Grain 13013 77 8403 Small Grain 12025 57 5802 
Beets 16 0 08 75 10005 Beets 13,,64 50 5608 
D Alfalfa 23 003 60 11501 H Alfalfa 20092 88 15304 
Clover & Grass Clover & Grass 
Pasture 21034 85 15102 Pasture 19030 144 231 06 
Small Grain 13013 58 63,,5 Small Grain 12025 93 9409 
aID c=:t CD GO CZI CD c.::I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c::;) ~ e=t c;::) c::c c:x:, co ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c:Jo c::J c::;) c;:::) c:::;) c;::) ~ C;:::II 
Dry Elk 
Valley 
Harvey Mesa Davie Mesa Areas Project 
Areas A & B Areas C & D E~F2G & H Total 
Total crop irrigation requirement, acre=feet 7,210 1,333 1,468 101 011 
Estimated on=farm water losses, acre=feet 6,405 1,131 1,315 8,851 
Total farm de1ive~ r~quirement, acre=feet 13,615 2,464 2,783 18,862 
Total gross irrigable acreage 4,680 872 1,045 6,597 
farm. delivery requirement per irrigable acre, acre=feet. 2091 2083 2066 2086 
Proposed project average farm delivery, acre=feet per irrigable acre 2074 2071 2074 2074 
Percent of requirements met by proposed average farm del Ivery 94 96 100 96 
Land and Irrigat i on Development 
Sources of Data 
The so il sur vey has been generally interpreted in term of land use and 
treatment as provided in the Technical Guide of the Bookcliff Soil Conser~ 
vat ton Distric t and the Irri gation Guide for Wes tern Colorado Aveas Below 
7,000 Fee t o Land class 0 f icat ion surveys of the Bureau of Reclamat lon fur= 
nished supplemental informati on o Special site inves t igations, Infiltration 
measurements, and other surveys , and direct inspection of fie d conditions 
and rev iew with technicians familiar with the area, have furnished additional 
basic data~ Farm plans and records of land leveling and farm irrigation ' 
development work accomplished with the assistance of Soil Conservation 
Service technicians assigned to the Bookcliff Soil Conservation District, 
have been used to obtain bas ic estimates of unit volumes and costs o 
Development requirements have been re lated to the physical character istics 
of the var ious soil mapping units an the projecto Projected land deve1op= 
ment, as Infl enced by the soil and site characterist ics , has been estimated 
by each capability unit and averaged by evaluation areas. Interspersed 
lands not included in the project have been excluded from the reporto Cost 
estimates are ba ed on the Uo So Department of Agriculture pri ce projec = 
tions of September 1957. 
Farm Irrigation Development 
Irrigat ion water supplies for the project area have been inadequate for 
the presently cultivated lands; hence, there has been no si gnif icant develop= 
ment of new lands in recent years o However, there has been a l imited amount 
of additional development ork accomplished since t he original subjugation 
of the present fanns o ~10st of this has been in connection wi th the stab ll i= 
zation of the present irrigation and has usually been r estr lcted tO g l ands 
with better water r ights, si tuations where specific opportunities existed 
for improving irrigat10n efficienc ies and the eff e tiveness of the present 
water supply, or the improvement of part icular problem areas where conditions 
resulted in unusual difficu lty in obtaining satisfacto~ irrigationo In 
general, the pr incipal improvements have consisted of adjus tment of lengths 
of run t ore nearly it t e requirement of the specific sites affect ed, 
the installation of limited drainage facilities, or to the l eveling of ' 
uneven or undulating fieldso 
TInder present water supply conditions, there has been 1 itt1~ economic in .... 
centive for deve opment of the land at a rate faster than has occurredo 
It is expected, therefore , that in the future without the proje t, condi = 
ti ans would remain little changed from the present and that additional land 
development would be largely restricted to the correction of specifi c problems 
of limited extent. With project development, the increased water supply and 
resul ting better yields and improved economy will provide a basis f0r increased 
development. Complete irri gation systems and related development will be 
requi red for the projected new lands, and continued improvement in accord= 
ance with their si te requirements can reasonably be expected for the presently 
cultivat ed lands and fac i1ities o 
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There are only limi t ed areas of soils within the project having stony sur= 
faces or profi1eso These are all in capability class IV and limi ted to 
pasture and close growing cropso The estimated cost of rock and stone 
removal and the inherent limitations indicated by the capability c1assifi= 
cation indicate that these lands would be best restricted to hqy and pasture 
use, for which no clearing would be requiredg Accordingly, no TQck or stone 
removal has been estimated as an item of land developm nt co to 
There are 0 1y limited data on which to base an estimate of the amount of 
increase in land and lrrigation development that can be expected on the 
presently cultivated lands under the changed condition assumed with ' proJect 
development 0 An approach has been made by es timating the requireme ts in 
accordance with the actual requirements for various capability uni t s within 
or near the project area and i nterpolation of the remaining capability units 
at appropriate 1eve1s o A di scounting factor based on estlmates by local ' 
techn i cians of the requirements of h~ ea and the cropping patterns and 
site factors, has been incorporated into the development estimates o Based 
on this procedure, estima tes of a erage land development associated with 
project construction have been made and projected to the various evaluation 
areas o These are summar ized i n table 90 
Farm Dralnage Devel opment 
There are considerable ar as nf ,. et or potentially wet lands withln the 
project. Pro ject plans include estimates for project drainage insta1la= 
tions to prov ide dra inage and drainage outlets for these lands 0 No on=farm 
drainage installations are included in the pr0ject drainage p1ans o 
Detailed plans and cost estimates fQr on-farm dra inage are not practical 
until observations are ava ilable of the behavior 0 the affected areas 
after the instal lation of he planned project dra inage and an anal y is of 
the relative economics of each site in the light of the oil capabi lity and 
proposed usage. Ho ever, tentative estimates have been made of th extent 
of on=farm drainage installati ons and of the probable capital and annual 
costs assumed to result therefrom 0 The ecanomi . benefit studies assume 
the levels and cos t s of land, irrigation and dra inage development out1inedo 
Cost e timates for 0 = arm drainage requirements have been made on the basis 
of soil types and site characteristics, with due regard to the probability 
that soils in certain capability units will be most economically used by 
retalning them in we pasture conditiono Permeability data has been fur= 
nished by the Bureau of Rec1amationo Drainage requirements for specific 
areas have been based on the application of the Donnan procedure, and costs 
have been estimated by the extension of resulting typical unit costs to 
the areas mapped. 
Findings 
Estimates of devel opment costs for project lands are based on an analysis 
of the physical requirements of the soils and site conditions o They are 
related to pro jected economic conditions and to the minimum requirements 
Table 90 CD Summary of land and irrigation development and farm drainage, by evaluation areas, 
Silt project 
Item Unit Evaluation Areas A B C D E F G H 
Irrigable land Acres 3,218 1,462 657 215 181 177 341 346 
Dominant slopes Percent 1-6 6 <z>12 1=3 6=12 3=6 6=12 3~ 6.,.12 
Dominant profile depth Feet 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Dominant lrrigation methods Predominantly corrugati on for close growing crops, furrow for row crops 
Max imum furrow stream size GPM 12 4 10 2 10 5 10 5 
Average farm irrigation efficiency Percent 55 49 56 49 55 50 55 51 
I\) 
p- Peak period consumptive use rate Inso/Day 020 020 020 020 020 020 020 020 
Average maximum length of runs Feet 340 225 370 200 340 260 340 240 
Average field ditch and 
lateral required Fto/Acre 140 201 139 227 136 176 139 198 
Weighted average land leveling 
earthwork required Cyo/Aco 200 84 176 130 138 101 221 100 
Farm irrigation structure, 
.. average cost per acre Dollars 10085 4.18 26024 16055 10085 4018 19011 4018 
Weighted average far.m 
drainage, cost per acre Dollars 12016 1053 
for land and water management at the levels expected under project conditionso 
Weighted average development cast estimates are summarized by evaluation 
areas in table 10. 
Table 10. - Cost of land and irrigation developm~nt by evaluation areas, 
Silt project 
Evaluation Area 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
Clearing 
Cost Per Acre 
Farm • 
Leveling ~ Irrigation g Drainage g Total 
System 
- - - = - - - - - - ~ = = Dollars ~ 
1.20 36024 
15005 
31010 
23044 
24.86 
18015 
39.82 
18.00 
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15043 
8059 
34083 
28093 
14018 
8.15 
21.32 
15036 
12 016 65003 
26007 
66053 
52031 
39004 
26.90 
69011 
31.92 
Projected Agricultural Economy 
Economic analysis of the proposed Silt irrigation project has two primary 
objectives~ (1) An apprai s al of direct agricultural benefit~ from project 
development; and (2) an apprai sal of prospective farm income~ from repre~ent­
ative si~es and types of farm considered most likely with proposed i rrigation 
deve1opmento Both analys es will contribute to a general appraisal of the 
prQspect$ for a succes~ful and s table irrigated agricultural economy. 
Procedures 
An e~timate of agricultural benefits and an appraisal of pro pective farm 
income~ were derived by farm -budgeting procedures . Crop-production budgets 
were used in analyzing agricultural benefits; they were limited to cos t s 
and r eturns of crop and pas ture production that would exi s t with a livestock 
economy. Farm-income budgets were used in analyzing prospective farm in-
comes by type of farm. In this analysi s , costs and returns were carried 
through the 1 ives tock enterpri ses. The .:·a r m acreages , cropping sy tems , 
and crop yields e tab1i~hed for appraisal of farm incomes were al so us ed 
in budgeting for agricultural benef its . 
The crop-production budget con~i~t of three basic elements8 ( 1) The 
e::;timated quantity and value of crop and pas ture production without and 
with project after full development of the farms; (2) the quantity and 
va1u~ of economic re~ource~ used in achiev ing the assumed level of production 
wi thout and with project development ( exclu ive of water cos t ), and (3) 
the delay involved in achiev ing t ie i ncrea~ed level of producti on, which 
i ::; accounted for by di~counting procedure~ . 
Farm-income budget::; , representing casts and returns of all the enterprises 
anticipated for given farm types , u~ed in e~timating re~idua1 farm income~. 
The~e income~ are available a~ compen~ation to farm operator · and their 
fami l ies for their labor and management and f or payment of water charges . 
The major elements involved in the analys i s were ~ 1) The quantity of 
agricultural product& produced for s ale and their expected market value~ ; 
(2) the quantity and value of re~ource i~put~ expended b·y project farmers 
to ~chieve the level of production anticipated (eXClusive of water costs) , 
and (3) al lowance for the labor and management of the operator and family 
equivalent to estimated incomes that would be derived from alternative 
employment. 
Source of Data 
Numerous economic tudies on irrigation developm~nt were relied upon for 
the economic and physical s tandards and the procedures used in thes e 
analyses . This background information was supplemented by~ecific in-
formation for the Silt project obtained from four major sources g ( 1) 
An economic survey of farms in the project area conducted during 1958 
in cooperation with the Bureau of Reclamation, (2) material furnished by 
the Bureau of Reclamation, (3) economic analyses of other projects, !I 
and (4) information furnished by Co10rado .State University personnel, 
local representatives of Federal and State agencies, irrigation companies, 
county officials and businessmen. 
i7 R~apprai sa1 by the USDA of Direct Agricultural Benef its for the Vernal 
Unit, Central Utah Project, and Paonia, Hammond, Smith Fork, Seedskadee, 
lor ida, and Emery County ' rqjects , Upper Colorado River Storage Pro °ect 
Commodity Pr ice Projecti ons 
All price~ us ed in es timating farm incomes, direct benefits, and associated 
costs are based on t he September 1957 price project ions of the U. S. 
Department of Agri culture. These projections assume f'J relatively hi gh 
employment, a trend t oward peace, continued population 'and economic growth, 
and a stable general pr i ce level." 
The long-term projected index of prices received for all farm commodities 
is 235, base period 1910-14. A comparable index for pri ces pa.id, 'Including 
interest1 wages , and taxes is 265. 
Th~ pri ce of rotation pasture us ed in the benefit analys i s i s der ived from 
the long-term projected pr i ce of alfalfao he c ompute6 price -is based 
on the net income derived from alfalfa, djusted f or differences in costs 
of production and per acre y ield of total digestible nutrients. The derived 
price results in t he s ame net return per acre for alfalfa hay and rotation 
pasture . 
Information obtained during the field survey showed that, historIcally, 
prices received locally for specific agricultural commodities marketed 
have been about the same as t he state average prices. Projected prices 
for livestock and lives tock produc t s are based on data collected from the 
Denver and Grand Junction ma k. 1.? •. " All prices were adjusted for marketing 
costs and are net prices to farmers. Projected prices of crops, livestock, 
lives tock products , and selected cos t items f or the Silt project are shown 
in table 11. 
,Farm Sizes 
Irrigated acreage was 89 acres per farm on all farms surveyed and 121 acres 
on full-time farms. The economic survey included a s ample of 24 full-time 
and 20 part-time fatms. 
Projected farm sizes for both with and without project are based on a family-
size-farm concept in which the operator and his family furnish all the 
labor except during the crop harves ting season~ Present s izes , current 
trends in si ze of farm, legal limitations 6f 160 acres of irrigable land 
per ownership, prospective farm incomes, and other factors were considered 
in es t ablishing projected farm si zeso 
,Ant i cipated Crop Yields 
Projected crop yields es t i mated for evaluation areas, without and with project 
de'velopment, are shown in tables 12 and 13. Production estimates are based 
on crop yields obta ined in comparable areas, estimates by farmers in the 
project area and agricultural technicians familiar with the area, and 
other pertinent crop y ield datao Yields reflect estimates of average 
managerial skill for farmers on the project. 
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Table 11~ ~ Long-term projected prices received and selected prices paid, 
Silt project 
Item 
Prices received !I 
Alfalfa hay, baled ~ 
Corn silage\ 2! 
Barley 
Sugar beets 
Str aw 
Butterfat (whole milk) ~ 
Grade A 
Grade C 
Gows (dairy) 
Calves (day old dairy bulls) 
Calves (day old dairy heifers) 
Cows (beef) 
Calves (beef steers) 
Calves (beef heifers) 
Long yearlings (beef steers 
Long yearlings (beef heifers) 
Cull ewes 
Lambs 
Wool 
Prices paid 
Hired l abor 
. Cus, tom rages g 
Baling hay 
Comb ining 
ChoppinQ corn 
Th inn ing beets 
Hoeing beets (2 times) 
Pulling, topping, and loading 
beets by machine 
Hauling beets to dump 
Unit 
Ton 
do 
Bushel 
Ton 
do 
-o lnd butterfat 
do 
do 
Cwt. 
Head 
do 
Cwt~ 
do 
do 
do 
do 
Cwt. 
do 
Pound 
Hour 
Ton 
Acre 
do 
do 
do 
' Ton 
do 
Price 
Dollars 
20.60 
7.35 
1.05 
14.40 
,10·.00 
1.06 
1.16 
.79 
12.30 
10.00 
20.00 
14.30 
21.40 
19.10 
19.80 
17.40 
6.30 
21.75 
.49 
1.00 
5.00 
5.50 
16,00 
17.50 
13.00 
1.50 
1.00 
!I Net price received by farmers. g; Price i n 'stack after shrinkage. 21 Based on the price of alfalfa; 2.8 tons of corn silage equivalent to 
1 ton of a1fa1fao 
4/ Weighted average includes 73 percent grade A and 27 grade C at 3.5 
test. 
Based on price projections by the U. So Department of Agriculture, 
September 1957. 
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Table 12 .. - Projected crop yields, without project development, by evaluation 
areas , Silt project 
0 Evaluation area 0 
Crop Unit g A B E F 
Alfalfa Y Ton 3.0 2.5 1.7 1.5 
Rotat i on pas ture !I AUM 6.0 5 .. 6 304 3.0 
Corn silage !I Ton 11.5 
Barley Bu. 60.0 55.0 5000 45.0 
Sugar-beets Y Ton 13.5 
Permanent pasture AUM 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 
!I Ferti1izerg Annual requirement (~ /ai 1ab1e ) per unIt of yield, alfalfa, 
7.5 pounds phosphate per ton~ rotati on pas ture, 3 pounds of phosphate and 
6 pounds of n i trogen per AUM, corn ~i lage, 5 pounds nitrogen p~r ton, sugar 
~z ets , 4.5 pounds phosphate and 5.5 pounds nitrogen per ton. Total phosphate 
required applied at t i me of s eeding, nitrogen applied to p~sture once each 
year. 
Table 13. ',- Projected crop y i 1 ~f. , wi th project development, by evaluation 
areas, Silt project 
Evaluation area 
Crop g Unit g A B 0 C D E g F' G H 0 
Alfalfa !I Ton 4 .. 0 3 .5 4.0 3.5 3.7 3 .. 2 3. 7 3.2 
Rotation pas ture y AUM , 8. 0 700 8.0 7.0 7.4 6.4 7.4 6.4 
Corn s ilage y Ton 15.0 1500 1500 15 .. 0 
Bar ey Bu. 70 .. 0 60.0 70.0 60 .. 0 70.0 6000 70 .. 0 60.0 
Sugar beet !I Ton 16 .. 0 16.0 16.0 
Permanent pe$ture AUM 3.0 3.0 ~.O 2.0 
!I Ferti1izer g Annual requirement (available ) per unit of yield j alfalfa, 
7.5 ,pounds pho::>phate per ton, rotation pas ture, 3 pounds of pho:slphate and 6 
pounds of nitrogen per AUM; corn silage,S pounds nitrogen per ton ~ ~ugar 
beet~, 4.5 pound ' pho~phate and 5.5 pound~ ni trogen per ton. Total pho~phate 
required applied at time of ~eeding, nitrogen applied to pa "ture twice each 
year 0 
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Anticipat d Cropp ing Sy ems 
Climate, t opogr apflY, di an-ce to central markets , and oppor t unities for 
off=far m empl oyment inf l uence t he kinds of crops that are commercially 
produced in the proj ect area~ Present i rrigated crops consi s t of alfalfa 
and pasture on 74 per cent of the crop land; small g in on 19 percent9 
corn silage on 4 05 percent , and sugar beets and potab)es on 2.5 percent. 
Development of t he projec i s not expected t o affect the kinds of crops 
produced. 
Development of t he pr oject is expected to increase the percent ag of the 
project area in r ot at i on pasture , corn silage, and sugar beets and to 
decrease the percentage in al falfa and small grains (table 14 0 On farms 
that do not grow uger beets , a 7~year crop rotat ion i s assumed, including 
5 years of alfalfa or rot ation pasture, and 2 years of grain and corn for 
s ilage or if topogra hy ·if.~a a l imit ing f a tor graIn was subs t i tut ed f or 
corn si lage i n t he r otat ion o A 9=yea.. \. op ro tio as assumed on farms 
on which sugar beet s were growno Small grain wa used as a nurs ~ crop in 
the seeding of alfalfa and rotat ion pas ture. 
A 9-year crop r ota ion was a s umed on evaluation areas A, C, and Go On 
evaluation ar eas B, , , F , and H a 7-year r otat ion was projec tedo Because 
of s lopes, corn si lage nd sugar beets wete not projected on evaluation 
areas B, D> F, and Ho 
Table 14. - Project ed cr pping . a~ . r , wIthout and with pr oject development, 
by evaluatlon areas , Silt project 
EValuati on areas 
Crop A B g C g D E F G g H gProject 
Acre Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acre Acres Acres 
- Wi thout Project 
Alfalfa 1, 214 597 122 120 ~===~ =-~=~ 2,053 
Rotation pas tur e 556 260 cm goc:;;.:;t~ (::) c:;;;tCOQ:)u:;)~ 816 
Corn s il age 247 ~~~c;a~Q;;lo ,,- c.o;,am~ GID QlmOD c;;;:Jela Cllilt _ c;gtE)1:) == = 247 
Barley 469 341 48 47 905 
Sugar beets 150 = 150 
Range , nonirri gated 387 176 657 215 341 346 2,122 
Farmstea , e ' c . 195 88 11 10 304 
Total 3)218 1,462 657 215 181 177 341 346 6,597 
Permanent pas ture II 255 110 56 54 475 
Wi th pr ojec t 
Alfalfa 1,253 658 148 60 107 108 123 88 2,545 
Rotation pasture 633 326 241 85 15 12 72 144 1,528 
Corn s ilage 270 77 24 19 390 
Barl ey 492 390 77 58 24 47 57 93 1,238 
Sugar beets 375 75 50 500 
Farmstead, etc o 195 88 39 12 11 10 20 21 396 
Total 3, 18 1,462 657 215 181 177 341 346 6,597 
Permanent pas ture 1I 55 110 56 54 475 
!I Nonpr oject lands proj ected to receive essential y the same supply of 
water without and with project development. 
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Di rect Agricultural Ben~fits 
A pr imary obj~ctive of the economic analysis is to estimate direct agricultural 
benef i ts 0 These benefits are defined as the value of crop and pasture produc-
tion expected '~rith proje t evelopment over the value anticipated wi thout the 
project, mi nus the value of additional farm inputs or ass ociated costs re-
quired. The concepts and assumptions on the specific composi tion and value 
of nonproJect resources or assoc iated cos ts, as used in this report, are 
outlined below .. 
A basic ass mption is that the national economy will operate at essentially 
full employment for the period of analysis.. With this general assumption, 
al t ernative empl oyment opportunities would be expected in the nat ional 
economy for res ources used in the development and operation of irrigated 
farms , i ncluding the labor and management skills of farm operator s . Also, 
the projected levels of farm prices rece ived and paid are higher than they 
would be with -ignlficant unemployme t" 
Estimates of di rect agr l cultural benefits are based on crop=production 
. u gets that account for the quant i ty and value of crop and pasture production 
expected after ful l devel opment of project farms , and for the co t that will 
be incurred on the project lands in achieving the level of production ex-
pected~ Esti mate ' were made for each evaluation area and for the project 
area as a whol eo 
The cropping patterns as~umed th" benefi t analysis are the same as thos~' 
used in the analysis of water requirements and prospective farm incomes. 
Farms with adequate 'Water supplies 'will require considerably more labor than 
farms with partia- upplies. The addi tional operator and family labor 
requ i red is considered a an ec onomic cost in deriving benefits attributable 
to the project. 
Labor and Management Charges 
Labor for crop roduction on project lands will be requ i red during the 
summer 0 • Thus, the s umme h i red wage rate assumed in the analysis ($1.00 
per hour) was applied to operator and family labor in evaluating direct 
agricultural benef it fr om irrigation water. A management allow~lce or 
charge was made for the farm operators also. This amounts to 15 percent 
of the hired wage rate. Based on these rates and an allocation of 75 
per cent of the hour ' to t he operator and 25 percent to the fami l y, the 
hourly rate would be $10110 
Return to Land and Water 
'I 
Summaries of the average value of crop production, annual production costs, 
and return to operator and f amily labor and management, land and water, 
without and with project development, are shown by evaluation areas in 
tables 15 and 160 Net income, cost of operator and family labor and manage-
ment, and the elghted average increa~e in net income with project development 
by evaluat ion areas are shown i n tabl e 170 Deduction of all expens es and 
allowance except thos e f or land and water leaves a weighted average net 
return to these resources ranging from $34071 per acre for evaluation area 
G. to $9067 per acre for evaluation area ,g. 
1 <0> 
Table 150- Net income from crop production to op~rator and family labor and 
management, land, and water, without project development, by 
evaluation areas, Silt project 
'. 
Evaluation areas 
Item Unit A B E F 
Total land Acre 130.0 150.0 135.0 155.0 
Alfalfa do 48.e 61.3 91.0 105.0 
Rotation pas ture do 22.4 26.7 
Com silage do 9.9 
Barley do le.9 35.0 36.0 41.0 
Sugar beets do, 6.0 
Idle do 16.0 18.0 
Farmstead, etc. do 8.0 9.0 8.0 9.0 
Operator and family labor Hour '. 1,15e 1,396 1,058 1,236 
Investment Dollar 9,224 8,905 8,776 8,880 
Buildings and improvement do 1,455 1,435 1,386 1,451 
Machinery and equipment do 6,718 6,440 6,440 6,440 
other do 1,051 1,030 950 989 
Value of production do 7,392 6,8ge 5,265 5,414 
Production expenses y do 4,057 3,439 2,917 3,133 
N~t crop income y do 3,335 3,459 2,348 2, 281 
Intere~t 11 do 461 445 439 444 
Net income ~ do 2,874 3,014 1,909 1,837 
II Excluding intere~t, land and water development, and O&M. 
g( Return to operator and family labor and management, land and irrigation 
water 0 
3/ At 5 percent. 
~ Return to operator and family labor and management, land and irrigation 
vater . 
Based on price projections by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
September 1957. 
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Table 1"6. - Net income from crop production to operator and family labor and 
management, land, and water, with project development, by 
evaluation areas, Silt project 
Item 
Total land 
Alfalfa 
Rotation pasture 
Corn silage 
Barley 
Sugar beets 
Farmstead, etc. 
Operator and family 
labor 
g Unit 
Acre 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
Hour 
Evaluation area 
A ~ B g C : D g E g F g G g H 
130.0 150.0 135.0 155.0 135.u 155 .0 14v.u 16u.u 
50.6 67.5 30.6 43.0 80.0 94.5 48.5 40.5 
25.6 33.5 49.6 61.0 11.0 10.5 28.5 66.5 
10.9 15.9 ----- 18.0 =---- 7.5 
19~9 40.0 15.9 42.0 18.0 41.0 22.5 43.0 
15.0 15.0 ----- ----- --~-- 25.0 
8.0 9.0 8.0 9.0 8.0 9.0 8.0 10.0 
1,627 1,862 1,501 1,784 1,729 1,982 1,764 1,777 
Investment Dollar 9,602 9,247 9,415 8,89110,4779,622 9,486 8,755 
Buildings and im-
provements 
Machinery and equip-
do 
ment do 
Other do 
Value of production do 
Production expenses !I do 
Net crop income SI 
Interest 11 
Net inc ome !±I 
do 
do 
do 
1,475 1,435 1,532 1,451 1,557 1,451 1,474 1,467 
6,718 6,440 6,741 6,440 6,818 6,440 6,783 6,440 
1,409 1,382 1,142 1,000 2,102 1,731 1,229 848 
11,988 9,43012,2489,458 9,890 9,41113,7299,070 
5,446 3,985 5,718 3,993 4,364 4,111 6,437 3,959 
6,542 5,445 6,530 5,465 5,526 5,300 7,292 5,111 
480 463 471 445 524 481 474 438 
6,062 4,982 6,059 5,020 5,002 4,819 6,818 4,673 
11 Excluding interest, land and water development, an~ O&M. 
2/ Return to operator and family labor and management, land and irrigation 
water o 
3/ At 5 percent. 
g( Return to operator and family labor and management, land and irrigation 
watero 
Based on price projections by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
September 1957. 
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Table 110- Summaryg Weighted average increase in n~t income, with project development, by evaluation areas, 
Silt project 
Increased 
gOperator &gCost of operator g net income 
0 fam i ly & family g Weighted g Net income g per acre 0 
Item gNet i ncome y g labor labor y gNet income ~gfarm sizegper acre lIgwith project 
Evaluation area Dollar Hours Dollar Dollar Acres Dollar Dollar 
A (with) 6,062 1,627 1,806 4,256 130 32.74 20.52 
A (without) 2,874 1,158 1,285 1,589 130 12.22 
B (with) 4,982 1,862 2,067 . 2,915 150 19.43 9.67 
B (without) 3,014 1,396 1,550 1,464 150 9~76 
C (with) 6,059 1,501 1,666 4,393 135 32.54 32.54 
D (with). 5,020 1,784 1,980 3,040 155 19.61 19.61 
E (with) 5,002 1,729 1 , ~ 19 3,083 135 22.84 17;40 
E (without) 1,909 1,058 1,174 735 135 5.44 
F (with) 4,819 1,982 2,200 2,619 155 16.90 13.90 
F (,without) 1,837 1,236 1,372 465 155 3.00 
G (with) 6,815 1,764 1,958 4,860 140 34.71 34.71 
H (with) 4,673 1, 777 1,972 ~,701 160 16.88 16.88 
11. Return' to operator ar.d family labor and management, land and water. g; At $1.15 per h~ur f or operator l abor and management and $1.00 per hour for f amily labor. Weighted 
average is based on 75 percent of hours by operator and 25 percent of hours by family. 
d1 ; N~t return to land and irriga, ion water. 
Based on price projections by ~he Uo S. Department of Agriculture, September 957. 
Land Dev~lopment Costs 
Th~ acreage of each evaluation area, the project~d land values and the 
additional cos t of land and farm irrigation systems, and annual cost 
per acre are shown in table 18. Costs of farm buildings , machinery, fenc~s, 
domestic water, and maintenance and replacement costs of th~ farm irrigation 
system are included as farm expenses in the budgets. Th~ degree of develop-
ment anticipated on land and farm irrigation systems for each evaluation 
area was considered in setting up man and machine requirements. 
Table 18.- Estimated average annual additional cost per acre of irrigable 
l and for land and land dev~lopment, with project development, 
by evaluation areas, Silt project 
Evaluation areas 
It~m Unit A B C D E F G g H 
Land area 1/ 
...l 
Acre 3,005 1,356 657 215 181 177 341 346 
Land values 
Irrigated land Dollar 200.00 190.00 115.00 100.00 -----
R~ge, improved do ----~- ------ -----~ --~-=- 25.00 25.00 
Rang~, unimproved do 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 ------ --=-~- 15.00 15.00 
W~ighted average do 177 ,~8 8.93 15.00 15.00 115.00 100.00 23.36 23.82 
Additional land i!!!Erovement 
Land Dollar 1.79 1.81 15.00 15000 ------ ------ 23.36 23.82 
Land clear ing do 1.20 .90 ..,o.._ CZ::IIgg cacc:::.;, Q;:I) c.oGD c-:t..,~~c-.c- c.a~~a&I"'laCJ 2.63 4.56 
'Land leveling do 36.24 15.05 31.70 23.44 24:86 18.15 39.82 18.00 
Farm irrigation 
system do 15 043 8.59 34.83 2tL93 14.18 8.75 27.32 15.36 
Drainage do 12.16 1.53 a»~_~Q;aoYMI ~~~~~~ ~~~~~ -~~--
Total do 66.52 27.88 81.53 67.37 39.04 26.90 93.13 61.74 
Annual cost 
Land g Dollar .09 .09 .76 .76 ~c;a:I...,c.;,(:I;)_ ~~_CCJ~a;;;;) 1.18 1.20 
Land clearing 2/ do .06 .05 _QWI_QIjl.Q;J~ ~ ... c=o~-.;,~ .13 .23 
Land leveling g; do 1.83 .76 1.60 1.18 1.25 .91 2.01 .91 
Farm irrigation 
systet:Jl 21 do .85 .47 1.91 1.58 .78 048 1.50 .84 
Drainage "y do 067 .05 ,-,CII:g.., CDgg ... IiIU_CEDClDco.;;ta.. 
Total do 3.50 1.45 4.27 3.52 2.03 1.39 4.82 3.18 
II Excludes lands in th~ present pump ar~a. 
2/ Land, land clearing, and land 1~ve1ing amortized over a 100-year 
perTod at 5 percent inter~st (factor .05038). Y Fa.rm irri gation system and drainage amortz~d over a 50-year period at 
5 percent inter~st (factor .05478). 
Based on price projections by the U. S. Departm~nt of Agriculture, 
September 1957. 
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Projected additional inves tment in land, land improvement~, and development 
of farm irrlgation systems p~r irrigab1e acre , required with project develop-
ment, for evaluation areas A through H, are $66 . 82, $27.88, $81.53, $67.37, 
$39.04, $26.90, $93.13, and $61.74, respectively. At 5 percent the annual 
amortized cost per acre for the total additional inve tment required would 
be $3050, $1.45, $4. 27, $3052, $2.03, $1.39, $4.82, and $3.18. 
r 
Developm;ent Period 
B~nefits from the us e of supplemental water would begin to accrue immediately 
after completion of the project. The 559 acres of nonirrigated land, which 
are in small, scattered tracts, are projected t o be developed in conjunction 
with land already under irri gat ion. Deve opm~nt of the 1,559 acres of 
nonirrigated land , on which new farm: re projected to be es tablished is 
likely' to proceed at a slower rate. Se~ eral years may elaps e before the 
full level of benefit are attainedo The assumption is made for the Silt 
project that a peri od of three years will be required before the full level 
of projected benefits are achieved on the presently irrigated and int~rmingl~d 
new lands , and five yea will be required for lands on which new farms are 
projected. Project benefit~ are discounted accordingly. 
Findings 
Increased net income per acre wi th project development for evaluation 
areas A through H are $20.52, $9067, $32054, $19.61, $17.40, $13.90, 
$34.71, and $16.88, respectively ( table 19) . Annual amortized cost of 
additional land inves tment and developme~t ranges from $4.82 per acre for 
evaluation area G to $1039 for evaluation area F ( table 18). Discount 
factors are based on three~and five-year development periods, an interest 
rate of 5 percent, and an evaluati on period of 100 years o 
The present an ual equivalent values per acre of d irect agricultural benefits 
for the elght evaluat i o ar~as are estimated at $16.22, $l..:.§.l, $25.68, .' 
$14.62, $14.64, $11.92, $27815, and $12.45, respectively (table 19). The· 
weighted average annual direct agricultural benefits for the 6,278 acres, 
except for t ho e lands which presently have .a full water supply from pumping, 
are $15.56 per acre, or $97,657 annually. 
It as assumed that proj ect lands which presently have a full water supply 
from pumpi ng would have benefits equal to the savings in pumping costs 
minus abandonment losses for pumping equipment. Evaluation area A has 
213 acres of pumplands and evaluation area B 106 acre. On the basis 
of present pumping co ts , direct agricultural benefits from the 319 acres 
of pump1ands are e timated at $2~o55 per acre annually, or $6,874 for 
the total acreage. 
,The weighted average annual direct agricultural benefits are $15.85 
per acre or $104,531 for the proposed project. 
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Table 19o ~ Summary o:f estimated annual direct agricultural bene:flts, by evaluation areas, ·Silt project 
Amortized cost 0 0 
Increased net of additional 
income with land investment Discount Net direct 
Evaluation area gLand area g ro'ect and development Direct benefits g factor 1 benefits 
Acres Per acre Total Per acre otal Per acre o al er acre o a1 
--
A Y 3,005 . $200'52 $61,663 $3.50 $10,5U3 $17.02 $51,145 2/.95271 $16.22 $48,726 
B Y 1,356 9.67 13,093 1.45 1,966 8.22 11,147 2/.95271 7.83 10,620 
c 657 32.54 21,379 4.27 2,805 2e.27 18,574 !!I. 90844 25.68 16,873 
D 215 19. 1;1 4,216 3.52 757 16.09 3,459 !!I. 90844 14.62 3,142 
E 181 17.40 3,149 2. 03 367 15.37 2,782 1/.95271 14.74 2,650 
F 117 13,90 2,460 1,39 246 12.51 2,214 y.95271 11.92 2,110 
G 341 34.7'1 11,836 4. 82 1,644 29.89 10,192 !!I. 90844 27.15 9,226 
H 346 16.88 5z841 3.18 lzlOO 13!?0 4z741 W·90844 12.45 4z31O 
Total 6,278 $19.70 $123,657 $3".09 $19,403 $16.61 $104,254 $15.56 $97,657 
Present pump-
lands y 319 $21.55 $6,874 
Project total 6,591 $15.85 $104,531 
l! At 5 percent. ?resent annual equivalent value per $1.00 of benefits accruing during a 100-year period . 
2/ Benefits figured sepa.rate1y on 319 acres of land in evaluation areas A and B which presently have a full 
supp y from pump ing but . il l be inc luded in the project. Of the 319 acres, 213 are :n evaluation A and 1 6 
in evaluation area Eo 
3/ Assumes a 3-year development period. 
~/ Assumes a 5-year development per iod. 
Based on price projections by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, September 1957. 
prospective Farm I ncomes 
Estimates of prospective farm incomes were made for s everal types and sizes 
of farms with the proposed project development. Farm ,incomes were estimated 
for grade A dairy, range beef, feeder calf, farm-flock of sheep, and ' cash-
crop farms G 
Budgets were developed for the following farm types and evaluation areasg 
range be f on eva luati on areas A, B, E, and r, grade A dairy on evaluation 
areas A and C, feeder calve;) on evaluation areas A, B'~ and H; farm~flock 
of sheep on evaluat Oon areas A, B, and G, and cash-crop farms on evaluation 
areas A and Go 
rJiany kinds of input-output and price information are needed for farm 
budget, among them labor requirements, machinery and building needs , 
land investment, and feed requirements 0 Publ ished r es earch in similar 
irrigated areas was re l ed upon. These data were suppl emented by in- ' 
formation collected from farmers in t he project and nearby areas. 
Live -tock Enterpri e and Production Rate 
Sale of live~ tock and live~tock product~ likely will be the predominant 
sources of income on the pr ojec 0 Proj ct development probably will 
effect no basic change in the . ~'r ,.:t ck economy of the area, but will 
however, result in an increa e in feed crop~ and pasture available f or 
1ive~tockG Becaus e of the increa~ed feed supply, numbers of dairy cows, 
fam sheep, and feeder calve 'W i ll be increas edo It is anticipated also 
that development of the project will increase the acreage of s ugar beets 
and the number of cash~crop f arm in the area. 
A productiQn rate of 325 pound~ of butterfat per dairy cow i s ass umedo 
Feeder ~teer ' are a sumed to gain 390 pound ' and feeder heifers 375 pounds 
in 11 months . Farm ewe "' are assumed to produce a 90-pound grass -fat 
lamb and 10 pounds of -001 each. Beef cow~ are a~~umed t o produce calves 
averag Ing 393 pounds . 
Iypes of r arms 
, 
Projected types of farm with project development are based on the future 
mar et for each agricu1 t ura commodity, existing type~ of farms on the 
project, and ava ilable Federal grazing permits . Among the farms surveyed, 
f ou.r types predominated--range beef, feeder calf, sheep, and cash-cr9p. 
The feeder calf and sheep farm utilized mos t of the forage and grain 
crops produced. Cash-crop farms produced primarily grain, sugar beets, 
and alfalfa for s a l e. 
Brief de:scriptions of the projected farm types fol1ow g 
Range beef = Part of the feed supply is furni shed by Federal grazing 
permits, wh ich limit the number of breeding cows to the equivalent of 
twelve 134- cow herds . The irrigated land serves as a winter feed base 
for the breeding herd and ~ummer asturage for yearlings. Sale of 
calves and gra;:is .... fat long yearling~' is the principal source of income. 
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Development of the project is not expected to result in an increase 
in the number of beef farm£ with range permit, or in the number of 
cow~ in the breeding herd~ on these farms . 
Grade A dairy - The analys i s of dairy enterpri s es is based on 45 
cow~ per farm. Labor requirements are near maximum for a family-
size operation. Seventy- three percent of the milk produced is sold 
at a grade A price and 27 percent at a grade C price. All milk 
wi 11 be produced under grade A standards and sold to grade A p'lants. ,\ 
Feeder calf' - Calve$ are purchased in fall from owner~ of range 
herds, wintered and grazed on irr i gated pas ture the following 
summer and s old as grass-fat l :mg y~arlings in the fall. The size 
of herd used in the analysis was 150 head. 
Farm-flock Sheri - Farm flocks cor,:: s t of 350 mature ewes per farm. 
sale of grass-:at lambs and woo l i s the principal source of income. 
Cash-crop farms - Alfalfa hay and small grains are produced and sold 
to ranchers and dairymen on the project and surrounding areas. Sugar 
beet~ are al s o produced on these farms. 
Captial Requirements 
Projected capital requirements on several farm types on the Silt project 
are shown in table 20. Cap ital requirements on beef farm~ vary from $77,500 
to $88,000. Orade A dairy farms require capital ranging from $67,000 to " 
$89,000. Capital needs for feeder calf operations vary from $48,500 to 
$72,000. Capital needed f or sheep farms varies from $45,000 to $68,000. 
Needs on cash-crop farms range from $36,500 to $55,000. These figures 
represent the cost of new s tructures and equipment and assume a farm residence 
value of $10,000 . 
Farmers who are pres entl y on t he Silt project have most of the capital items 
needed, with the poss ible exception of addit i onal land development and 
expansion of livestock numbers. New farms will require most of the capital 
items list ed except for the investment shown for present land and water 
supply. New farms wi l l r equire approximately $20,000 less capital than 
present farms because of the large investment in present water supply. 
Return to Operator and Family Labor and Management 
An appraisal of the adequacy of projected farm i ncomes requires a guide or 
standard in terms of returns to operator and family labor and management. 
An average return of $3,100 for essentially full - time family- type farms 
has been considered an acceptable minimum. This amount is used as a 
general guide in appraising the adequacy of prospective farm incomes. For 
farms with greater or less than average operator and family labor inputs, 
capital requirements, or managerial skillS, this return would vary 'accordingly. 
The farm dwelling and domes tic water supply system are not included as farm 
expenses or farm receipts in the budget analysis. 
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Table 20. - Capital inves tment for i llus trat ive farm types, wi th project 
development, by evaluation areas, Silt project 
gRange gGrade Ag gFeedenFarm-flock 
Item g Unit beef da i ry gCash cropgca1vesg sheep 
Evaluation area A A A B B 
Irrigable land (project) Acre 130 130 130 150 150 
Irrigable permanent pasture 
(nonproject) do 15 15 11 11 
Land and present water 
supply Dollar 32,619 32,619 31,494 30,086 30,086 
Farm buildings and improve'-
inents y do 5 , 03 2 14,562 2,283 4,540 7,463 
Equipment y do 11 ,675 18,048 11 , 245 11 ,31 3 11 ,313 
Livestock do 28,825 13,725 __ _ __ 0:. 12,750 6,420 
Total farm do 78,151 78,954 45 , 022 58,689 55,282 
Res idence 2/ do 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Total needs do 88,151 8~ ,954 55,022 68,689 65,282 
1/ Cost of new structures and equipment. gr Value assumed for purposes of a~roximately total capital requirements. 
Based on price projections by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
S~tember 1957. 
The $3 , 100 does not necessar i ly represent the total i ncome received by the 
farm family f r om operation of the farm bus i ness . In additi on to return for 
labor and management, the farm family will receive a return on equity owned 
in the farm bus iness. Return on investment owned by the operator, in addition 
to returns for labor and management, would be available for family living 
expenses, including income and social security taxes, savings , an~ retirement 
of debt . 
Findings 
Net incomes for the various sizes and types of f arms, from tables 21A, 21B, 
21C, and 21D are summarized belo~ g 
Range Gr ade A Feeder Farm-flock 
Evaluation area beef dair;:z:: calves sheep Cash crop 
A $4,297 $7,665 $6,199 $3,903 $5,448 
B 4,448 ------ 4,457 3,934 ------
c - ----- 8,606 7,180 --_ ..... _- ------
D ---- -- ------ 5,412 ------ ------
E 5,257 ---_ ....... ---_ ... - _ ClD ___ _ ------
F ' 5,010 _ ___ fI»_ - ----- _ ___ COD _ - -----
G -_ ... _-- ___ c:aag_ ___ ~CD~ 6,563 6,512 
H -_ ..._-- _o:a ___ aD 5,094 4,576 ------
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Tabl~ 2lA.~ Proj~ct~d agricultural incom~s and selected sizes and organizational 
items for farm budgets by type of farm, evaluation area A, S'ilt 
proj~ct 
3 Evaluation area A 
g Rang~ gGrad~ AgFeedenFarm-floc!u 
Item Unit b~ef g dairy gcalves8 sheep gCash crop 
Total land 
Alfalfa 
Rotation pasture 
Co'rn s i 1 age 
Barley 
Sugar beets 
Farmstead, etc. 
Permanent pastur~ (non-
project lands) 
Acre 
do 
dO' 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
145.0 145.0 
71.5 50.0 
15.5 37.0 
17.5 17.5 
17 . 5 17.5 
8. 0 8.0 
15.0 15 . 0 
~oductiv~ livestock Number 134 45 
Op!rator and family labor Hour 3,217 4,451 
mv~stment Dollar 73,463 67,497 
Land do 32,619 32 ,619 
Buildings and improvements no 3,019 8,737 
Machinery do 7,005 10,829 
Livestock do 28,825 13,725 
Oth!r do 1,995 1,587 
Farm receipts 
Crop sales 
Livestock and products 
Oth!r 
Dollar 
do 
do 
do 
14,932 20,216 
2,491 2,861 
12,341 17,149 
100 206 
145. 0 
21.0 
48.0 
14 . 0 
"14.0 
25.0 
8.0 
15. 0 
150 
2,229 
56,196 
32,619 
2,776 
7,166 
12,750 
8ti5 
16,855 
6,746 
10,009 
100 
Farm ~xpenses !I 
Ferm income y 
Int~r~st on investment 21 
Adjusted farm Income W 
Dollar 6,962 9,176 7,846 
Dollar 7,970 11,040 9,009 
Dollar 3,673 3,375 2,810 
Dollar 4,297 7,665 6,199 
145.0 Lo __ o 
47.0 
17 .5 
17;5 
8.0 
15.0 
350 
2,595 
52,063 
32,619 
4,513 
7,005 
6,420 
1,506 
11 ,984 
2,326 
9,558 
100 
5,478 
6,506 
2,603 
130.0 
69 . 0 
28.0 
25.0 
8.0 
1,836 
41,076 
31,494 
1,370 
6,747 
1,465 
13,500 
13,400 
100 
5,998 
7,502 
2,054 
5,448 
!I Does not include interest on capital or annual water costs, including 
O&M. 
~ Return to operator and family labor and manag~ment , capital and irrigation 
vat!r. 
3/ At 5 percent, excluding investment in project water. 
~ Return to operator and family labor and management, project irrigation 
vatu, and total O&M charges. 
Based on price projections by the U. S . Department of Agriculture, 
S~t~mber 1957. 
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Tlbl~ 2lB.- proj~cted agricultural incom~s and s~l~cted siz~s and organizational 
items for farm budgets by type of farm, evaluation ar~as Band C, 
Sil t proj~ct 
Evaluation ar~a B Evaluation ar~a C 
~ Rang~ g Fe~den Grade A F~~der 
Item Unit beef gcalvesg Sheep dairy talves -
,-
Total land Acre 161,0 161.0 161.0 ~35.0 135.0 
Alfalfa do 82.0 45 00 46.0 48.0 19.0 
Rotation pasture do 19.0 . 56.0 55.0 43.0 5400 
Corn silage do __ CD ... ..,-. ...... c;a.-..,. ... __ COt_c._ 18.0 14.5 
Bar1~y do 40. 0 40.0 40.0 18 00 14.5 
Sugar beets do ... .:0<,.....:. "' • .,.,.,.,;0 ... ~=>--- .... 
CK> _______ 
_ .;::J QOo:a ....... 25.0 
Farmstead, ~tc. do 900 9.0 9.0 8.0 8.0 
Permanent pastur~ (non-
project lands) do 11.0 11.0 11.0 --_ ... ..,. ... 
-------
Productive liv~stock Numb~r 134 150 350 45 150 
Operator and family labor Hour 3,412 2,535 2,894 4,441 2,209 
Investment Dollar 70,179 53,335 48,854 45,806 34,503 
Land do 30,086 30 ,086 30,086 11 ,007 11 ,007 
Buildings and improvements do 2,934 2,724 4,478 8,683 2,722 
Machinery do 6,788 6,788 6,788 10,829 7,166 
Livestock do 28,825 12,750 6,420 13,725 12,750 
Other do 1,546 ~87 1,082 1,562 858 
Farm rece'ipts Dollar 14,849 12,756 11 ,670 20,147 16,891 
Crop sales do 2,408 2,647 2,012 2,792 6,782 
livestock .and products do 12,341 10,009 9,558 17,149 10,009 
Other do 100 100 100 206 100 
Farm expenses !I Dollar 6,892 5,632 5,293 9,251 7,986 
Farm income y Dollar 7,957 7,124 6,377 10,896 8,905 
Inter~st on investm~nt 21 Dollar 3,509 2,667 2,443 2,290 1,725 
~djusted farm incom~ !!I Dollar 4,448 4,457 3,934 8,606 7,180 
11 Does not include inter~st on capital or annual water costs, including 
O&M. 
~ Return to operator and family labor and management, capital and irrigatjon 
vater. . , 
3/ At 5 percent, excluding investment in project water. 
~ Return to operator and family labor and management, project irrigation 
vater, and total O&M charges. 
Based on pric~ proj~ctions by th~ U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
September 1957. 
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Tab1~ 21C. - Project~d agricultural incomes and s~lected sizes and organizational 
items for farm budgets by type of farm, evaluation areas D, E, and 
F, Silt proj~ct 
Item 
Total land 
Alfalfa 
Rotation pasture 
Corn silage 
Barhy 
Sugar beets 
Farmstead, etc. 
Permanent pasture (non-
project lands) 
Productive livestock 
Operator and fami ly labor 
Investment 
Land 
Buildings and improvements 
Machinery 
Livestock 
Other 
Farm receipts 
Crop sales 
Livestock and products 
Other 
Farm expenses !I 
Farm income y 
Interest on i nvestment Y 
Adjusted farm income ~ 
: : Evaluation g Evaluat i on g Evaluation 
: area D g area E g lirea F 
Uni t : F'eed~r calves g Range beef g Range beef 
Acre 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
Number 
Hour 
Dollar 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
Dollar 
do 
do 
do 
Dollar 
Dollar 
Dollar 
Dollar 
155.0 
43.0 
61.0 
42.0 
150 
2,537 
33,631 
10,442 
2,692 
6,788 
12,750 
959 
12,897 
2,788 
10,009 
100 
5,803 
7,094 
1,682 
5,412 
179.0 
80.0 
11.0 
18.0 
18.0 
8.0 
44.0 
134 
3,285 
64,085 
22,995 
3,208 
7,005 
28,825 
2,052 
15,21) 
2,772 
12,341 
100 
6,752 
8,461 
3,204 
5,257 
205.0 
94.5 
10.5 
41.0 
9.0 
50.0 
134 
3,458 
62,586 
22,170 
3,172 
6,788 
28,825 
1,631 
14,909 
2,468 
12,341 
100 
6,770 
8,139 
3,129 
5,010 
!I Does not include interest on capital or annual water costs, including 
O&M. 
g( Return to op~rator and family labor and management, capital and irrigation 
vater. 
3/ At 5 percent, excluding investment in proj~ct water. 
~ Return to operator and family labor and management, proj~ct irrigation 
vater, and total O&M charg~s. 
Based on price projections by the U. S. Department of .Agriculture, 
September 1957. 
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Table 21D.- Projected agricultural incomes and selected sizes and organizational 
items for farm budgets by type of farm, evaluation areas G and H, 
S i1 t project 
Item 
Total land 
Alfalfa 
Rotation pasture 
Corn silage 
Barley 
Sugar beets 
Farmstead, etc. 
Permanent pasture (non-
project land) 
Productive livestock 
Operator and family labor 
Investment 
Land 
Buildings and improvement~ 
Machinery 
Livestock 
Otner 
Farm receipt~ 
Crop sales 
'Livestock and products 
Other 
Farm expense:; ]j 
Farm income y 
Intere~t on investment 21 
Adjusted farm income ~ 
:Eva1uation area: Evaluation area 
: G : H 
Unit: Sheep :Cash crop:Feeder ca1ves~ Sheep 
Acre 140.0 
do 20.0 
do 57.0 
do 15.0 
do 15 .0 
do 25 .0 
do 8.0 
do ------
Number 350 
Hour 2,779 
Dollar 32,107 
do 13 ,038 
do 4,049 
do 7,166 
do 6,420 
do 1,434 
Dollar 15,919 
do 6,261 
dc) 9,558 
do 100 
Dollar 7,751 
Dollar 8,16t! 
Dollar 1,605 
Dollar 6,563 
140.-0 
17.0 
------
------
30.0 
25.0 
8.0 
------
------
1,909 
22,77fj 
13 0·8 , ~ 
1,403 
6,747 
------
1,590 
13,t!38 
13,738 
------
100 
6,187 
7,651 
1,139 
6,512 
160.0 
40.0 
67.0 
-------
43.0 
------
10.0 
------
150 
2,525 
32,972 
9,878 
2,719 
6,788 
12,750 
837 
12,967 
2,858 
10,009 
100 
6,224 
6,743 
1,649 
5,094 
160.0 
41.0 
66.0 
43.0 
10.0 
350 
2,897 
28,505 
9,878 
4,470 
6,788 
6,420 
949 
11,880 
2,222 
9,·55t! 
100 
5,879 
6,001 
1,425 
4,576 
!I Does not include interest on capital or annual water costs, including 
O&M. g; Return to operator and family labor and management, capital and irri-
gation water. 
3/ At 5 percent, excluding investment in project water. 
~ Return to operator and family labor and management, project irrigation 
water, and total O&M charges. 
Based on price projections by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
September 1957. 
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These incomes are available as return to the operator and his family for 
their management and labor, proj~ct irrigation water, and for payment of 
all operation and maintenance costs. Many farms will have larger or smaller 
net incomes than those shown here. The conclusion from this analysis is that 
the income prospects for these fully developed farms would be adequate to 
provide a reasonably satisfactory level of living and to permit some 
payment for costs of irrigation water. 
Relationship Between Farm-Income and Crop-production Budgets 
Two types of budget~ were used in the economic analyses of this pro j ect. 
Farm- income budgets were used in appraising the prospects for a s uccessful, 
stable agriculture and also as a bas is for the crop-production budgets used 
in est imating direct agricultural benef:~ s . Cropping patterns assumed in 
the benefit analysis are the same as those used in the analysi s of pros-
pective farm incomes; thus they ref ect the need for hay, pasture, and other 
feed crops in livestock enterprises. In the benefit analysis it was assumed 
that forage crops would be purchased by the livestock enterprises. This 
assumption also governed estimates of forage prices and cropping patterns. 
The estimate of direct agricultural benefits was based on crop-production 
budgets. The results are shown below by evaluation areas together with 
benefit estimates based on f ar. income budgets. Costs per unit of inputs 
used in production were the same in the farm-income and crop-production 
budgets. Distribution of farm types by acreage assumed in both analysis 
are as follows ~ (1 ) With the project--range beef, 26 percent, grade A 
dairy, 12 percent; feeder calves, 28 percent; farm-flock sheep, 16 percent; 
and cash crop, 18 percent; (2) Without the -project--range beef, 35 percent; 
grade A dairy, 10 percent; feeder calves, 21 percent; farm-flock sheep, 
14 percent; and cash crop, 20 percent. Estimates of net direct agricultural 
benefits are $15.85 per acre for the crop-production budgets and $16.61 
per acre for the farm-income budgets. 
Crop-production Farm-income 
Evaluation area budgets bud~ets 
A $16.22 $17.17 
B 7.83 8.27 
C 25.68 28.81 
D 14.62 15.08 
E 14.64 17.17 
F 11.92 13.60 
G 27.15 25.39 
H 12.45 10.28 
Pump area 21.55 21.55 
Project 15.B5 16.61 
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CHAPTER III 
RELATIONSHIP OF THE SILT PARTICIPATING PROJECT 
TO TIlE MANAGEMENT, PROTECTION AND USE OF TIIE 
WHITE RIVER NATIONAL FOREST AND NONFEDERAL FOREST RESOURCES 
Introduction 
This section of the report considers the impact of the Silt Participating 
Project on the White River National Forest and on nonfederal ·forest and 
forest=range lands o It is aimed at determining what facilities, resources, 
and uses will be affected and at evaluating these effects o 
Area Concerned 
The proposed project features including Rifle Gap Dan and Reservoir, Grass 
Valley Canal, and Davie Ditch are entirely outside the exterior boundary 
of the White River National Foresto The proposed reservoir is at a dis~ 
tance of seven to eight miles from the national forest boundaryo The water-
shed area above the dam on Rifle Creek is about 130 square miles of which 
35 percent is national forest land, 43 percent public domain, and 22 percent 
privately owned lando There are no f ore sted lands, either federally or 
privately owned, within the 300 acre flowage area of the reservoiro See 
map attached. 
Present Status and Current Use 
Existing Facil i ties 
Project constrUction and operation will not affect any existing Forest 
Serv i ce developments, improvements, or serv ices now providedo 
Current Management 
The national forest area involved within the watershed is under administra-
tion and management which is compatible with the proposed projecto 
- -
Cur ren t Use 
The watershed is used primarily for growing timber and forage, and for 
water production, recreation and wildlife habitat o 
Annual timber cut, all from national forest lands within the watershed, 
has averaged approximately 500,000 board feet over the past five years, 
with a minimum stumpage value of $3,300 per yearo 
On the national forest, 16 permittees graze 1,150 cattle and horses and 
3,100 sheep, for a total of 5,050 animal unit m6nths o Receipts from this 
use amounted to $2,755 in 1958. Private and public domain lands are also 
grazed but at different times of the year. 
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Recreation use on national forest lands within the watershed tS moderate; 
it is estimated the use for hunting, fishing, camping, picnicking and sight-
see ing has risen to 7,800 mandays annually 0 Heavy recreation use 'occurs on 
a scenic section of East Rifle Creek between the national forest boundary 
and the reservoir s ite o This is the Rifle Mountain Park, an area maintained 
by the City of Rifle for picnicking, camping, fishing and s i ght=seeingo 
One reservoi r, 3 di t ches, 15 stockwater ponds, 5 pastures and cabins, one 
resor t, and one summer home are authorized under special use permits on 
nat ional forest lands within the watershed. These will not be affected by 
t he project. 
At present, there are no Forest Service rights=of~y, or withdrawals 
wit hin the area. 
There is very little min ing activity, including oi l and gas leasing within 
the area. There are same mining claims, but little or no development work 
has been done. 
Estimated Future Status W'i thout Project Developments 
Timber harvest will continue at about the present rate on national forest 
lands. There will be no s ignOficant amount of cutting on nonfederal forest 
lands. 
Adjustments in graz ing use on the national forest will be continued to bring 
stocking- and actual use into agreement wi th carrying capacities and proper 
Use of the range. This action will provide better protection of the project 
watershed. 
The trend of increasing recreation use will continue o An estimate of 35 
percent increase in the next five years is conservativeo 
The forest and fore s t =range lands in other Federal and private ownerships 
will ' continue to be used for grazing, forestry, wildlife, and recreation 
purposes . 
Construction and operation of this project will have no significant effect 
upon general admini stration, management, and protection of the Rifle Ranger 
Di st ric t, W'h i te River National Foresto 
General Administration 
The project will not require any change in principles or objectives of 
administration or management. No changes or additions will be necessary 
in forest improvements needed for administration or services now provided 
on the national forest o 
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Protection 
No additional improvements for fire prevention or control will be needed. 
Res~rce Use and Development 
The proposed Rifle Gap Reservoir will attract visitors for picnicking, 
boating, and fishing. Some of this increased recreational use will probably 
also be extended to national forest lands. However, this increased use is 
not expected to be heavy and costs of preparing or extending recreational 
area plans will not be significant. 
There will be no conflicts with forest areas such as wilderness, research, 
or other special areas. 
Losses or Benefits to Resource Values 
The project will have no effects on forest resource volumes or values. 
Impacts on Nonfederal Forest and Forest-Range Lands 
Construction and operation of this project will have no significant effect 
upon nonfederal forest and forest-range lands. Flooding of the privately 
owned ranch lands will not affect any grazing permits or grazing use of 
national forest lands . The forest-based econ~ will not be affected. 
Recreational use, including boating and picnicking, will occur on and 
around the reservoir and will contribute to the local econ~. 
Summary and Findings 
1. The proposed Rifle Gap Dam, Reservoir, Canals, and Ditches are outside 
the boundary of the White River National Forest. 
-2. As far as can be foreseen at this time, the project will not impair 
or affect any existing facility ar service on national forest lands. 
3. There will be no appreciable losses or gains in resource values now 
provided by forest and forest-range lands of national forest or non-
federal ownerships. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RELATIONSHIP OF WATERSHED CONDITIONS TO THE SILT PROJECT 
Watershed conditions covered in this report are cammon to most irrigation 
projects. They do not materially affect feasibility of the project. 
However, improvement of watershed conditions will extend the life of the 
project and reduce operating difficulties and maintenance expenses . These 
conditions are pointed out here so local, state and federal agencies which 
deal with watershed lands can orient their programs to the solution of 
these problems. 
Locati on and Size 
The watershed affecting the Silt project is northeast of the town of Rifle 
in Garfield County, Colorado . The watershed is bounded on the west by the 
Grand Hogback, on the north by the White River drainage divide, on the 
east by the ridge between East Rifle Creek and Elk Creek, and on the south 
by U. S. Highway 6-24 (see map). There are about 10 square miles on 
the Elk Creek drainag~ east and north of Harvey Gap Reservoir included 
because it contains project lands . 
West Rifle, Middle Rifle and East Rifle Creeks are the main streams in 
the watershed. The watershed is comprised of 112,000 acres, or 175 square 
miles, and is divided into three subwatersheds as shown in table 22 . 
Table 22. - Subwatersheds, Silt project 
Subwatershed 
number 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
Drainages 
Above Rifle Gap Reservoir 
Area including project land and 
facilities draining south from 
Grand Hogback or through Harvey 
Gap Reservoir 
That area in Dry Elk Valley above 
Harvey Gap Reservoir that drains 
into Elk Creek 
- ~ -
Square miles 
130 
35 
10 
175 
Watershed Characteristics 
Topogr aphy and Geolo~ 
West Rifle, Middle Rifle and East Rifle Creeks make up the triangular shaped 
watershed that drains into the reservoir proper. Elevation ranges from 
about 5,800 feet at the confluence of the creeks, to about 9,200 feet on 
the northwes t and northeast summit l~ds. A large, gently rolling table 
land characterizes the upper part. Stream canyons dissect the area, be-
coming steep and broken at lower elevations. The remainder of the water-
shed comprises those lands lying south of the Grand Hogback to the Cactus 
Val ley Canal north of Highway 6-24 and the west portion of Dry Elk Valley 
north of Harvey Gap Reservoir . 
Thick beds of Pennsylvanian Age 1 ime .:;t nne characterize the upper watershed. 
Sandstones and shales (mostly Permian formations), daminate the eastern 
and southern portion. Mancos shale outcrops follow West Rifle Creek to 
t he head and make up a sizable area in the southeast corner of the water-
shed. Dakota and Jurasic sandstone and shale lies above the Mancos and 
occurs in the same area at slightly higher elevations. The Graad Hogback 
(Mesa Verde Age), flanks the west side of the watershed and divides the 
project land between Dry Elk Valley and Harvey Mesa. 
Valley floors are generally nar row. Near the reservoir pool area and for 
short distances up West Rifle and East Rifle Creeks, alluvial bottams are 
wide enough to cultivate. The alluvial soils range from loam to clay loam 
and are derived from reworked sandstone and shale . The Harvey Mesa area 
consists of wind=lain and alluvial soils overlying Wasatch shales and sand~ 
stone. Dry Elk Val l ey is a small upland valley of reworked loam and clay 
soil which runs eas tward from Harvey Gap Reservoir . 
Precipitation and Runoff 
Annual precipitation varies fram about eleven inches on the projectUs irri-
gated lands to nearly thirty inches in the higher mountain areas. Approxi-
mately f ifty percent of the precipitation is received as snow in the winter. 
June i s the driest month. Same high-intensity rainstorms occur in JulY9 
Augus and September . 
Peak streamflows can be expected from snowmelt during April and Mqy, and 
from high intensity rains in July, August and September. 
Vegetative Cover 
Vegetative cover for the watershed, by principal type, is shown in table 23. 
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Table 23. - Vegetative types, watershed area, Silt project 
Type 
Con ifer timber 
Aspen 
Oakbrush 
Other mountain brush 
Sagebrush 
Grass 
Pinon juniper 
Subtotal 
Naturally barren 
CuI tivated land 
Total 
Soils and Erosion 
Square miles 
5 
20 
40 
20 
20 
23 
2Q. 
158 
4 
.J2. 
175 
Drainages are characterized by steep slopes with a thin soil cover. Deeper 
soil is found in the narrov valley bottoms of alluvial deposits and of the 
upper park areas. The main streams have moderate gradients while the 
feeder tributaries are steeper. Lands with poor and very poor vegetative 
conditions are losing soil. 
Upper elevati on zones have good vegetative cover with practically no erosion 
except for roads, trails and a stock driveway. In East Rifle Creek and 
its tr ibutar ies, many inactive beaver ponds are deteriorating and releasing 
the accumulated sediment. 
There i s an intermediate brush zone type, predominantly oak, which has deep 
soils, steep slopes, and slight erosion. Most of the lower elevation zones 
are classified as wild lands having raw, highly erosive soils on steep slopes 
with a sparse cover of pinon and juniper. 
Valley floors above the reservoir site have been deeply gullied. Erosion 
at the present time is active on all meandering sections of these gullies; 
however, some sections appear to be in the process of stabilization. Most 
of these areas are privately owned and the land use is dry and irrigated 
farm ing. Improper use and disposal of irrigation water continues to aggra-
vate t he problem. 
Land Use 
A major port ion of the upper watershed is federally owned and is used for 
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grazing of sheep, cattle, and big game animals . Timber product ion, wild= 
life , and recreation are other uses of this area. Lower elevat ions are 
about equally divided between pr ivately owned land and public doma in. 
About one=fourth of the privately owned land is irrigated. A ve~ small 
percentage of land is being used for d~ farming . Nearly thrce=fourths 
of the area is used for grazing by domestic livestock and b ig game animals. 
Mining and oi l explorations are being conducted within the watershed area. 
If t hese explorations lead to development of mineral and oil resources , 
wat er shed conditions will be affected. 
Land Ownership 
Land ownership is shown in table 24. 
Table 24. ~ Land ownership, watershed area, Silt project 
Class of ownership 
Federal land 
Publ ic domain 
National forest land 
Private 
Total 
Square mile s 
65 
45 
65 
175 
Watershed Problems 
Percent of total 
37 
26 
37 
100 
Subwatershed No. 1 (The area above the Rifle Gap Dam Site) 
Sediment which may be carried into the reservoir by the major drainages 
is the most significant problem in this subwatershed. 
Contributing factors to the sedimentation problem are : (1) Erosion of the 
Mancos shale areas, (2) sheet erosion where proper grazing use and distri-
bution are not being practiced, (3) farming practices on lands near the 
sever ely gullied areas on the lower drainages, (4) roads, trails, driveways, 
drainages and recreation use, (5) loss of protective cover by fire, (6) 
abandoned beaver dams that break and contribute accumulated soil material 
to t he stream. 
Subwatersheds No. 2 and 3 (That portion east and south of the Rifle Gap 
Reservoir including the project irrigated lands) 
Si gn if icant watershed problems in this area are flood water and sediment 
that are carried into the irrigation systems. Factors aggravating these 
cond i t ions are the erosive types of soils, steep sparsely vegetated slopes, 
and the occurrence of thunderstorms and rapidly melting snow. 
Land Treatment 
Land treatment measures that will help to solve these watershed problems 
are listed in table 25. 
Table 25. = Land treatment, Silt project watershed 
Treatment 
Proper use of range resource 
A. Domestic livestock 
B. Big game 
Stockwater Development 
Gully Control (Erosion 
contra1 dams) 
Irrigated Land Practices 
Fences for Grazing Control 
Brush and Weed Control 
Range Reseeding 
Relocation, betterment and 
maintenance of roads, 
trails, and stock driveways 
a. Roads 
b . Trails 
c. Driveways 
Proper beaver management 
Fire Protection 
gEstimated Amounts by Land Ownership 1/ 
Unit ~ Pr. ivate : Bureau of: National 
: Lands : Land Mgt. : Forest Lands 
Acres 
Acres 
Number 
Number 
10,000 
28,700 
30 
130 
Acres 12,900 
Miles 
Acres 
Acres 
Miles 
Miles 
Miles 
Mile of 
Stream 
10 
3,000 
1,000 
20 
3 
10,000 
41,600 
25 
300 
15 
1,000 
750 
35 
10 
3 
4,000 
28,800 
10 
20 
4,000 
30 
5 
7 
7 
Acres (All ownerships - total 112,000) 
lj Estimates prepared by Soil Conservation Service, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment and Forest Service. 
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Federal Lands 
Nat ional Forest Lands 
Protection and conservation measures on national forest lands can be accom-
plished by proper land use and proper management of all resources. The 
greater amount of protection will be accomplished through prQper management 
of domest ic l ives tock and big game. Grazing adjustments of domes t ic 1ive= 
stock and big game will be made in accordance with range analysis surveys. 
Beaver management plans are iA the process of preparat ion in cooperation 
wi th t he U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Colorado Game and Fish 
Department. Upon completion of this plan, an action program wi ll be initiatec 
to bri ng t he populat ion of beaver into bal ance with the resources and water-
shed r equirements. 
The Forest Serv ice i s in the process of preparing a multiple use land mana-
gement plan for t he Rifle Ranger District, which includes the watershed 
area . This plan when completed will provide d i rection and pol icy for proper 
land management wi th in the watershed. 
Location of roads, trails and stock driveways within the national forest 
should be given careful consideration to minimize accelerated eros ion. 
Public Domain 
The greater portion of publ ic domain lands are in the intermediate and 
lower elevation zones o The lands in the intermediate zone are predominantly 
used for grazing of livestock by operators of adjoining private lands . The 
Bureau of Land Management wi l l complete range analys is studies soon. Many 
small erosion control dams are being planned in gullies in this area. 
Lands in the lower elevati on zones are wild lands with such highly erosive 
soil, steep slopes and sparse cover, that very little can be done for 
improvement. Lands in the project area which are below these wild lands 
will need to be protect ed fram flooding and deposition. Grazing~se adjust-
ments will be made wher ever necessary to provide watershed protection . 
Privat e Land 
The Soil Conservat i on Service, through the Bookc1iff Soil Conservation 
District, has assi s ted in the planning and installation of conservation 
treatment in the area. This treatment includes improvement of irrigation 
systems, land level ing and drainage on irrigated lands within farm and ranch 
units. Treatment on rangelands has not been extensive . Range practices 
that have been installed are principally stockwater developments, grass 
management, and small acreages of range seeding. 
Many of the farms or ranches within the area have both irr i gated and range-
lands within the ir units . The applicat ion of conservation work has been 
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somewhat limited due to deficient irrigation water and a low financial 
return from fann and ranch operations . About one =third of the landowners 
within the area have signed cooperative agreements with the Bookc1iff 
Conservation District . So i l Conservation Service technic ians have worked 
with ditch companies and water users in planning and appl ication of irri= 
gat ion improvements . Much conservation and improvement work remains to 
be done. As the economic conditions of the area improve, the conservation 
activities wil l accelerate . 
Flood Prevention Structural Measures 
The high and intermediate elevation zones do not pose any general flood 
problems to the project. Due to thi s s ituat i on no large flood control 
structures are required. Wherever c:<" t eal areas do exist, improved mana-
gement and use, plus related measures such as fencing, revegetation and 
small structures, will correct ero ion problems. 
The lower elevation zone has steep slopes, raw soils and sparse vegetation. 
Flood prevention structures will be ineffective under these conditions. 
The amount of flood water will be small due to short slopes and low rainfall. 
be affected by runoff from lands in this 
r a above a reach of the proposed Davie 
and canal design should provide protection 
Canals serving project lands will 
lower e1evati on zone. One l' 1? 
Ditch is quite critical. Ditch 
from runoff from these lands . 
Irrigation Aspects 
Irrigated lands of the project are interspersed between natural drainageways 
through the project. Most of these drainageways are well channelized and 
will contain most flood flows . There will be some bank cutting along edges 
of cultivated fields that will need attention. The ins tallation of efficient 
farm irrigat ion systems, improved irrigation water management and proper 
disposal of waste water will reduce bank cutting where fields are next to 
deep channels. Some drainageways may require head stabilization and erosion 
control structures to protect them from cutting. Proper use and disposal 
of irr i gation water may alleviate some of the subsurface drainage problems 
that exist within the project areao Assistance is available fram Federal, 
State and local agencies to install necessary irrigation improvement, 
erosion control, and drainage practices. 
Findings 
Watershed conditions do not pose a flood hazard to the projecto They do 
produce sediment which will be deposited in the project reservoir and will 
cause canal cleaning problems. The Rifle Gap Reservoir is designed to 
provide storage for 100 years of sediment accumulation without encroach-
ment on the active irrigation capacity_ Any reduction in the sediment 
will lengthen this period. Most of the sediment comes from problem areas 
which can be improved by watershed treatment measures. Watershed treatment 
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can be accomplished under programs of federal land administering agencies 
and by private landowners with assistance normally furnished by Federal and 
State agencies through Soil Conservation Districtso There should be greater 
emphasis by all interested parties on proper land management to improve 
watershed conditions and reduce the sediment problemo 
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CHAPTER V 
ACTIVITI ES OF THE U. S. DEPAR'IM.ENT OF 
AGRICUL TURE PARTICULAR!.. Y AFFECTED BY TIIE 
SIL T PROJECT 
Introduction 
The U. S. Department of Agriculture and the Colorado State University are 
carrying out a number of agricultural activities in Garfield County~ Colorado. 
With the increased agricultural activity that will accompany the proposed 
development of the Silt project, these programs will need to be accelerated. 
Agricultural Extension Educat ion and Information 
The Colorado Cooperative Extension Service maintains an office at Glenwood 
Springs. The services of a resident Extension Agent, Assistant Extension 
Agent, Home Demonstration Agent, and the nonresident specialists located 
on the campus at Fort Collins are available to farmers in the project area. 
Additional information and educat i onal serv ices will be required. This is 
particularly true in connec fon with any expansion in the dai~ and live-
stock indust~. Some addi t ional information and education in connection 
with better irrigation water management and pasture development will also 
be needed. 
Technical Assistance 
The triangular shaped watershed of the Silt project lies within the Book-
cliff Soil Conservat ion Districto It includes about 40,000 acres of 
private lands. The Soil Conservation Service, Glenwood Spr ings Work 
Unit, includes the area of the Bookcltff Soil Conservation District. A 
soil conservationist is resident at Rifle. The unit conservationist at 
Glenwood Springs furni shes supervision and assistaRce in soils, engineering, 
agronomy, woodland and range management. Close working arrangements are 
maintained with the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management. 
Add i tional technical services and on-site assistance from Soil Conserva-
t ion Service technic ians will be required in the planning and application 
of conservation practices, which will include land leveling, improvement 
of farm irrigation systems, improved water management, grass management 
and soil fertility management . 
Stream flow forecasts for seasonal flows of Rifle Creek are recognized 
in the hydrologic study as necessary to the successful management and 
operation of the Silt project. Installation of two new snow survey 
courses and a soil moisture station would probably suffice to provide 
the essential forecast data. Snow-cat or other over-snow transportation 
would be required to obtain snow course readings. The Soil Conservation 
Service could provide installation and subsequent operation in accordance 
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with customa~ cooperative arrangements between the Service and the Bureau 
of Reclamation or other interests. Initiation should be at the earliest 
possible time, since several years operations will be necessa~ before 
reliable forecasts can be made . 
Farm Credit and Financing 
Wi th the completion of the Silt project, it is anticipated that the demand 
for Farmers Home Administration services will be increased. This demand 
will largely be for loans of the soll and water conservation and operating 
types. Some farm~housing type loans will probably also be requested. 
Loans will be used for the establishment of conservation measures such as 
the enlargement and repa i r of canal an1 ditch systems, construction of 
new ditches, land leveling and other related practices . 
The above~mentioned farm improvement measures and farm adjustments will, 
in many cases, require 10ng~term credit that cannot be supplied by local 
commercial credit sources . Farmers Home Administrat ion credit programs 
will be called upon to provide this needed assistance . 
Cost-Shar in9....ior Conservation Measures 
Completion of the Silt project will assure an adequate and stable supply 
of i rrigation water to the farms under the project, with subsequent im-
provement of both rural and urban economy in the ' community. 
The extension of exi s ting laterals and relocation of others will require 
extensive reorganization of many farm systems to make efficient and econo-
mical use of the water . 
The Garfield County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee, 
whose office is located at Glenwood Springs, offers cost=shar ing for needed 
soil and water conserving measures through the Agricultural Conservation 
Program to participat ing farmers and ranches. Projects requiring cooperative 
effort on the part of groups of farmers acting as single interests may apply 
for assi stance on such projects through the local .ASC Committee. 
National Forest Lands 
The proposed project features and project lands are all outside the exterior 
bounda~ of the White Ri ver National Forest. The proposed Rifle Gap Dam 
and Reservoir will attract visitors to the area and maQy of these will seek 
recreational opportunities on adjacent national forest lands. 
Restoration, proper management of timber and plant cover, and stabilization 
of the soil mantle are prime objectives of the White River National Forest. 
Programs aimed at these objectives are now being carried o~t and are achieving 
good results. Constructi on of the project will add further impetus to early 
accomplishment of the range improvement, range management, and timber 
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harvesting aspects of these programs. These activities will aid the general 
watershed protection objective of reducing floodwater and sediment hazards 
to project installations and reduce their maintenance. 
Research Needs 
A comprehensive report covering general research needs for the area of the 
Colorado River Storage Project will be developed by representatives of the 
Uo S~ Department of Agriculture research agencies, state agricultural col-
leges, and experiment stationso As far as the Silt project is concerned, 
there appear to be no research needs peculiar to this project that would 
not be covered in the above~entloned report. 
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TECHlncm~ SUPFLENEIH 
to 
A. :repol't of reappraisal of din ct 
ag:.:icd tural benefi t.s al1.d project Lrlpa.ct::.: 
Sil t Project 
Colorado River Storage P!'oje~t 
it Refe.re~~~ce of Basic Data, Computation ~nd A'::l:.iumptlons 
u< S,. Departm~nt of Agricultu'.:'e 
Salt LaJ;:e City, Utah - July 1~·'61 
INTROllJ eTl ON 
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The material contained in this technical supplement is intended to 
ass{ s t personnel in the Department of Agriculture , Colorado State Uni vers ~ l,:y 
Bureau of Reclamation and others in analyzing the "Report of Reappr aisal 0.: 
Direct Agr icultural Benefits and Prc,ject Impactsll for the Silt proj ect, 
State of Colorado, Colorado River Storage ProJect o 
It includes basic field data collected fl"om the project area, toget?'>er 
with assumptions, tabulations, worksheets, and other work data used by F l~l 
Party personnel in preparing the report. 
This material appears in the same general sequence as the report pI' p r 
and is arranged in the follm~ing sections: 
10 Soils 
2. Engineeri ng 
3. Economics 
I.., _ • 
The J'ollm. ing reference llaterial ims u eel in t.he prep:. at . or: of the Silt 
report. 
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- - Soil Color or Spec i c>.l CO!1c.ition 
Geologic Formatien 
Topsoil Texture - tlorltab ili ty 
- - S'IDSD i1 Perme<'ib i 1i ty 
- ~ - Substratum Permeability ~ r Parent Material 
...... Soil Depth to Gravel, Ss;:c.stone, et.c • 
... - Physiographic Pcsition 
.~ ... Site Factor - Salin:ty or All\.alinity 
- - Si te Factor .. "latertable 
Erosion \-later 
.. - - - - Slope Group 
.. -
- ~ Soil TYPe or Phase 
To soh' Tex .... tu .. r... e_---'S..;,.~.9.l.lfermeab i1 i ty . ..§£l?stratum Permea.£ ilH,:L._ D§.Em_ 
l ... qeavy -- I-Very slo"Tly perm. I-Very slowly permeable l,-Deep-mor 
2 ~10derately Heavy 2...s10wly permeable 3~70derately permeE'.b!.e than .. 6 
'~~ed ium 3-Mooerately perm. 5~Very rapidly perme~ 2~Modera~el) 
u~loderately Ll ght 4-Rapidly permeable able deep 20-
S--Light 5-Very raEidly perm. ~ .. ·Shallo:.; 10 
SOIL COLOR OR SPECIAL CO:NDITION 
B .. Brown Soils 
C - Dark Brown Soils 
F - Gray Wooded Soils 
H ~ Very Dark Brorln Soils 
P - Very Da.rk Brown Soils with thick 
S .. Soils of LOH Organic Matter 
w - Swamp So i 1s gleyed 
Z Alkali So i1 s 
m - Mottled - Used Ln u)-posit ' 
following color to hdicate 
subsoils mottling due to prolonged 'r 
gation. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS 
A ~ Acid igneous undifferentiated 
B - Basic igneous undifferentiated 
C - Mancos shale 
U - Fort Union undifferentiated 
V - Lance undifferentiated 
D - Loess undifferentiated 
E - Wasatch shale and sandstone 
undifferentiated 
G ... Gyp 'um beds 
r - Grezn River undifferentiated 
I "' Iles undffferent fated 
J - Jurasic undifferentiated 
K .., Dalwta Sandstone 
L ... Lewis Shale 
M - Mesa Verde undifferentiated 
N - Permian and Pennsylvanian 
undi.fferentiated 
o - Mixed undifferentiated 
P '" Browns Park 
Q ~ Mississippian undifferent:at 
W - Williams Fork undifferent{at 
T ... Peat 
R ... Arkosi c 
·~ i . S 
C ... Lifht shale 
D - Lo~_s 
E - HeE"V} te:-hn'ed shale 
F Linestone 
G GyJ:sum 
H ~ Cobble or stones in medium 
texturec materi~l~ 
1 n 
m teri L 
K - Cobble Cel&!Znte' .n 1 iI e 
L Soft 1 iroy materiaL' 
M Hard sandstone 
• Soft ~and~tone 
- Clean sand 
- Arkosm 
Peat 
N 
P 
R 
T 
Z ... U~e where soils are alh:ali 
and color needs to be sh 
HfYSIOGRAPHIC POSITIO& 
z - Bot tomland x - Swales and depressed areas y Foot< 
SLOPE 
% % 
~uE 
---
Irl'i9' D!:,lland 
---A-Nearly level 0-1 0",1 
B~ently sloping 1_':1 1-3 
C-Slop i ng to gently 
1"'011 ing 1 ... 6 3-6 3...6 
D-Roll i n9 6-12 6-12 6 1 
E-Steep hilly 12-25 12 ... 25 12 
F ery steep 25--65 25-65 25 
G~Ve!y steep 65~' 65v 6' 
EROSION 
- Wind Accumulations 
(label as needed) 
*l~li~ Topsoil intact or over six 
inch s thick if cultivated 
2--Model'ate Topsoil and subsoil Inter ... 
mixe(~ -cultivate land only 
- Gull ie " Over 2 a Deep - A. 
... Streambank Cutting 
~..severe ... Topson plus subsoil very 
thin or ~..bsent-cultivated land on.ly 
~W ... Sev~re .. Topson plus subsoil very 
thin-or absent-rangeland only 
-recent deposition 
W~ologic-Use on barren geolog~c 
materials only..class VIII 
- Eroding Ditch 
*Erosfr-:. severity based on thickness of topsoil or topsoil plus subsoil remain 
*~isce1laneous Land T~s-
Rg - Severely gullied land ~ Class VI 
Rgw- Raw gullied areas - Class VIII 
Rv ". Ri vefiiash Class VIII 
Rx - 60% of surface covered wi th loose roc}( fragment 
stones, or cobbles - Class VIrI 
*Iscd in place of so it survey symbol 
ght effect 
raOe effect 
ff 
SPECIAL FACTORS 
Salinity - Alkalinity - Watertable - Overflow 
Sn. T ffiOJ ECT 
SOn.S BY EVALUATION AREAS 
Evaluation Area "E" Evaluation Area IIGn 
Evaluation Area "A" ~Harvel: Mesal Evaluation Area "B" (Harvel Mesa) evaluation Area "c" (Davie Mesa) (D!:'i Elk Vall!,:\: Irrl~ted) (!l!:r Elk Va11el New Land) 
Special Special Special Special Special 
Soil Slope Factors L. C.U. Acres Soil ~ ~ L.C. U. Acres Soil ~ ~ hf& Acres Soil ~ Factors L.C.U. ~ ~ ~ Factors L.C . U. Acres 
BC2221 C A1111 IIIes1 7 BC22H2 D IVe2 4 BD3231 B lIe """28iJ BC2221 C IIIes1 38 8C2221 C Hles1 67 
2221 C Alll3 Hles1 2 803231 D IVe1 298 3231 C IIIe 216 BD3231 C HIe 37 BD3231 C IIIe 97 
3331 C HIe 10 32H1 D 1Ve1 49 32H2 C HIe 17 3331 C HIe 12 32H1 C Iile 57 
BD3231 B lIe 440 3331 D IVe1 531 3331 C HIe 11 BN3231 C HIe 12 802221 B Ills 39 
32H1 B He 20 33H1 D IVe1 29 ZE3331 B Hes2 127 802221 B IIIs 10 32H1 B He 20 
3331 B He 7 33H2 D IVe1 16 33H1 C IIIes2 2 CD3231 C HIe 16 32Hl C HIe 17 
3331 B Alll3 lIe 16 33H3 D Xl IVe4 16 C03331 B He 21 Cll323l C Ille 8 
3231 C HIe 715 BE2221 D IVe2 2 Total Acres ~ 3331 C HIe 7 C03231 B He ..l§. 
3231 C III IIIe 4 2231 D IVe2 18 3331 C 112 HIe 14 
3231 C Alll3 IlIe 10 3231 D IVe 20 IIA3331 C 114 IIIe 
..l!!. Total Acres ~ 32Cl C IIIe 191 3331 D IVe 20 
32H1 C IIIe 221 33Hl D IVe 19 Total Acres ~ 32H2 C HIe 2 33H3 D IVe 5 
3331 C IIIe 136 BM32C1 D IVel 19 Evaluation. Area IIFII Evaluation Area ItH" 
BE2221 B Alill IIIsl 13 32H2 C Xl IVs4 55 evaluation Area "D" (Davie Mesa) (D!:):: Elk Vall!,:\: Irrl sated) (!l!:r Elk Vallel New Land) 
3231 B Iles1 19 33H3 C Xl IVs4 48 Special Special Spec ial 
3231 B Alill IIes 6 33H3 D IVel 4 ~ ~ Factors L.C.U. Acres ~ ~ ~ L.C.U. Acres ~ ~ Factors hf& ~ 32~1 C IIIes 13 33H3 D Xl IVe4 132 
3331 B Helsl 36 3H C IVs5 3 BD3231 D IVe1 10 BD3331 D !Vel 12 BC2121 C IVs1 92 
3331 B Alll3 He1s1 7 B03231 D IVe1 15 3331 D IVel 54 33C1 D IVe1 15 22H2 D IVe2 28 
3331 C Alll1 Illes 15 32Hl D IVe1 13 33H2 D IVe1 5 33K2 D Xl IVe4 6 22H2 D Xl IVe2 10 
3331 C Alll3 Ules 10 33H1 D IVel 20 BE3331 D IVe 77 BJ2221 D IVe2 3 BD3231 D IVe1 102 
BM3231 C IIIe 35 33H1 D A1 IVe1 6 33H1 D IVe 4 BN3331 D IVe1 3 32H1 D IVe1 32 
32H1 C HIe 114 33H3 D Xl IVe4 24 0033H3 D IVe 20 B02121 B IVs 5 32H2 D IVe1 21 
32H2 C II Ie 175 3H C IVs5 16 ZE3331 D A1 IVe4 .M. 2221 D IVe2 6 32H3 D IVe4 6 
33H3 C HIe 35 ZD3231 D IVe4 13 32H1 D IVe1 24 33H1 D IVel 11 
BN3231 C IIIe 9 3331 D A111l IVe4 9 Total Acres ~ 32H2 D IVe1 30 33K3 D IVe4 35 
B03231 A IIc 48 ZE2221 C A3114 IVs3 8 32H3 D Xl IVe4 12 B03331 D IVel -.2. 
3231 C II Ie 75 3331 C A3114 IVs2 7 33H1 D IVe1 11 
3231 C Alll3 Ule 9 33H1 C F1 IVs2 14 Cll3231 D IVel 18 Total Acres ~ 
32H1 C IIIe 28 3331 D IVe4 7 C02221 C A3114 IVs3 27 
32H2 C Ule 12 33Hl D IVe4 ~ 3331 B Xl IVs4 .2. 
3331 A A3114 lIs 10 
3331 C HIe 17 Total Acres 1 ,462 Total Acres Ul. 
3331 C Alll1 IUe 8 
CD3231 C Ille 77 
C03331 B lIe 10 
ZE2221 B A3114 IIIs3 2 
2221 C IIIes3 10 
2221 C 111 IIIes3 14 
2221 C Alll1 II Ies3 24 
2221 C Al113 IIles3 8 
3231 B A3113 IIIs2 3 
3331 B Hes2 95 FroJECT TOTAL 6,527 ACRES 
3331 B Alill IIes2 202 
3331 B Alll3 IlIes2 21 
3331 B A3113 Uls2 80 
3331 B A3114 IIls2 30 
3331 C IIIes2 80 
3331 C A1111 IIIes2 76 
3331 C Alll3 IIIes2 6 
33H1 C IIIes2 _ _ 5 
Total Acres 3,209 
gs ?l1.!.. Thz B .... 2121 mapping i.mE is characterized by '·.-eal'L t, !1l0derCl.'G Y 
dev~loped so ils occurring on gently slcp5.ng topogra}1hy in upl~ .• 
valley areas. Elevation varies from 5500 to 6500 feet, wi th ra · Il-f~.ll of 
about 12 to 15 inches . So il of this unit is developed on heavy rC'worked 
materials derived from the Mancos formation. 
In some cases, sandstone s trata gi ve ri se to a stony condition in the 
soil profile . 
Soil . .F~rofi l~ 
Al 0 ... 2ft 
AS 2 · .. 11" 
C 70+ 
Very dark grayish-brown (lOYR 3.5/2 moist and crushed) clay 
loam with weak coarse platy structure that breaks into we" 
medium crumb; hard when dry, moderately fi rm when moist; 
sli ghtly calcareous tf i th an abrupt smooth boundarJTo 
Gray brown that changes to very dark grayish~rm~l when 
crushed (10YR 5/2 moist) hea~J clay loam; moderate medit.Lll 
prismatic structure that breaks into weak fine angular 
blocky aggregate that is hard when dry, moderately f irm 
when moist; slight ly calcareous, with nearly cont inuous 
clay skins; clear smooth boundary. 
Dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2 moist and crushed) light clay~ 
weak medium prismatic that breaks into fine subangular 
blocky; very hard when dry, very firm when moist; slightly 
calcareous with a pH of 8.4; nearly continous c1a ' skin; 
gradual smooth boundary. 
Dark grayish-brOl-ffi (lOYR 4/2 moist) heavy clay; hard uhen 
dry, moderately firm uhen moist; violently calcareous; 
visible lime in cracks ~~d voids; pH of 8.5; thin patchy 
clay skin; gradual smooth boundary. 
Dark grayish~rown (lOYR 4/2 moist and crushed) clay with 
weak fine angular blocky structure ; hard when dry~ firm 
when moi st; violently calcareous; visible lime, P}I 80 5; 
thin patchy clay skins; gradual smooth boundaryo 
Dark brown to bro'iffi (10YR 4/3 moist and crushed) clay; 
massive; hard when dry; calcareous; no visible lime; no 
clay skins. 
Range in Characteristics 
Soil development in this mapping unit varies from weak to moderate wit 
hue 10YR to hue 2.5YR range. Texture ranges from l ight clay loarns to clay 
In the surface, and from cl ay loam to c1~ in the subsoil. Top so11s are 
Be 2121 - Continued 
thin, often be ing less than 4 inch<!s and sometimes as thin as 2 inches; c).t,; 
skins are fO\h"ld almost t.o the surface. The parent materials ~ho'>1 a high pi! 
and probably contain sodium salts. The upper part of the profile has a pH . . 
less than 8 .. 1 and shmfs no 51 ick spots.. The developed soil sho"W's no sign 0 
black alkali. Closely related to and often included within this mapping un:~ 
are the following taxonomic units: Be 22Hl, Be 22H2, Be 2111, Be 2221, 
Be 21Hl, Be 21H2. 
TOEography 
Gently sloping to moderate ly s loping upland valley and side slope~ . 
Drai nage 
Surface drainage is sloy to moderately slo~; internal drainag~ is ver~ 
slow due to heavy texture of the solum. 
v:.egetation 
In its native state, vegetation consists , of sagebrush and native grass .... 
especially west ern Hheatgrass. As observed in this area, very little gre8.se 
wood occurs on thi s mapping uriit. 
To date, very 1i ttle irrigation water has been available fot this type , 
Where limited irrigation has been used, fair yields of alfalfa and small 
grain have been gl'ol>m. No evidence of seep or alkali has been noticed. 
Distribution 
. 
This soil is found wherever ex~osures of Mancos shale occur in a 12 to 
20 inch precipitation zone. 
h2~~t~£ll 
This soil was described! mile S of WE corner of Seco 7, T5S, R91W, 
Garfield County. 
~11.Zh. Mapping \lni. t Be 2221 is characterized by sl !ghtly to ::l1oc1 ' ~ r-atc i.~ 
developed soils on foot sloDe alluvium derived from ::.-enol'kcd r'~di.: • 
shale. It occurs in a. 12 1511 precipitation zone, at an elevation of 600J 
It generally occurs on m.odera.tely to steeply sloping topDgraphy thi.t, licS" 
a.djacent to shallow e>"rposur es of I1a.ncos shale . SoU horizons are J~.oderat~l­
t.o sl ightly defined Hit h nearly continuous clay skins in the subso 1 8.nd 
visible lime accumulation in the B)ca zone. 
~i1 .. ProfiJe 
Dark brorm to brorm (lOYR 3.5/2 .~ 4/ 3 crushed, moist) hee'.V"J 
clay loam with "leak coarse platy structure that bJ:'caks in to 
weak fine crumb; f irm when moist; slightly calcareous u!th 
thin patc~y clay skins; boundary is clear and smooth. 
Very dark gray brown to dark gray brown (10m 3.5/2 crush~(;~ 
moist) heavy clay loam with rreak coarse prismatic $truct.ure 
t.hat br'eaks into weak medium angular blocky; firm. 'vhen mo~ s~' 
slightly calcareous; thin patchy clay skins; clear smooth 
boundary. 
Dark broHn to broun (lOYR .3/3.5 .... 4/3 crushed, moist) very 
heavy clay loam; has moderate coarse prismatic structure 
that breaks into moderate subangular blocky aggregate; fim 
when moist; strongly calcareous? pH8.2; nearly cont inuous 
clay skins; clear smooth boundary. 
Da.rIs: grayish brown to brol-m (lOYR 3.5/3 crushes to 4/2.5 
moist) eavy clay loam; moderate medium subangular blocky! 
firm when moist; s trongly calcareous; continuous cla.y skili.J; 
clea.r smooth boundary. 
Dark brown to brown (lOYR 4/2 that crushes to 4/3 motst) ~lt 
loam, weak medium prismatic structure that breaks i nto liel..lt 
fine subangular. blocky; firm when moist; strongly alcarcol 
nearly contin.uous clay skins; gradual smooth boundary. 
Very dark grayish bro~1 to dark brown ( lOYR 3/4 crushes t o 
3/3 moi<t) clay loam with weak fine angular blocky st~1ctur~ 
firm when moist ; violently calcareous; visible lime ; gradJa: 
smooth boundary. 
Dark brown to brown (lOYR 4/3 that crushes to 4.5/3 moist) 
loam friable loIhen moist; violently calcareous, pH 8.lt; 1 i. e 
is visible in splotches and streaks. 
Due to the foot slope position, a wide variation [n degree of soil dG.,~l 
ment exists. The soil horizons are very weal{ and i.mma,tu:re at the top of tl~ ... 
Be 2221 ~ Continued 
slopes and moderately mature at the foot of slope . Depth also v~lies for 
the same reason. Lighter textures are often found near the top 0::' the 
slope wi th heavier textures at the bottom of the slope. In some l.:a$eS, 
sandstone rock fragments are intermixed with the soil. Taxonomic un its 
that may occur in this mapping unit other than the one herein de5cribec 
are 2111, 22Hl , 2121 and in some cases Be 3331 may be included. Color 
ranges from hue 10YR to hue 2.5Y. 
Topography 
Topography ranges from moderately steep to steep foot slopes that lie 
adjacent to mountain exposures of Mancos shale and associated memhers of 
Mesa Verde formation. 
D!,ain~~ 
Internal drainage is generally slolJ due to heavy texture. Surface 
runoff is rapid because of steep topography. Under irrigation, l:iet spots 
often develop, especially at the lower end of the slope. 
Yesetatio!l, 
Vegetation in this native state consists of sagebrush and wes tern 
wheatgrass. 
\ihere irrigation water is available, this mapping unit is devoted to 
the production of hay and small grain. The land is ve~ productive under 
i rr i gation. 
Di~tribution 
This sotl occurs wherever exposure of l~co shale occurs. Total acre 
is small but bodies are widely scatteredo 
Location 
.. *' 
Harvey Gap area - 600 feet N., t In. w., SW Corner, Sec. 7, 17S, R9H 
" 
BD 32H1 
-------
Tnls l1:.2.pp ing tmit is characterized by moderatzly developed 
zonal so 1 developing on loess in the B1"otm soil ?,one of' 
West.ern Colorado. It has been deposited on broad gently sloping mE-sas 
and bench land adjacent to major strea.'1l systems. Soil horizons are mode~. I:. ' 
well defined wi t2'l top soil that varies from 3 to 6 inches in thickr:ess and 
subs-oils th:;<.t are approximately the sa.~e thickness$ A very definite lime 
enrichment zone is characteristic of this type, occurring somelrhere beb12 r. 
15 <?.nd 2h inches. Also char:1ctedstic of this type is a very clefini te 
layer of outuash materials which underlie the mantle of loess, somewhere 
beti ·een 2 end 5 feet. Also included vIi thin this mapping uni t are the 
following types: BD 32H2, BD33H2, BD33HI and BD 3231. The above soils 
occur in association depending on the depth of the loess mantle and the 
steepness of the slope c The ~eakly developed soils follow the slop~s near 
drainage t'isys and the deeper bett.er developed soils o·ccur on the more gently 
sloping mesa areas. The parent loess from these types has very definit.e 
textural characteristics. The percent of very Hne sand and coarse silt 
is high, making ttP 60 to 70 percent of the total soil texture o Ql1cllltity of 
clay varies from 15 to 25 percent in the unweathered loess. 1bis mapping 
unit resembles the correlated mel1enthin soil of the Br~in zo~e in South 
western Colorado, ~hcept for the presence of outwash materials in tne sub~ 
stratum. 
So il Prof He ~ 
----
ark~·reddish (5YR 3/3 moist and c1."Ushed) 1 igat clay 108rl; 
weak platy structure that breaks do~n to weak fine crumb; 
moderately friable when moist; non calcareous; thin patchy 
clear skins; clear smooth boundary. 
Dark reddfsh~rown to reddish-brown (SYR 3Q5/4 moist and 
crushed) heavy lo~ with moderate medium subangular blocky 
structure that breaks into veak fine subangu1.ar blocky 
peds; hard when dry, moderat?ly firm when moist; non cal~ 
careous; nearly continuous cl~ skin; clear smooth bcundaly 
Dark reddishoobrmm CSYR 3.5/3 moist and crushed) heavy loa.!. 
wi th moderate medium subangular blocky structu::.~e th.at 
crushes into weak fine stibangular peds; hard wh~n dry, 
moderately friable when moist; non calcareous; nearly con-
tinuous to continuous clay skins; gradual bounde1Y. 
Dark brown to brown (7.5YR 4.5/ 4 moist and c~'ushed) clay 
loam tiith weak fine angular blocky to subangular blocky 
structure; hard when d~, moderately friable when moist; 
strongly calcareous with 8e 4 pH; thin patchy clay skins; 
gradual boundary. 
Brown (7.5YR 5/4 moist a~d crushed) loam; moderate medium 
subangular blocky structure that breaks into weak fIne 
subangular blocky aggregates; dry when hara) moderately 
C 29-36" 
D 
firm when moist; violent.ly calcarecl1:1; very definite 
splotches and screaks of 1 fIlle; thin patchy cloy >-kins; 
gradual smooth boundary wi til an occa~ion8.l lime coated 
sandstone fl~agment; this is the lime zone that.. accompa-
nies the above solum. 
Darl( brown to brown (7.5YR 405/4 moist and crushed) 1 ighi:. 
clay loam; massive; hard 'When dry, firm Hhen moist; vio-
lently calcareous; definite streal-ts of line; graduai smo t 
boundary. 
Pale brown (10m 6.5/3 crushed and f:loist) light cJ.a;l loam· 
massive; s1 ~ghtly hard ltihen dry, moderately f:dable "'Then 
moist; violently calcareous with a pH of 80L and carr~es 
frma 15 to 30 percent outwash sandstone and cobble irag-
1IlBnts. 
Rang~in Char~cteristics 
This mapping symbol BD 32Hl covers a wide range of closely related ta."'::l 
nomi c un! ts that d fffer in color from 5YR to 70 5YR; in texture frOIr- very f i 
sanc~ loam loess to heavy silt loam loesso Soil development varies from 
slirhtly to moderately developed top soils and subsoilso The 1 ime zone 
ranges between 10 and 24 inches. Clay skins are generally thin and patc~, 
but may be nearly continuous in the better developed types u The mantle of' 
loess over ou~ash materials varies from 2 to 5 feetu In some cases, out-
wash gravels have been brought up through the profile by rodent acti-'it.y 
and may occur in the profile or on the surface 0 Soil development b this 
mapping unit ranges from weak to moderate, depending upon ~teepnese ru1d 
direction of slopeo Soils on south~est facing slopes are generally thin 
over' out~ash and show much less development than correspondopg types on 
south and east facing slopes. 
!opographI 
Gently to moderately sloping upland mesas o 
Drainage 
. 
Surface runoff is slow to moderately rapid, depending on slope. Intern 
drainage is moderate. 
y£..~tati°ll 
Native vegetation consists of sagebrush and native grasses that g!'01i ir-
a climatic zone of 12 inch precipitation. 
Use 
-
vlliere irrigation vater is available, a large portion of this type is 
utilized for the production of small grain and hay, with some corn, potatc 
and sugar beets gro-wu. 
BD 32Hl - Cbntlaued 
Dlstr ibu ti on 
............... --
This ~e is not as extensive as type BD 3231 but occurs in connection 
with it around the upper edge~ of ~he loess covered uplandso 
Location 
300 feet North, 70 feet East of the northwest coreer -of the SEi Seco 26. 
T5S, R92Vl. -
13'9 32,21 Mapping unit is characterized by moderately developed zonal 
soils developing on loe~s in the ,Brown sol1 zone of ~lestern 
Colorado. It has been deposited on broad, gently to moderately sloping 
mesa and bench land.s adjacent to major stream systems. Soil horizons are 
moderately Nell defined with top soils that vary from 4 to 6 inches in 
thickness and ·subsoils that are apprOximately the same thickness. A very 
definite lbne enrichment zone is characteristic of this type occurring 
somewhere between' 15 and 24 inches. 
-BD 3331, which occurs on steeper slopes and has less soU development" 
is associated with this type. Also, BD 32Hl is similar in all respects 
except the mantle of loess lies over cobb1y or stony outwash materials. 
The parent loess from which these types are derived has very definite tex-
tural characteristics. The percentage o.f very fine sand and coarse silt 
is high, making up 60 to 70 percent of the total soil mixture . Quantity of 
clay varies from 15 to 25 percent in the unweathered loessv 
This soil type resembles the correlated Me1lenthin soil of the Brown 
so il 7.one in Southwestern Colorado. . . 
So 11 Prof ile : 
-
o - 311 
3 ... 11" , 
11 ... 21" 
21-2611 
,Cea2 26 ... 39" 
Dark hrown to brown (7.5YR 3'.5/3 moist) loam; weak fine 
granular structure; slightly hard when dry, moderately 
friable when moist; slightly calcareous with patchy clay 
skins and a clear boundary. 
, 
Dark reddish-brown to reddlsh-brown (5YR 3S/3 moist) 
light el~ loam; weak coarse prismatic struct ure that 
breaks into weak med ium Subangular blocky peds; hard when 
dry,moderately friable when moist; slightly calcareous, 
thin patchy clay skins and ' a clear wSYy boundary 0 
Brawn to light brown (7.5YR 5.514 moist) silt loam, 
moderate fine angular blocky to subangular bl ocky struc ~ 
ture; hard vhen dIy, moderately friable When moist; 
Violently calcareous with weak nearly continuous cl~ 
skins and diffuse boundary) the lime Is feasible between 
peds and in old root channels. 
Plnldsh gray to l:ight brown crushed (7 SYR 6/3 moist) 
light loam; weak, coarse, subangular bloc~ structure; 
slightly hard when dry, modera~ly friable when mott; 
violently calcareous; no clay skins and a clear smooth 
boundary. 
Dark reddish-brown to reddtsh-brawn (sYR 3.5/4 moist) 
light l~; weak, coarse subangular blocky st.ructure; 
slightly hard when dry, moderately friable vhen~oist; 
violently calcareous, with clear wavy bounda~. ' 
C'b J. 
66" + 
Light oHve brm·m (2.5Y 5/4 moist and crushed) heavy loart13' 
massive .; slightly hard when dry, very friable • .:he. moL t; 
violently calcareous '.ii t.h visible lime and gypsum in vo id:;, 
and s~al11S~ 
Is same as. layer above except lime and gypsum are well dis -
semiaated. 
Fange. in Character!~tics 
This mapping symbol BD 3231 covers a vide range of- closely re ',ated t axi ". 
nomic units that differ in color from .5YR to 7.5YR, in texture frmil Vel"y f ir2C3 
sanqy loam loess to heavy silt loam loess. 50iidevelopment varies from 
slightly to moderately developed top soils and subsoils. The lime zone 
ranges between 10 and 24 inches. Clay skins are generally thin .and patchy, 
but may be nearly continuous in the better developed t~es. 
A very pronounced characteristic of' this group of soils is . the dif .. 
ferent colored crotovinas that occur in the lower horizons. 
BD 32Hl, a closely related type, has very similar soil development i n 
all respects except it overlays s,tony outwash mat~r lals between 3 . nd .5 f e -, :_ 
TopographY 
Gently to moderately sloping upland mesas. 
Qr~inag~ 
Runoff is slow to moderately rapido Internal drainage is moderate, 
I 
Vegetation 
Native vegetation consists of sagebrush and native grasses that grow it 
a climatic zone of 12 inch precipitation. 
Use I,. 
- , 
Where irrigation water is available, a ver,y large pe~cent of this ~pP . 
is utilized for the production of small grain and h~, with some corn, pota n 
toes and sugar beets. 
Distribution 
! 
This type is widely distributed on the gently sloping mesas along t he 
Colorado River and its tributaries in the 12 to 15 inch preCipitat i on 
climatic zone. 
'lYpe Location 
Section 31, 1$5, R91W. 
D 3?31 
- c·T 
!;J:apping i,lnit is charac t e r iz d by fi1od.(~.rately deve .. o . .:. _ 'T01 al 
s o .l develop ing on loess in the b rown soil zone of U' ster 
Colorano . I t has been deposited on the broad gently to 
moderately sloping me !?a and bench lands adjacent to major stream 'ystems ~ 
Soil horiz o s a;'1e modera tely ue11 defined uith top soils that vary from 
4 to 6 inches in thiclmess and subsoils that are approximately the sa~e 
thickness . A very definite lime enrichment zone i s character ~ sti of 
this type occurring somewhere between. 10 and 20 inches . BD 3331 and BD 33!{ ~ 
occur in conjunction with this soil on steepe~ sl ~pes adjacent to draina e · 
ways. The parent loess froril whJch these types occur is derived fro:;:n l oess>: 
material wi th a f ine sand and coarse silt content . of about 60 to 70 pe r c:en: 
Quantity of clay varies from 15 to 25 percent. 1his soil res~mbles t he 
. Mellenthin of the brown s oil zone in Western Col or ado. Assoc iated u i th 
this soil are BD 33K2, BD 32m and BD 32K1.. 
Soil Profile: 
- ...... -
AB 
Cca 
B2b 
o ... 6" Dark brmm to brown (7.5YR 3.5/2 crushed and moist) l oanlp 
wea~ medium platy that crushes dm~ to wea~ f i ne crumb; 
very f:riable when moist; sl ightly calcareous; thi patchy 
clay sk ins; clear smooth boundary. ' 
6 -11" Dark reddish-brown (5YR 3/2 that crushes doun to 3/3) 
Ught c' ay loam; weak medium angular blocky t hat breaks 
down to weak fine subangular blocky; friable l<1henmoist; 
strongly calcareous; nearly continuous clay sk ins ; clear 
smooth boundary; ant sized lime coated gravels . 
11 ... 1711 Dark reddish-brown to reddish4>rown (5YR 4/3 crushes t o 
3.5/3) loam that breaks into weak fine angular b loc!ty 
aggregates; friable when moist; strongly calcareous; vi 'ibl , 
lime; thin patchy clay skins; clear smooth boundary; small 
amount of lime coated sandstone gravels. 
17 ... 24" Dark brown to brown (7.5YR 3.5/2 moist) loam; weak medium 
angular blocky to subangular. blocky; friable rlMn moist; 
violent ly calcareous; vislble lime in cracks and v ids; 
clear smooth bound~; 1 to 2 inch small lime coated sand ~ 
rstone fragments. 
24"'38" Burried soil layer, dark reddlshoobl'Olln (5osY'R 3/4 moist); 
moderate med l um subangular blocky that breaks into weak 
fine subangular blo~; firm when moist; violently cal~ 
careous; vis ible lime in cracks and vo ids; nearly continuo f 
cla,y skins; clear smooth bounda~o 
Burried soU layer; dark reddfshoobrO"l'm to reddish-hrown (5YR 3/~ that crushes to 3.5/3) light cl~ loam; has weak 
fine subangular blocl~ structure; firm when moist; violentlj 
calcareous; visible lime in cracks and voidS; thin patcl~ 
clay skins; gradual indistinct boundary. 
) ,-
C-l 
C 47-6011 R;~ddish4.Jrmm C5.5YH 4/2 that -crushes into 4.5/3) silt 
1 am; massive; friable Hhen moist; vio12nt1y 'calc~,:eous; 
high quanti .~y of pip_ltish .... ..rhite 1 ime spl otches and con .... 
c_etions. 
c 6o-68n Brown to light brown (7 SYR that crushes to 5 . 5/L~/loam; 
massive; friable when moist; violently calcareous J pH of 8.6, 
D 6811 -{. Out'!:1ash stones ·of varyi.ng size; usually wateruIOrno 
Range in ~h~racte:ristics. 
This soil varies in color from 5YR to 7YR and in textu.r'e fl.~ofu. very 
fIne sandy loam to silt loam. Soil development varies from werut to model~t , 
the lime zone ranges between 10 and 20 inches) clay skins are generally 
thin but nearly continuous in the subsoil l~ers. This particulul:' type 
isunderlatn by weru{ limy outwash materials that occur between 3 to 6 fee t, 
soil horizons are fairly well defined. 
l'.2'E2araphy 
Gently' to moderately sloping upland mesas e 
, 
Q!',!i inage 
Surface runoff is slow to moderately rapid; internal dra inage is 
moderate. 
Vesetation 
Native vegetation consists of sagebrush and, native grasses t.ha.t grm-r 
in the climatic zone of 12 to 15 inch precipitation. 
Where irrigation water is available~ a very ~arge portion of this tJ~ 
Is utilized for the production of ~a11 grain and hay with same corn and 
potatoes. 
Distribution 
-
This type is widely distributed on the gently to moderately . lop ing 
mesas along the Colorado River and its trihutades in the, 12 to 15 inch 
climatic zone. 
~atlon 
This description was taken in the middle of $eco 12, 115S, R92~T. 
ED 31K2. The BD ~"'K2 mapp ing unit is characterized by He~dy developed se l. 
occurring on shaJ.1o'W loessial uplands over ly ing limy, stony ou -:- ... 
materi als. Soil hor izons are very weakly defined. Tnis mapping u it is 
associated with mapping units BD ~231, BD 32Hl, BD ~2H2, BD 32K2. It occu s 
on ridge tops, small knolls and windward facing slopes "'here soil e rosi on 
retards normal soil development. 
Soil Profile: 
Ap 0 - 2" 
AB 2 ... 6" 
BCca 6 "'14" 
Dark brown to brown (7.5YR 3.5/2 moist-crushed) l oam with 
we a'·, medium platy structure that breaks into t . eak fine 
crumb; ve~ fi ne when moist; strongly calcareous; clear 
smooth boundary. 
Dark brmm to brown (7.5YR 3.5/2 crushedoomoist) h2avy loam 
with Heal':. fine granular structure; friable when moist; 
violently calcareous; nearly continuous clay skin.::; clear 
smooth boundary; fine gritty sand particles intermixed. 
Dark brown (lOYR 3.5/3 crushed-1lloist) heavy loam,weak fine 
angular blocky to subangular blocky; firm when moist; 
violently calcareous; ve~ little clay skin; clear smooth 
bounoary; a few lime coated sandstone fragments. 
I 
Very pale brown (lOYR 7/3 moist~rushed) loam;" massive; 
hard when d~, firm when moist; violently calcareous wi.th 
pH of 8.4; gradual smooth boundary; some llraee.coat ed sand·· 
stone fragments. 
Very pale brown (10YR 8/3 crushed'=ID.oist) stony loam ,.;! th 
about 25% lime coated sandstone fragments . 
Range in Characteristics 
This soil varies in soil developnent from very weak to weak; in texture 
from very fine sand loam to silt loam. Included within this mapping u'1.it aZl~ 
loessial soils of varying depth over limy outwash materials. TIle out wash 
materials car~ a high content of lime but the sandstone fragments and lo~ 
lime materials are not cemented. Alfalfa roots often penetrate th is zoneo 
Taxinomlc units included within this mapping unit are: BD 3231 , BD 32Kl, 
BD 32H2, BD 32K2. 
tppograpgy 
I 
lJIoderately steep to steep. It occurs on ridge tops, knolls and "lrlin<tri8."_ d 
slopes. 
Drainage 
Surface drainage is rapid due to steep slope. Internal drainage is 
moderately rapid. 
j 
BD 3ltK2 ... Con d nued 
Ve!=jetation 
~ ... _-
In i t s native state, vegetation consists of sagebrush and n2,ti e raSSi?S 
adapted to 12 to. 15 inch precipitati.on zone. 
Where irrigation water is available, this soil is used for p_oducti .n 
of hay and grain. 
Distribution 
-.,......-.: . f F 
This soil occurs wherever loessial soils are found in isolated bodies 
associated with deep loessial soils. 
Location 
Sec. 12, 15$. R92t-l vicinity of Harvey Gap Reservoir. 
BD J~.31 1-1(. pping uni t i::i ~p aI'acteri ze _ by very VI<!a.ltly devel ped :~ o il 
occurr ing on moderately ste p to s~eep slopes in the ~q .e are~ 
tnat BD12 31 occurs . Normal soil ' 1'0 :on has kept pace wi th soil developw 
ment and consequently, this soU has ahrays been thin, even i.n i.t~ native 
c ndition. I t is ceve l oped on the arne type of loess as BD32'31, va...rying 
color from 5t'R t o 7.5YR and t he t exture from very fine sand J.oam t o heavy 
sU t loam. It occurs in a 12 to 15~J precipitation zone. 
~oi1 ProfJl~: 
o ... ')11 Dark reddish4lrown to reddish·-bro-v1n (5YR 3.5/3.5 crushed. 
and moist) loam with weak moderately platy, crushed to 
weak fine crumb structure; very friable mixture; slightly 
calcareous wi th thin patchy clay sldns ~..nd clear smooth 
boundary. 
Jill 3 9" Dark reddish~rown to dark reddish- gray (5 YR 3.5/3 moist) 
Gea 17 .... 281J 
loam with eal'!: medium angular blocky to subangular blocky; 
friable when moist; slightly calcareous; thin pat ;hy clay 
skins; abrupt smpoth boundary. 
Br~~ to pale brown (10YR 5.5/3 crushed and moist) light 
i oam with ,,,eak medium 8J.'1gular blocky to suhangul blocky; 
friable when moist; violently calcareous with visible lime 
in cracks and old root channels; thin patchy clay skins 
and clear smooth boundary. 
Brown (7.$YR 4.5/4 moist, ~rushed) light loam to ery fine 
sandy loam; massive; hard when dry, friable when oistj 
modera.tely calcareous with no clay skins. 
Range in Characteristics 
This soil varies in color from 5YR to 7.5YR; in texture from very fi ne 
sand loam to silt loam. Soil development ts very weak with very s light 
clay skin development in the subsoil and very faint visible Hme accumula·· 
tions in the lime zone. Included within this mapping unit are shallow 
loessial soils whose total solum is sametUnes less than plow depth and 
consequently under cultivation, the visible lime l~er material is turned 
over and appears on the surface. 
TopograEPx. 
, Moderate to steeply sloping side slopes adjacent to drainage ways that 
traverse or dissect soil type BD 3231 . . 
Drainage 
Surface drainage is rapid. due to steep slope; inter.nal drainage is 
moderate. 
Veg~tation 
In its native sta.te , vegetation consists of sagebrush and native graSS!3 
adapted to about a 12 inch precipitation. 
Where irrigation water is available, this soil is used for the produc· ... 
tion of h~, pasture and small grains, and an occasional field of cor n is 
grown on this type. 
Dis tribu ti o~ 
This so i l occurs wherever loessial soils are fOlmd on the upland mesas 
and slopes. 
Loc~tion 
950 feet S, 100 feet East in the northeast corner of the NW t Seco ), 
T6S, R92Wo 
BE 3331-B or C This is a Broun z ne :::~o i1 devel oping in locally t ranspor'(. 
but unassort~d alluvial ·-colluv ial sediments 'L-Jeathered fn .. 
the shales and sandstones of Wasatch formation and misce llane us m' teria1.s 
of Qut.-lash and aeol ian orig in. The parent materials a r e mediuZll t.extured, 
weakly to s t r ongly calcareous, and occasionally contain significan'- amounts 
of sodium salt. The topsoils are non~chernozem!c. This unit ~l os ly re~e~< 
Uni t 30 Mam l oam described in the Pi tldn County legem, but has a fa int i n 
place of distinct lime zone described for Mam o . 
SoL l Profi~ 
ABp 
c 47-60" 
Dark brown C7iYR 4/2 moist) l Ol1Ii1 ; slightly 'hard linen dry, 
fr iable lihen moist; wea1~ coarse platy structure t hat brer" ~ 
into weak ilne crumbly ped~; Healt1y calcareous; 101:Je1' 
boundary clear and smooth~ 
Dar k ·brown (10m 3/3 moist) loam; weak medium subangui ar 
blocky structure that breaks into wealt fine subangu-lar pee. 
slightly hard when dry, friab~e when moist; t hin patc~r le' 
sk i ns; ~akly calcareous; lower boundary clear and smoot h, 
Dark brown to brown (10YR 4/2 moist) loam; weak moderate 
prismatic structure that breaks into weak medium angular tc 
subangular peds; hard when dry, · firm when moist; s lightly 
calcareous; nea.rly continuous clay skins; I myer b oundar y 
clear and smooth. 
Brown (10YR 5/3 moist) loam.; weak medium subangul r b l ocky 
structure that crushes down to weak fine suba.ngula r b locky 
peds; thin patchy clay skins; gradual smooth lower boundar} 
Dark yel10wish-brown (10YR 4/4 moist) loam; mas s ive struc .. 
ture ; slightly hard when dry, friable when moist; v iolently 
calcareous; faint ve Ins · of 1 ime; gradual smooth l Olier 
boundary. 
Brown to yellowish-brown (10YR 5/3-4 mo i st) l oam.; massive ; 
s1 ightly hard when dry, friable when moi st; v iole 1t1y cal .. 
careous; lime disseminated. 
Range in Cnara£teristics 
lhe calcareous horizon ranges from weak to moderate veining~ Subsoi l 
development ra.nges from thin patc~ to nearly continuous cl~ skin$ with a 
modal of thin patchy. Structural development ranges from weak med i um angula .. ~ 
to stib-angular blo~, befn~ sufficient to be called a structural B horizo • 
Topsoil color ranges from 7;:YR 3.5/2"'3 to 7tYR 4/2'''-3. Topsoil th ickness 
ranges from 2 to 5 inches. Subsoil may be as much as 2 feet th ick ~ Fa int 
indications of burled profiles occur from 1 to 3 feet4 
Topography 
Occupies g~ntly sloping benches and fans midway between present r iver 
bottoms and mesa lands . Slope ra.nges from 1 to 6 percent. 
BE 3331-8 or C - Continued 
Surf2.ce runoff i s moderate ; inter nal drainage i.s DlOder2..tl: but may bc 
sli ghtly impeded on nearly level areas. 
Vegetat i2!l. 
Nati ve vegetati on consists of big sagebrush and uestern vrheatgrass; 
\.,1 th an occas i onal g1."'easevwod and sal tbush shr ub 0 
tVhereve!' irrigation 'Water is available, a la.rge percent.age of thi s 
unit is devoted to the production of alfalfa, small grain, ~ugar beets a:xt 
corn for silage. None of this unit is dry f arme_. 
Q.escr i pt i on 
This unit has .been observed in Garfield and Rio Blanco Count ies in 
Colorado. 
Unit Established 
Observed and mapped in WP"'3 Silt Reclamation Project in 1958 and 1959 
JYpe Location 
300 feet Nand 500 feet W of the southeast corner of $ecQ 3, 16S, R92 
Garfield County, Colorado. 
Described by 
J. L. Niels~n, November 1959. 
EM 32Cl Tne BM 32Cl mapping unit consists of deep to medium deep, 
moderately deve' oped loamy soil l-leathering in place on Hesa 
Verde silty shale. It occurs in a rainfall zone of -approximately 1.2 to 
15 inches at an elevation of about 5600 feet. Llcluded within this mapping 
llilit are the closely related taxonomic ty~es BM 3231 and BM 32C2. The 
depth to shale and soft sandstone varies from 2 to 5 feet and may be entireJ.y 
absent at the foot of the slopeo Also associated wi th thi s mappi g unit is 
the very shallow soil SM 33C3. 
Soil Prof ile: 
-- -
~p 0 - 311 
37ft ... 
Dark grayish-browm (lOYR 4/2 !tIOl st, crushed) heavy loam; 
weall medium platy that breaks dmffi into l-leak .f ine crumb; 
friable lorhen moist; moderately calcareous; patchy clay 
skks; clear smooth bounda.ry. ' 
Very dark grayish-brot-m (lOYR 3/3 moist and crushed) !igM. 
clay loam with moderately medium subangular blocky structul" > 
that nreaks into moderate fine sub angular blocky tructure; 
f i rm when moist; moderately calcareous; nearly continuous 
clay skins; clear smooth boundary. 
Gray brown ( lOYR 4.5/2 - 5/2 moist end crushed) l oam wi th 
weak coarse angular blocky to subangular blocky structure 
that breaks into weak fine subangular blocky aggregates; 
friabl~ when moist; Violently calcareous; nearly contlnuou'> 
clay sk ins md clear smooth boundary 0 
Gray brown (10YR 4.5/2 - 5/2 moist and crushed) l ight loam 
with ,fine weak subangular blocky structure; very friable 
when moist; slightly calcareous with 5 percent visible lime 
streaks of lOYR 5/2 (buried layer). 
Shale (lOY~ 3.5/2 moist and crushed) clay lo~ texture. 
Ranse in Characteristics 
This soil herewitll described is a taxonomic unit Hhich is mapped under 
the symbol BM 32Cl. Included in this mapping unit are: BM 3231, BM 32C2 
and BM 32Clo Due to the wide range in topography on which this soil occur , 
soil development varies from weak to moderately mature. ~l the tops of the 
ridges, the depth to shale is shallow; at the foot of the slope, the depth 
to shale is deep_ All degrees of soil develop!i1~t occur between th~se t w 
points. Coler ranges fram hue 19YR to hue 2.5YR, depending upon the amount 
of intermixed materials from sandstone and in same cases, loess. Ord 'p~ri ly _ 
this soil is not affected by seep, salt or alkali, except in the wales where 
surplus water due to over-irrigation may cause a ·seep and salt condition. 
BII 32Cl .. Cont.in led 
Topography consists of moderately s1. oping to steeply sloping ridge r:n 
rolling hills that run north and south ui t.h dra.inages in bet1 e-n v 
prainase 
Internal drainage is genera.lly moderate but may be slolo] where the S:1Clh~ 
l~ers Unpede water movement. Surface drainage is moderate to rap id due to 
slope . 
Vegetaticm. 
In its native state, this was probably a grassland si te, but due to ·c 
tative deterioration, most of the native areas are covered 'tiith sag~)n'tls: .' 
with some native grasses adapted to a 12 inch precipitation zone • 
• 
Where water is available, this type is devoted to h~, pa ture and gra n 
production. OccaS ionally, the land is used for potatoes, corn and sugar be ,~ 
production. 
Distributiop. 
This type is of very limited acreage occurring adjacent to the mountai.n 
areas of Mesa Verde formation. 
Location 
660 feet Nand' 330 feet VI, southeast comer, Sec. 26, T5S, R92Wo 
B~1 J2~ Ihi mapp "ng ooi t covers sl' ghtly to moderately devel09"'1 ~ " ~ 
on reworked mater ial.s from tHe Me a Verde formati on. l'he p;~ ~ 
material c nsis ts of a mixture of sandst.one, shale alluviuJll and co1.luv ' ur:! 
There is a great deal of var iation in this mapping unit. The amount. of ,;: ... 
ston~ fragments intermixed 1.oI ith the profile varies from 1 t o 2 percent in t-
tippet' part to as much as 30 to 40 percent in the substratum la/ ers. Tex\;.l.! .i.' .. ' 
range from heavy sa.ndy loams to 1 ight clay loams. Subsoil develop;nent i.' 
'veak to moderate. The lime zone ranges .from clearly discernible 'to almo 't. 
undtscernib1e.. This soil occurs in an approximate 12 inch precipitation 
zone. 
Soil Profile: 
AB 
c 
Dark bro.m (7.5YR 3.5/2 n;o lst and crushed) 10 wi t h ,_Teak 
coarse platy structure t h2t breaks into wew{ fine crumb ; 
so£-;" wben dry, friable when mpist; slightly calcareous Hi th 
abrupt smooth boundary. 
Dark brown (7 SYR 3/2 moist a'1d crushed) loam ~ri th He It 
coarse prismatic structure that breaks into weru{ medium 
angular. b1ocl-W to suhangu1ar blocky aggregates; slightly 
hard when d~, moderately firm when moist; sl ightly cal -
careous; thin patchy clay skins; clear smooth boundary., 
very small sandstone fragm.ents intermixedo 
Dark brown (7.5YR 3~5/3 moist and crushed)' light cla~y l oam: 
weak medium prismatic structure that breaks into weak 
medium angular blocky to subangular blocky peds; hard when 
dry, modera.tely firm when moist; very slightly calcareous; 
nearly continuous clay skins; clear smooth boundary, oc~a 
siona! small sandstone fragments lntermixedo 
Dark broh~ to brown (lOYR 4.,/3 moist and crushed) loam 
with weak medium angular blo~~ structure; hard when dry, 
firm when moist; violently calcareous with visible · lUne 
and patchY clay . ~tins; clear smooth boundary. 
• 
Dark brown to br~n (lOYR 4/3 moist and crushed) sandy 
loam; massive; loose when dry, loose when moist; violently 
calcareous with pH of B.5; lime on sandstone fragments; 
30 to 40 percent sandstone fragments intermixed wi th soil , 
Range in Characteris~ics 
This soil ,is a taxonomic unit occurring in several closely related soi l 
.that are mapped under the general mapping unit BIoi 32H2. They are derived 
from a mixture of reworked Mesa Ver.de sandstone and shale and loessial mate 
rial. SoU development· ranges from very weak to moderately mat.ure; thf. clme 
Br~ 32H2 - Continued 
and texture of all horizons vary considerably. Amount of intermixed sa_ dstorl~ 
var ies widely, especially in the substratum layers. Ordinarily, this soil 
is not affected by salt or alkali. Other taxonomic units includep. with t.h is 
soil are: BM 33H2, BM 3331, BM 3231 and BM 32Hl. 
TopograPhY 
Topography consists of gently sloping to moderately sloping upland f ans 
and foot slopes. The areas are associated with a series of smal l drainage 
systems that come out of the adjacent mountains. 
Drainag~ 
Due to loam and gravelly loam substratum layers, internal dra tnage is 
good; surface drainage is moderate due to slope. 
Vegetation 
In its native state, this was probably a grassland site, but due to 
vegetative deterioration, most of the native areas are covered Witl1 sage-
brush with some grass remnants. 
~1here water is available, a high percentage of this type is devoted t o 
hay and grain production. In years past, such creps as potatoes a d sugar 
beets have been grown successfully. It will grOW' almost any crop '-hat is 
adapted to this climatic zone. 
Distributlon 
This soil occurs in the northern part of the Silt project area. Its 
extent tn other parts of Western Colorado is not determined as yet. 
Location 
50 feet South, 100 fee~ West in NE corner of Sec. 36, T5S, R92W. 
Blv! 32 '31 
--' . . 
Happ ing unit covers slightly to moderate 1y develo:r,:z0. soils o. 
~'e forked materials from the Mesa Verd.e forma t.i n , The T-l .rent 
material consists of a mixture of sandstone and. shale., alluvitm and col -
luvium. Tnere is a great deal of variation in t he soi l . The amount of 
sandstone fragments intermixed within the profile varies from 1 or 2 per~' 
cent t o as much as 10 percent. Textures range from heavy sandy loarns to 
light clay 108.1'l1s. Subsoil development is weal\ to moderate lq 7. th cODsic1erable 
clay skin showing on the peds. The lime zone ranges from discer-ni le to 
almost unc1iscernible. This soil occurs in an approx imate 12 i ' eh precip i ... , 
ta.tion zone. 
Soil Profile: 
APz 
-
5i-12" . 
Very dal~k gr.ayish-brown to dark grayish.obrown (me is t 10YR 
3.5/2) coarse platy, moderately friable loam; s1 ightly 
·calcareo)ls. 
Very dark grayish-oro}ln to dark grayish~brown (moi~t 10YR 
3.5/2); moderately firm; slightly calcareous loam that 
grades abruptly into the underlying subsoil layer; the 
weak prismatic structure breaks down into medium sub -
angular bloclW peds. 
Dark brown to ve~ dark brown (lOYR 3.5/2.5 moist); clay 
loam with moderate medium sub-angular blocky structt~e; 
hard when dr,y, moderately fir.m'when~oist; clay sk ins are 
nea.rly continuous; slightly calcareous; calcareous con'~ 
dition probsb1y due to polution from irrigat i on \mter. 
Dark gr~ish~rown (lOYR 4.2 moist) loa~ with weak, coarse 
angular blocky structure that breaks into weakl' f ine: angu1.a:.' 
blocky peds that are hard when dry and moderately f riable 
when moist; strongly calcareous with thin patchy c l ay skins ; 
lime is visible in old root channels and between peds. 
22-361, .: DaL'k grayish broliIl (10YR 4.2 moist) loam wi th weak coarse 
angular blocky structure that is hard when drYjl moderately 
friable vhen moist; violently calcareous; 1 ime is \>Jell 
disseminated. . 
36-52" Brown (10m 5/3 moist) massive loam; hard "Then dry, friable 
when moist; violently calcareous; gradual boundary. 
52.0.60" Dark grayishoobrown (10m 4/2 moist) massive loam; hard "Then 
dry, moderately friable when moist; violently calcareous. 
'* Note: The color of this profile is an intergrade between the lOYR and 2i-Y 
hues. This is especially noticeable for the dry color. 
Thi~ soil ttl a taxonO'.Jl ic unit occurr'ng in sever.e.l closely r .:lated 
so ils that a .• e derived from mixtures for rel-iorl~ed. Mesa Verde and s tones 
and shal€.s and loessi.al Inaterials. Soil development ranges from 'Jery 
weak to moderate l y mature brown zone types. Thickness and t extur3 of 
all horf&ons vary considerably. Amount of intermixed sandst ne f ragments 
varies from 1 t o about 10 percent. Mapping unit BM 32H2 is closely r.elatcc 
to this sol1 but is influenced much more by loess. OrdinarHy, t.h is soil 
is not affected by salt or alkal i. 
I2E2£!raEhY... 
Ranges from gently sloping to moderately sloping uoland fans and f0 0i' 
slopes. The areas are associated vtth a series of small drainage system~ 
that come out of the adjacent mountains. 
~ainage 
Due to the loam or cla.y loam texture, internal drainage is generally 
good. Surface drainage is adequate due to moderate slope. 
Veg2tatto~ 
In its native state, this was prob~lbly a grassland sib?, but ue to 
vegetative deterioration, most of the native areas are covered wi \.·h sage 
brush . 
lihere water is available, a htgh percentage of thi s soi l t~. is 
devoted to hay and grain production. In years past, such crops as potatoc 
and sugar beets have been grown successfully. It vi 11 groY any c'.op t hat 
is adapted to the climat ic zo~e. 
Dlstrlbuti?r.l 
This soil occurs in the northern part of the SUt Project are- , its 
extent in other parts of Western Colorado is not detetlll ined as yet c 
BO"'H 11a'pp~r.g Ud t BO]H covers a wide group of ::shallOtf gtonY-;i)P' · t a\. 
ar ~leve1.oping on oub;" h s/;:.ony 10'" it matedal th' t H • dep'1si J.:.ed 
he _ the Colorado River' system };as severa.1 hundred feet higher th'~"1 i.t is 
today . Nost of the stones are rough sandstone fragment that rang, fJ.'on 
2 to 24 inches in diameter. Some shale and basalt fragm .nts malte part 
of t he mixture. The parent so i1 mateTial ra..l1ges from s .J.ndy l oam t Lea:vy 
' 10~1l and i s violently- calcareous but not cemented. The uni t 0 cu ::l i n a 
12 inch precip itat ion zone on breaks, mesa edges and steep slopes ; .. djacem .. 
to present tream courses • . 
So i1 Pl.~of U e : 
Cl 4 -21tl 
21-6011 
Br01\l'n to dark brown ( 10YR 4/3 moist) li ght 1 alil; course 
platy structure that brealts int.o weak fine crumb ; .f i rm 
when dry , moderately friable when moist ; slightly cal~ 
careous. Clear boundary. . 
Brotm (10YR 5/3 moist) massive stony, heavy sandy 108.111:; 
violently calcareous with at le?st 30% lime coated and-
stone fragments . 
. . 
Brow ' ( 10YR 5/3 moist) massive stony loam; violently caJ r 
careous with 50% lime coated sandstone and shale l ragment. 
va~ing in size f r om 2 to 24 inches. 
Range in Chara9!eristics 
This mapping unit covers stony types that range from s tony sandy loam . 
to storw 'clay 10arn..s that are too stony for cuI tivation u Color var ies f t'om 
brown to l ight brown. 
Topogr aphy consists of steep breaks, mesa edges and s lopes adjacent to 
present stream coUrses 
Drainage 
Internal drainage is rapid. Surface drainage is very rap id due to stef., 
sl ope. 
Use 
-
Pasture land. Extra. irrigation water will increase gra 's growth. 
Vegetatio!!., 
Native vegetation consists of pinon- JlUliper, sagebrush wi th a spar e 
stand of g1'ass . 
BO 3H - Con tiZ:;'_t~d 
~Hdely d istribut.ed in \vesterT:l Colorado~ 
Location 
---
Pit sUo on east side of road on Ellison Place north of Silt< l)_~CO 
.feet South and 2000 feet West of northeast corner, Sec. 31!t TO'l.mshi p 5S, 
Range 91W. 
zo ~2.1.1. This mapping un''C con ists of brown zonCl.l 'vils dE:ve lc ", 1.ng in 
loessial mat.erialthat is p zw-:- tlally derived from salty v!asatch 
shales that give rise to a black a1.1mli condi tion. Tw-o principal :ta.~ inomf.G 
units are mapped under this uni t ~ ,One is a fairly lieU developed solonet.z 
soil that has columnar structure 1>rith a veall: 1\2 horizon, and a sl ightly , 
affected sodium soil that. does not have columnar structure nor the A2 horizon. 
Cca 
C 
(Solonetz type) this is the solonetz soil compr ising appro'· 
ximately 20% of this mapping uni to 
o ... 4" Dark yel1o!~ish.-brolm (10m 4/4 11lOist) that crushes to :recld ! st -
brown (5YR 4/4) very fine sll ty loam; moderate pla.ty s t ruetu1'lz 
breal{s into moderute fine crumb; slightly hard whe .. dry~ 
friable when moist; non calcareous lvith abrttp t smooth 
boundary 0 
4 - 811 Dark reddi sh--ilrown to reddish-bl'own (5YR 305/4) heavy clay 
loam to clay medium columnar structure t hat br eak ' i nt o 
moderate fine angular blocky aggregates; very hard. when 
~, firm when moist; non Calcareous; thin continu us clay 
skias; clear smooth boundary. Included within and on top 
of this layer is a very thin showing of highly dispersed 
clay material that is too thin to show as ~. 
I 
8 -1211 Reddish·-btown (5YR 4/4 moist-crushed) heavy clay l oam; 
moderate medium columnar structure that breaks into medl.um 
fine angular blocky aggregates; very hard when dry, firm 
when moist; strongly calcareous; nearly continuous clay 
skins; clear smooth boundary. 
12-20". Reddish-bl'mm (7 SYR 4.5/4 moist) cl~ loam wi th moderate 
medium subangular hlocky structure; very hard when dry, 
firm when moist; strongly calcareous; visible lime in 
cracks and voids; thin patc~ clay skins ; clear suooth 
houndary. 
20-40Tl Dark brown to brown (10YR h.5/3 moist.) loam wi th '.J,'ak 
. medium subangular blocky structure; hard when dry, f:i:'iable 
when moist; violently calcareous; visible lime in {~!'e.ck$ 
and seams; gradual smooth boundary ~ 
40...60" Dark bt'orm to brown (7 SYR 4.5/4 moist and crushed massiv~ 
loam; hard when dry, friable when moist; strongly .. a.l care Ot1 <-; 
loess. 
o - 3" 
This is non ... solonetz and comprises approxirtlately 80% of -the 
mapping unit. 
Dark brown to brooMn (7.5YR 4/4 crushes to 405/L~) very f ine 
sandy loam; mediUl'l platy structure that crushes into we :k 
ZD 3231 - Continued 
C 20 ... 4011 
C 40-6011 
very fine crumb; s1ight .. y hard when dr.y, loose \-Jhe moist ; 
non--<:alcareousj no clay skins; clear smooth ]:ound.?:T\J. 
Re1dish-.brOlID (5YR 4/4 crushed B.nd moist) silt l oam; lv.;:ak 
coarse platy structure that crushes into ';leak fine crusnb; 
slightly hard when dr,y~ firm when moist; sli ghtly calcare -
ous; clear smooth .boundaryo 
Reddish-brown (5YR 4.5/3 moist) clay loam vii t h !~,z~.k ru.ed . 
pri smatic structure that breaks into weak me ium angul ar 
blocky structure; very hard when dry, fim when moist; 
sl ighUy calcareous; nearly continuous c1c:w sIdns ; clear 
smooth boundary. 
Dark brown to brown (7.5YR 405/4 moist) clay loam Yi t h 
weal\. fine subangular. bloclty structure; very hard hen d?;y. 
fim l-lhen moist.; strongly calcareous wi. ttl lime i n sea!il~ ard 
cracks; clear smooth bourldary; lime zone. 
Brown ( lOYR 4.5/3 that crashes into 5/3) loam; mas s_ €; 
hard when dry; violently calcareous; U;ne well dl seminatetl 
Dark brown to brown (lOYR 4.5/4 crushed and moist) loam~ 
massive; ha.rd when dry; strongly calcareous; pare t lees .... 
~ge in Characteristics 
This mapping unit ZD 3231 tS a soil complex in which the above two tax c 
nomic units are so closely associated and in such fi.ne detail that it i s 
physically impossible to separate the types in any kind f a soil survey. 
Due to the material of the parent materials from which these soil are 
derived .. many variations of sodiunl affected soU types occur" Sol ' n~tz 
development ranges from very weak to ~very strong 0 In places, the affects 
of sodium are non-discernible and a soil such as BD 3231 and BD 3331 may 
occur tntermixed with the sodium characterized soils. Depth of top soil . 
and thiclrness of scl:>soil varies from 3 or 4 inches to as much as 8 to 10 
inches of subsollc Usually .. a very definite B3casoil zone occurs someN'he:rn 
between 10 . . and 20 inches with visible lime in cracks, Sl?a!IlS and voids. 
The parent materials of- these types consist of a ~ixture of loess that' i s 
fairly typical of the area except that it shows varying amounts of sodi~WQ 
affectation. 
'This ma:uplng unit occurs on generally sloping to moderately steep t opo,· 
graphy on mesa ar.eas that 1 ie adjacent to actively eroding Wat atch bad l~l.d · 
2D 3') 31 ~ Conti nu.ed 
Surface drainage is moderate to rapid; intern8~ drai.nage is moderate 
but may be very slow. where solonetz subsoils predomin8.te o Under. i rri gatio,-." 
seep and alkali spots are CQmmon in this type. 
yegetat i o!l 
In its native state, vegetation consists of greasewood and a sprinkl · ~. 
of the present native cover. 
rlhere irrigation "rater is available, this soil is used for the produc ~.i 
of ~ and grain. Yields range from poor to good, depending upon t he 8~O ~) 
of the surface that is affected by black alkali spots. 
Distribut~ 
'Ibis soil occurs in small bodies within the loess{al group of sQils an' 
although the acreage is not large, the distrIbution is quite wide • 
Location • 
General area - Sec. 33, T5S, R92W. 
~~ 222 t lInpp!:ng un i t. occu!'~ il a ra:.nfall 2 ne of :?pp~~oxif1:l Lely 12 
i nches \,rhere the .,U1llme rs are 'farm nd -winters art" cold. Sou. 
development is "real). t o lUoderate '~ ith ill-defined soil horizone. 1hi. son 
is developing on reworked clay 1 03lJ. al luv iu..il derived f 1'o.11 sands to. e aLd 
shale of the lcTasatch f ormati on. In its native s tate. it i. ",overed Wi.t;1 
greasel!lood and the effects of sodium. s al ts are vis ible on the ~urf ce a,s 
s lick spots. 
Soil Profile: 
C 31-4811 
48-60tf 
Brolin to gray brown ( 10YR h.5/2 - 5/3 moist ... crushed) lo2.L 
\,reak C02.rse platy structure t.hat breaks dm;t1 into l-·eak 
fine .. I'UJ1'.b; friable when mo lstr 51 ightly calcai~eou~ 'IIi ·::h 
pH of 8.5; patchy clay sIdns; cleat smooth b unda-:y_ 
Dark b rotm to bro1oln ( 10m l.t. .5/2 - 4/ 3 c:,ushec:.~'llloi t ) h(?8.vy 
clay loam tf i th wzak course angular blodW str uc-c"J:::'e t hat 
breaks into "Teak f ine angular blocky stru t Ui..e; fi rTll when 
moist; moderately calcareous wi th pH of 8. 6; nearl y con'~ 
tinuous clay sItins; clear smooth boundar y .. 
Gray brol-m ( lO,YR 5/2 moist) clay loatll;- lieak mediu: angular 
bloci{y structure that breaks into weak ~ine angJ lar bloc~­
to fine subangular blocky aggregates; f :i.I'IIl ",hen mist; 
strongly calcareous, pH of 8.8; thin patchy clay sldns, 
Brolin (lOYR 5/2 moist-crushed) loam; weak fine angular 
blocky to subangular blocky peds; friabl e uhen mO'st; 
violently calcareous, pH of 9; lime is faintly visible 
in cracks a~d voids. 
Gray brown (lOYR 5/2 moist"'C!'ushed) light clay lO8IUj wea.k 
medium angular blocky structure; friable when mo i ~t; 
violently calcareous, pH 9.2; thin patchy c la.y sh~ns; no 
lime. 
Dark grayish~rown (lOYR 4/2 moist) heavy l oa. ; massive; 
friable when moist; · strongly calcareous, 90 1 pH wi th v UHblc 
1 ime and gyp in cracks and vo ids. 
Ranoa in Charac~ristics 
-- ,.. . 
This mapping unit consists of two principle taJconomic uni i.S, ZE 2221 A.1 :T1 
and ZE 2221 Wl - In the limited areas where this type has been ob t:;zoveo., se;;-l 
a.nd salt effect the entire area to a. limited extent. It. i s not know lihe tl ' 1 
this is due to over irrfgation or whether this is naturally part of the so i I, 
Soil horizons are ill-defined and hard to recognize. Clay sld developmen'" 
i s weak to moderate in the subsoil. The li~e zone ~hlch occur general ly 
ZE 2221 - Co,nt fnued 
betFeen 2 and 3 .~eet, is l-J"eak, 1A7ith t he lime fai.ntly visible Tne entire 
profile is alcareous, eit.her naturally or from limy i rrigation 1tateru The 
surface layers have a pH that ranges from 8.5 to 80 7, with 80 7 to 9.2 in 
the subsoil. The p2..rent materials vary from heavy clay loa.m to l oam and 
may carry an occasional sandstone or shale fraglkent . 
Gently slopi.ng fan areas broken by drainage Hays that originate in 
~lasatch formation bad lands. 
~:sainage 
Internal drainage is slow to very slow due t o heavy texture of mater i a~.­
and gentle slope; ~urfac~ l~off is slqv. 
Native vegetation consists of greasewood wi th a sprinkling of sagebr us:l , 
alkali weeds are also common. 
Use 
--
Where irrigation water is available, a large portion of this type i s 
used for the production of h~ and small grain. Due to over irrigat ion, a 
portion of this type has been abandoned because of seep and alkali. 
Distribution 
-- . ~ -
This type occurs wherever soils derived from the heavy members of t he 
Wasatch format ion occur. The total acreage is small but distr ibution is 
wide. 
Location 
2000 feet north, 300 feet east southeast corner 5ecv 35, 155, R92Wo 
~ 'iill The ZE 3331 lr..",-pp ing un i t covers :31 ighUy d.eYeio .. 1:/1 ~5) '1s on 
r eHorlted alluvial materiEl.is of the {-Jasatch fOI1l1.Tt · on. It 
con~l i·t o ~ a ~ ixture of sand to e ~!d shale a lluvium th2t h8_ a n0ticecble 
amount of s odium . a1.ts. It is developing in a, rainfall zone of aPlJI' xim8.tel-
12 :. nche5. So il de" elopnent is l.reak to \very rTea~* Summers are Harm alld 
Hin ~ers a.r e cold. 
SoL Profile: 
o - 311 Dark grCWish brown to brOlHi (10YR 4/2i Itoist) \Jeal coarse 
platy, moderately loose 103m; abrupt bounda~. 
foB , 3 - 1211 Dark grayi::h bro~m (lOYR 4/2i moist) loam, " eak ccarse 
subangular blocky structure; sli ghtly hru'd . hen dry ~ 
moderately friable l-ihen moist; sl ightly calcareous; thin 
patchy clay skins . 
C1 12-1611 Dark grayishoobr01Il'n to gray-ilrown (lOYR L:} mots · 1. am; 
massive; frtable,; slightly calcareous; gradu.al bo ndar . 
Cca 16-:;;611 Dark brown to brown ~iOYR 4/3 moist) light loam; ery ~:Tea 
fine subangular blocky structure; moderately f:dable when 
moist; violent1ycalcareous, Vi ti1 some visible l ime in 
voids and old root channels. 
C2 36-6011 Brown to dar1t brown very fine sandy loam to loam; ma,ssi ~e; 
vi olently calcareous; 1 ime l-1ell disseminated. 
RanQe in Characteristics ---~~~~. ~--~~~~ 
This soil isa taxonomic un it occurring as one of several closely asso 
eiated soils mapped under the he~ding of ZE 3331. It is ~enerally affected 
by both salt and alkali. The natlve "legetation ' is grease-llood with a sprin..t{ 
ling of sagabrush. Slick spots are cammon but gradually disappear teT 
30 to 4Q years of good farming practices. Textures vary :from heavy sandy 
loams to light cl~ loams. Subsoil devel~ent is ver,y slight and is absen~ 
in some locations. The A horizon is always thi n and grades imperce- tibly 
into the subsoil or substratum materials. Mapping unit ZE 2221 i - 'he clay 
loam equivalent of this type and the two soils often grade into eac~ othBrc 
Topog!'aph,y 
Gently sloping, small to large alluvial fans at the f oot of Wa atch 
breats and badlands. 
9.!'!.b'1a.ge 
Due to the gently sloping topograpf\y and over-frrigation, almos t all 
of this mapping unit is affected by seep. Surface drainage i s gene ally s Imi 
due ':'0 gently sloping topography. 
2" 3331 - C,01'ltinued 
Ve~tati on 
In its native state, this type is alu-ays covered by a lil l X"cure of gr ea:;;,_ 
wooe. and sagebrush. The quantity cf greaseivood varies with the amount of 
active sodiUlll in the soil. Alkali weeds are elsa part of t he native :leget:.3. 
tio~ and occupy the slick spots in the cultivated fieldS e 
Use 
-
Wnere water is available, a high percentage of this type is used for 
production of all (;rops adapted to the climate of th is areao ~rne:re t..he aJ.lt,H . 
and salt 'conditions have become l-10rse due to over-irrigation, abandoll.'Zl.ent 
is common. Areas that have been drained are now being cultivated again 
t ... lth success. Over a period of years Iii th good farming practices, the s U d;: 
spots gradually disCI.ppear and the land becomes productive. 
Q.,illr {but ion 
In the Silt project, most of this area occurs north of Antlers and 
vicinity. 
Loc~tion 
Tvo locations of this type are 1/4 mile of the SW corner, Sec . 1, 16S, 
R93W and 200 feet West in the NE corner, Sec. 1, T6S, R93W. 
ZE 3111 A3~} This i.s a Brown zone soil C:eveloping in partially assorted 
alluvial sediments weathered f rom shale 2nd saDdst.one of 
Wasatch formation. Parent materials are medium textured; wec:l...1dy to strongly, 
calcareous and occasionally contai significant amounts 01 sodium salt. It 
occurs on gently sl oping benches and fans midway bebleen present r iver bott 
and mesa 1a d. Slope rang~~ from 1 to 6 percent. The unit is imperfec t ly 
drained with ,,,.eak gleyed condition occurring some1ihere betlleen 20 and 30 
inches. Due to poor drainage, salt accumulations are evident on .he surfa~. 
during the S'.11lllller season when the soil dries out. This unLt ,may be a phase 
of ZE 3~~1. Bdth soils are without sig~ificant B horizon develoPment . 
Son. Profil~: 
Be 
/ 
Cg 
Cg 
o <. 617 Gray brown to dark grayish41rown loan (10m 4/2 ..;. 5/2 crU5P . 
moist); weak fine crumb structure; slightly hard when d~, 
friable when moist; strongly calcareous; clear gradual 
boundary. . 
6 -12" 'Gray brown to very graylshoobrOloIn (lOYR 4/2 ... 405/2 crushed 
moist) loam; weak fine crumb structure; hard when dry, 
friable when moist; strongly calcareous; clear gr~.dual 
bOllndary. 
12-22U Olive brown (2YR 4.5/2 ... 5/2 crushed and mo:i:st) loam; very 
weak moderate Subangular blocky structure that crushes down 
to very weak finesubangular blocky peds; hard when dry, 
friable when moist; weakly calcareous; f~int thin patchy 
clay skins; clear gradual boundary. 
22"31" Gray brown to dark grayish~rown (lOYR 4.5/2 to 5/2 crushe l ' 
and moist) loam; very \-]eak medium sl1bangul ar blocky that 
crushes to very weak fine subangul'ar blocky; hard when dry, 
friable when moist; weakly calcareous; weakly gleyed with 
gray and rust mottlings; clear gradual lower boundar-yo 
)6"'0" . Grayish4>rown (2.$Y 5/2 crushed and moist) loam; ' massive 
structure; hard when dry, friable when moist; violently 
calcareous; weakly gleyed. 
Range in Characteristics: 
This soil is a taxonomic unit occurring as one of several closely 
associated soils mapped under heading of ZE 3331. It is generally affected 
by both salt and alkali. The native vegetation is greasevood with a spriru . 
liag of sagebrush. Slick spots are cammon but gradually disappear after 30 
to 40 years of good farming practices. Textures vary from heavy sanqy loam~ 
to light clay loams. Stratification of parent materials is ~dte common, 
• 
varying as much as sandy loam to light clay loattl in the same profile Sub 
soi 1 develop:.rnent is very 51 ight or absent. The A horizon is all-rays t hin an': 
gI'ades imperceptibly into the subsoil or substratum materi a.ls ; f aintly di -
cernable buried profiles may occur in the C horizon. Mapping Unit ZE 2221 
is the cl~ l oam equivalent of this type and the tNO soils oft en orade 
gradually into each other. 
Gently sloping benches and fans occurring at the foot of Wasatch fO rTL: 
tion, breaks and bad lands. 
:r2painage: 
Due to the gently sloping topography, almost all of this uni t is aff ec " 
by seep, especially l1here it occurs below other irrigated land. Surface 
drainage is generally slow; permeability is moderate; internal drainage is 
usually impeded by topographic position. Since almost 100% of t his so il un t 
is irrigated, it is affected by poor drainage of varying degrees ~ 
~getation.: 
In its native state, this unit is covered by a mixture of grea~ewood 
and sagebrush. Quantity of greasewood varies with the amollilt of active 
sodium in the soil. Alkali weeds are also part of the native vegetation 
Where water is available, a high percentage of this type is used for 
production of all crops adapted to the climate of this area. Where the 
alkali and salt conditions have became considerable due tp over 8 irrigat ion, 
abando~ment is common. Areas that have been drained are now being cult ivat 'd 
again with success. Over a period of years with good fanning practices, 
the alkali and saline areas gradually. dis~ear and the land becorees pro~ 
ductlve. 
Distributi0t;l 
In the Silt project most of this area occurs north" and west of fu1tler ' 
and vicinity. It also occurs in similar areas in other parts of Garfield 
and Rio Blanco Counties where solIs derived from Wasatch shales and sand~ 
stones occur in a 10" to I5" precipitation zone. 
Location 
800 feet E, 300 feet N, SW corner of Sec. 34, T5S, R92W. 
Described by: 
J. L. Nielsen, December 3, 1959. 
ENGINEERING SECTIOlJ 
...... -..---_ ...... - .......... ..., -'-- -----
Engineering Table 1. - Climatological data, Silt project 
= 
: Daylight : ===============-===::.= ================-:::ac=::::t:I::====?=-===;'J!== =:rc==: ;= i =-=====-. ==::::a Effective Prec i i tation on Pro:ect Areas Mean Te!Eeratures 
Month : Hours ·y Rifle li/B y= Harvey & : Dry Elk 
. : Davie Mesa.s 'J/ : Valley y Rifle W Harvey & : Dry Elk . Davie Mesas 21 : Valley §( Percent 
-- - --~-- -
March 8.33 
April , 8.94 
Mah 10.00 
June 10.06 
July 10. 20 
August 9.53 
September 8.38 
October 1.76 
November 6.74 
Apr i 1-September 
38.5 37.5 
48.9 41 . 9 
57.2 56.2 
64.5 63.5 
71.4 70.4 
69.3 68.3 
60.8 59.8 
50.0 49.0 
36.2 3502 
35.9 
46.3 
54. 6 
61.9 
68. 8 
66.1 
58.2 
47 . 4 
3306 
0.75 
0.91 
0.63 
0.31 
1. :i.8 
0.81 
1.35 
0.75 
0.62 
5.15 
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -.- - - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ -
Estimated Average Irri§ation Season 
Harvey & Davie Mesas 
Pre frost-eree period 
Frost-free period 
Post frost-free period 
Frost-free d~s 
Total days 
May 1 - May 12 
May 13 - Sept. 30 
Oct. 1 - Octo 22 
141 
175 
Dry Elk Vallel 
May 1 - May 22 
ltay 23 - Sept . 27 
Sept. 28 - Oct . 18 
128 
171 
0. 15 
0. 97 
0. 63 
0.31 
1. 1B 
0.81 
1.35 
0075 
0.62 
5.15 
0.91 
1.08 
0.82 
0 .,-( 
1.24 
0.96 
1 38 
0.91 
0.81 
60 05 
X7.-iLa~t~i~t=~~de=i ~3~9~O~3~5~f~N~.=====e-===~§=_~-======*4=m=====~~=~====~=====.~- .~=====--~:===.=.====:==---------~~ . 
£I USWB Bulletin W, Supplement 11-5, 1931-52 · 
3! Based on adiabatic lapse rate adjustments, 3°/1000 ft . 
'4/ USWB Bulletin ~J, Supplement 11-5; a.verage of ten driest consecutive years (1931 -1940) . 
5/ Effective (assumed 85% of average) preCipitation es timated same as average for Rifleo Sf 85% of average of ten driest consecutive years, based on correlated relationship between Rifle W.B . 
and Collbran W.B. (approximate same elevation as D~ Elk Valley average) . 
Engineering Table 2. ~. Consumptive use factors, Silt project 
Month t p f r 
- - - - - - - H.arve~ and Davie Mesas .".. r .. _. ~ ,...... _ ..... 
March 31.5 8.33 3.12 • 75 
April 47.9 8 .. 94 4~ 28 . 97 
May 56.2 10.00 5.62 .63 
June 63.5 lO~ 06 6.39 031 
. Ju1y 70.4 10.20 7.18 1.18 
August 68.3 9.53 6.51 . 81 
September 59.8 8.38 5. 01 1.35 
October 49.0 7.76 3. 80 . 75 
- - - - - - "" - - Dry Elk Valley ~ - ~ .... - - - ~ -
March 
April 
llTay 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
. " 
35.9 
46.3 
54.6 
61 .9 
68.8 
66.7 
58.2 
47.4 
8.33 
8 ~ 94 
10.00 
10. 06 
10. 20 
9.53 
8.38 
7.76 
2.99 
4.14 
5.46 
6.23 
7002 
6.36 
4.88 
3.68 
.91 
1.08 
082 
.57 
1.24 
.096 
1.38 
. 91 
z= 
Engineering Table 3. - Consumptive use coefficients used, Silt project 
Alfalfa 
Clovers and rot·ation pasture 
r Grass pasture and hay 
Corn 
Small grain 
Sugar beets 
Potatoes 
Frost-free 
period 
.85 
.80 
.75 
.75 
.75 
070 
.70 
Pre and post 
frost-free period 
.70 
.65 
.60 
--
--= 
__________________________________ ~__ _a ____ ~ __ ~=~ ________ •__ _ 
Engineering Table 4. - Peak da ily ro nsumpti ve use rates, inches per day 
:. III ; =C==1a = I: • ~ ~~~:;i=::;=% Depth of water appli. 
4.0 
Peak month1l consumEtlve use rate~ inches 
: 10 ~ :-: :E-. cation required J.O 4.2 ·~.o ~~2 ~ . o 2.~ 7.0 
~ inches) Peak dat1l des ian rate use~ !nches Eer d~ 
.. ......." 
1. 0 0.16 0.22 0. 25 0027 0. 30 0 0 33 Oc35 0. 38 0. 41 o. h 
1.5 0.15 0.20 0.23 0.25 0.28 0.30 0. 33 0.35 0 0 38 O.L.O 
2.0 0.14 0.18 0.21 0.23 0.26 0. 28 0;30 0.32 0.35 0.37 
2.5 0.13 0 .. 17 0.20 0.22 \ 0. 24 0.26 0.28 0.31 0.33 0.35 
3.0 0.12 0.17 0019 0.21 0.23 0.25 0. 27 0.29 0.31 0. 33 
3.5 0.12 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 Oo2!~ 0. 26 0.28 0.30 0. 32 
-
4.0 0.11 0.16 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.29 0. 31 
4.5 0. 11 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.21 0. 23 0.25 0.27 0.28 o. "'0 
5.0 0.11 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.20 0. 22 . 0. 24 0.26 o 28 002? 
5.5 0.10 0.14 0.16 0.18 0. 20 Oc22 0. 23 0. 25 0. 21 0.29 
6. 0 0.10 0. 14 0. 16 0.17 0. 19 0.21 0. 23 0.25 0.27 0. 28 
7.0 0. 10 0. 13 0015 0. 17 0. 18 0. 19 0. 22 0024 0.26 o. 
8.0 0. 10 0.13 0. 15 0.16 0.18 0.19 0.21 0. 23 0025 o.d 
: : :: ::: : :=: =: : :: = 
~ 
. :;. 
Engineering Table 5. - Generalized irrigation efficiency criteria, 
Silt project, Colorado !I 
======:--=~-=.=-~====:================~~======================~ 
So i 1 G-roups 
-
IIc,e,s; IIes,1,2; 
IIelsl; 111s,1,2,3; IVs 30 65 
IIIes2, IVs2,4,5 25 55 
IIIesl,3; IVsl,3 10 50 
HIe, Illes 25 60 
IVe2 10 45 
IVe,1,4 20 50 
Weighted Averages W 
Evaluation Area A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
Project 
11 By dominant soils gz Includes estimated losses in farm supply laterals 
~ Includes estimated re~~se of tail water [I Rounded 
57 
53 
55 
54 
52 
49 
55 
49 
56 
49 
55 
50 
55 
51 
53 
L.C.U. 
lIe,s 
11es,1, 2 
IIe 
IVs\i 
son.S 
: typical 
: available: 
: moisture 
mops 
GENERALIZED IRRIGATION CRt'rERIA 
For 
SILT PROJECT REAPPRAISAL REPORT 
IRRIGATION SPECIFICATIONS 
: Irrigation: Estimated : 
: Typl cal : holding : 
: profile : capacl ty : 
:descrlptlon: by foot : 
Locally 
adapted 
crops 
Average . frequency . "'-1 cal IIaxl-UIl Typl al . 
water Peak during '<1t> - c ' APProxlmate 
: Root: r lacement: period : : : average : stream size: furrow or: maxlata. :EsUaated 
: zone: ep :consumptive : period of: Usual :intake rate: Furrows or :corrugaUon: length . tilac 
:depth: each . rate: maxillUll : Irrigation: :corrugations: spacing: of :requlred 
irrigation; use :consUllptive: methods : Furrow or: g.p... : inches run :lncreaents : 
!I of depth ?I use .corrugation. ~ ;g .p.,.. /lOO I ; 
In'!ft. : feet :lIet inches 
4 5 6 
Slope Group 2. percent (0-3) 
3231 3331 1. 6 Alfalfa 6 
2.4 Rotation pasture 3 
2.4 Slall grain 3 
32Hl 1.5 Com 4 
1.5 Sugar beets 4 
5.0 
3.5 
3.5 
4.0 
4.0 
In !day 
.19 
.19 
.18 
.18 
.17 
Max days 
8 
26 
18 
19 
22 
23 
9 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Furrow 
Furrow 
10 
0.5 
0.7 
0.7 
0.6 
0.6 
11 
12 
12 
12 
10 
10 
12 
22 
22 
22 
JJ, 
22 
feet 
13 
500 
400 
400 
420 
420 
hQur;s 
14 
24 
12 
12 
a. 
16 
IIIs,1,2,3 2221 2231 
IVs 2121 
IIIe 
IIIe. 
IIIesl,3 
IV.3 
IV.l 
IIIes2 
IV.2 
IVs4,5 
VIls,.l 
IVe,el 
VI.l 
IVe2 
VI. 
VIIsl,2 
VI. 
VIIs,1,3 
Slope Group 4. percent (3-6) 
3331 1. 6 Alfalfa 
3231 2.5 Rotation pasture 
2221 
3331 
2.5 Saall grain 
1.6 Com 
1.6 Sugar beets 
2 . 3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
Alfalfa 
Rotation pasture 
90all grain 
Com 
Sugar beets 
Alfalfa 
Rotation pasture 
90all grain 
Com 
Beets 
Slope Group · 8. percent (6-12) 
3231 3331 1.6 Alfalfa 
3H 1.6 Rotation pasture 
1. 6 90all grain 
3 
4 
4 
~ 
3 
3 
4 
4 
f, 
3 
3 
4 
4 
6 
3 
3 
2221 2231 2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
Alfalfa ~ 
Rotation pa.ture 3 
33t13 32M3 
3331 3231 
:121 22E2 
33C3 2lH2 
33H3 3H 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.8 
1.6 
1.5 
1.5 
9oa11 grain 3 
Alfalfa 6 
Rotation pasture 3 
9lall grain 3 
Gras. pas ture 
90all grain 
Grass pasture 
Slope Group 14 percent (12-25) 
3331 1.6 Gras. pasture 
1. 6 9lall grain 
1. 5 Gr.... pas ture 
3 
3 
1 
5.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.7 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
3.1 
2.8 
3.3 
4.8 
2.8 
2.8 
3.8 
3.8 
4.0 
2.8 
2.8 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.5 
2.7 
2.7 
2.8 
2.8 
2.6 
2.8 
2.8 
1.0 
.19 
.20 
.18 
.18 
.17 
.19 
.18 
.17 
.20 
.18 
.19 
. 20 
.18 
.18 
.17 
.19 
.20 
.18 
.17 
.18 
.16 
.20 
.20 
.18 
.19 
.17 
. 20 
.20 
.18 
. 25 
26 
15 
17 
21 
23 
21 
22 
18 
14 
18 
25 
14 
15 
21 
22 
21 
14 
15 
23 
22 
25 
22 
13 
15 
15 
16 
13 
14 
15 
4 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Furrow 
Furrow 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Furrow 
Furrov 
Co rruga tI on 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Furrow 
Furrow 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Corrugation 
Contour dl tch 
Con tour dl tch 
Con tour dl tch 
0.5 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.5 
0. 2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 
0.5 
0.5 
0.4 
0.4 
0.37 
0.56 
0.56 
0.17 
0.17 
0.17 
0.4 
0.56 
0.56 
0.5 
0.5 
0.56 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
22 
22 
22 
34 
22 
22 
22 
22 
JJ, 
20 
18 
20 
20 
JJ, 
22 
20 
22 
22 
10 
10 
10 
20 
24 
24 
20 
20 
22 
350 
250 
250 
270 
270 
330 
330 
280 
270 
300 
300 
240 
240 
270 
270 
260 
200 
200 
250 
250 
250 
180 
140 
140 
200 
200 
140 
100 
100 
100 
24 
12 
12 
27 
1.8 
48 
48 
)6 
46 )6 
23 
12 
12 
34 
22 
24 
12 
12 
24 
24 
24 
24 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
8 
8 
4 
!L Grouped by characteristics of doalnent acreage y .ora&! replacement based on ~ extractionl salt content limiting In so,"" soil units; replaceaent arbitrarily limited by time requirements or local conditions 
in SOII£ cases. 
....2389 
Engineering Table 7& o. Consumptlve use requirements, Silt project 
"" - ... - ... - ...... 0> Q.!y!!.~!1 ~el Mesas "':. Eya~uaUon ~~~ ~.t .~.l. C an~ ... I? - .... '" ... "" - ... - = 
y~ 1 ... 12 1.93 .70 1.35 ~ 21 065 1025 .21 -- _....... ...".." ...... = "'-~ 
13-31 3*69 . 85 3. 14 .42 .80 2Q95 &~.2 . 75 2071 .42 .15 2. 77 ~42 070 2.58 042 
June 6. 39 .85 5"h3 031 e80 5~11 .31 .15 L~o79 031 .75 4,,19 ,, 31 070 4ch7 031 
July 7.18 .85 6.10 1.18 .80 5.74 1.1.8 .75 5&38 1018 .75 5.38 l e18 . 70 5 003 1018 
Aug $ 1M15 3.35 -~~ ~~- ,~--- --~ ~-- .75 2.51 .41 ~-~ 
1~30 6.51 .85 5.53 .81 . 80 5.21 . 81 .75 4.88 .81 - - .~= .10 4Q56 . 81 
~p. 1 ... 15 2.70 - ... :... "'...... ..,..... -- ...... - .75 2. 02 , . 67 -- - ... ~ - ........ 
1 ... 30 5.01 .85 4.26 3. .35 .80 4. 01 1.35 ....... "" ... - --- ....... . 70 3S1 1.35 
Oct. 1 .... 22 2.94 .70 2.06 .56 .65 1.91.56 - -- -
Totals 27.87 4.84 · 26.18 4.84 19.84 3.39 15.45 2~32 20Q15 4 07 
Consumpti ve use 
requirement (U~R) ina23~03 21.34 
Jvlay 
j une 
~uly 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Oct. 
1~22 4.00 
23"'31 1.46 
6.23 
7.02 
1.,.255. ?? 
1-31 6.36 
1.,.,20 3.40 
1 ... 27 4.45 
28"'30 .43 
1 .... 18 2·33 
To taJ.s 
Con c:!umpt£ve use 
req. (U-R) ins . 
.70 2.Bo 
.B, 1024 
.85 5.)0 
.85 5.97 
~61 · ~ 65 2 ~ 60 
021 .Bo 1.17 
.. 5'7 • BO h.98 
1524 .80 5. 62 
_~".... ~'IW ....... __ 11ft 
.61 ~­
.21 ~ 75 
.57 e75 
1 ~24 Q75 
.85 5.41 .96 .80 5. 09 . 96 .75 
~~~ ~~- ~W~ -~~ 7~ . ~ 
.85 3.78 1524 
. 70 c 30 014 
c 70 1.63 e54 
.~ I~.~. 5c51 
20 . 92 
.80 3056 1.24 --~ 
.65 .. 28 .14 .., =0'> 
065 . 1.51 ,, 54 
211, 81 5 51 
19,,30 
16.45 
-1. 10 
4067 
5 ~ 27 
--"" 4~ 77 
2.55 
....... 
13. 13 
1010 . 21 ~'lO 
4e 67 .57 . 70 
5.27 1.24 070 
3. 95 c 72 .,.... .... 
~ngi neering Table 8. - ater supply requirement est imates, Silt project 
:Net consumptive ! Net l Seas~nal : Net : See.$ona,l ~ Net : Sea"onal i Net' Season ~ 
:use requirement: crop :conSUo-npttve use: crop :consumptive use: crop :consumpti ve u~e : c r op :~Un ·l'..iU.~t).\; Crop 
• Inche s . acres: requ ireme~t ; acre : !' q-u rem.e : • l'~~ I re i I'P.IIl nt :acres: r.l?qli'r?jil 
f : Acre~feet: : Acre-feet: ! Acre-feet ACTe, ·fee 
• 
- Evaluat ion Area A - ~ Evaluat t on Area B - ~Evaluation Area C - - Evaluation ~'e~ 
••• . UP ~ • .._ . k 
A.1.falfa 
Ritsture 
Corn 
S:rnc.1l grain 
Beets 
Total 
23.03 
21 ~ 34 
16.45 
13.13-
16.08 
Uetght.ed average farm 
irrigat ion efficiency 
Total f arm delivery 
re~l ir€ment, acre -feet 
1253 
633 
270 
492 
375 
Irr. _acres per evaluation area 
'arm headgate delivery reqmt. 
acre .... feet/trrigable aCl'e 
2404. 7 
1125.7 
370. 1 . 
538. 3 
502 .• 5 
4941.3 
8984.2 
3218 
2. 79 
658 
326 
390 
1262&8 
579~7 
426.7 
2269.2 
49% 
4631 . 0 
1462 
3. 17 
148 
241 
77 
77 
75 
28400 
428. 6 
105.6 
84. 3 
10005 
1003.0 
56% 
1791.1 
657 
2. 73 
- Evaluation Area E - .. Evaluation Area. F - - E\'aluation .Area G .. 
-
. .... ,. .. • •• L'l. --~ 
-
. . I_ 
I\. f8.1fa 20.92 107 186.5 108 188 0 3 123 - 214. 4 
Pasture 19.30 15 2h.l 12 19.3 72 115. 8 
Cor. 14.h5 24 28.9 '9 22 .9 
s.."llall gra in 12.25 24 24.5 47 48. 0 57 58.2 
Beet 13.64 50 56.8 
Total 264. 0 255 .6 468. 1 
He~ghted average farm 
l '1"i gation ef ~i l"! .. ency 55% 50% 55% 
"fotal farm delivery 
requirement, acre-feet 480. 0 51L2 85L l 
81 ?7 341 
60 
85 
58 
88 
144 
93 
115. 
151.2 
329.8 
49% 
613.1 
215 
9J ... 9 
479.9 
51% 
941 .0 
3h6 
Engineering Table 9. - Project water supply requirement SUlIl1llary 
Harvey Davie Dry Elk 
Mesa Mesa Valley Project Total 
-----------.---------.....;;..-.---~-~-.~~-... .. --.~
Evaluation areas A&B 
Irrigable acreage 4680. 
Gross irrigation vater 
requirement at farm 
headgate, acre-feet 13615. 
Acre ... feet/irrigableac~e 2.91 
Proposed average project 
water supply at faIm 
headgate, acre feet/ 
irrlgahle acre 2.74 
Percent of estimated 
requirements IIlet by 
proposed project water 
supply 94.1 
: C, 'if , AILS ===-rx:, At • 
C&D 
-872. 
2.71 
95.8 
E,F,G & H 
1045. 
27830 
2.66 
2.74 
6597" 
18862 . 
2086 
2.7h 
XLGL • • t~~ 
. 
Engineering Table 10. - Develo ent cost estimates, Sllt project, Colorad 
:::u; ~-- ~. :;s.-;- ~ -'":ii. . • .... ri .. __ ., . .. ~ 
j Cost Per Irrlgable Acre 2 .. 
-
.-...,_ .111 
e Clearing : Leveling . Farm Irrlg. System . Drainage : Total • . . 
.,,-- e 
~ ~ - - - - ~ ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ Dollars ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
- - - -
Evaluation Area A lo~W 36.24 15.43 12.16 65.03 
Evaluation Area B 0.90 15.05 8.59 1.53 · 26Q07 
Evaluation Area C .. 31. 70 34083 66.53 
Evaluation Area D 23.44 28. 93 52 . 37 , 
Evaluation Area E 24.86 14.18 39.04 
Evaluation Area F 18.15 8.75 26.90 
Evaluation Pxea G 2.63 39.82 27.32 69.77 
Evaluation Area H 4.56 18.00 .15 • .36 37 . 92 
=-::.:111 I ~:!~ •• .1 C i =:,-,. =c : -. !III 
=--
== == = ..... ===:: Ie la 
ECOIJOr.fIC SECTION 
economic table 1 
I tem 
Crops 
Alfalfa seed (10# per acre) 
Pasture seed {19# per acre) 
Corn seed (17# per e.c e) 
Sugar beets (6# per acre) 
Custom and contract hire: 
Farm labor 
Cutting hay 
Raking hay 
Baling hay 
Baling strav 
Chopping corn 
Hauling corn silage 
Combining grain 
Thinning beets 
First hoeing 
Second hoeinr.. 
Pulling topping, loading by chi 
Haul ing to dump 
Baling twine 
Baling wire 
Plastic silage cover 
Commercial fertilizer: 
Phosphate (available) 
Ni trogen (available) 
Spraying: 1/ 
Alfalfa rinsec~ per cutting) 
Com (weeds) 
Grain (weed ) 
Livestock 
9 cos ' 
Pound 
POW\C1 
Pound 
M h ur 
i cr 
ACT 
T 
T~ 
T _ 
Ton 
Per to 
Po 
POWld 
Veterinary and supplies t) caw 
Veterinary and supplies (feede ) H 
Veterinary and supplies ( dairy) C w 
Veterinar,y and suppli es (sheep) ewe 
Artificial insemination COY or heifer over 1 year 
Y Includes cost of _udals only. 
s 
.4 
• 0 
u 17 
55 
l.00 
l.OO 
1.00 , 
7 50 
16. 
3 .. 00 
5 ,0 
7.50 
8, 
5·00 
, 50 
tOO 
.60 
.90 
So 
10 
.15 
.50 
.sO 
. 
• 
• 
LSO 
8. 50 
.. 50 
7.00 
Economic tabl~ .. l ~ ·continued 
Item 
Livestock, continue4 
Bull depreciation (beet') 
Buck depreciation 
lilit Price 
Dol lars-
l~ or inventory value lac of inventory value 
Shearing (30ft shearing + sack, twu.., etc. 
20e) Per head .;0 
~t m .~ 
Death loss breeding herd (dairy) 31 of !WIlber or ~ of lnventory value 
Death loss breeding berd (beet) 3' o! nWIber or 3J of lftft1ltory val e 
Death loss feeder stAlers 2% ot ncPlber or 2% of alee value · 
Death loss tara sheep eves 7.5" of number or 4.~ or inventory value ar 
- 4~~ of vaol sal 
Range pemits (beef): IatlODal for t, 3t months $1.7Sj ,lIS'! 
private range, i IIOI1tb $1.S0 Cow ca1t 3. 0 
Herc1er (beet) l Five IlODtbs, $2$0 
month (SOO cowe) Cow and calf 
IliIA (.92S~ per cow JIOnth t.lrst. 12 cows plus 3~ per c:ov 
.so 
ontb. ov r 12 Co s ) 
60.00 Concentrates Ton 
General 
Electric! t.y (fara share) I 
All farm types except dairy Year 
Dairy tarllS Per cow 
. Telephone (fana share) Year 
Truck UCeDSe and insurance Year 
Fire ilUlUl'8DCe (per $1,000 ot building 
inventory) . Year 
Blacksalth Year 
3000 
5.00 
20.00 
4S.oo 
S.oo 
40.00 
~.OO 
150.00 
FUJI orgmlzatlon tees ( all except dalry)lear 
Auto (fara Ibare) Year 
Truck (1I118age ,3,000 per year) Fu.l, 011 & grease per aile .029 
41 Tractor Fuel, 011 & grnse par hour 
1ll1scallaneous expense (~of crep, 11 toek and eru GPCS4aa) 
. Taxes 
Livestock: 
Dairy COWS 
Range COlIS 
Calves 
LOllS yearlings 
Stock sheep 
Range balls 
BuckS 
ftluat,l 
$50 .. 00 per head 
36000 per head 
. 22.50 per head 
.36.00 per head 
h .. SO per bead 
90.00 per head 
15.00 par ' head 
Eco~o~~c table 1, continued 
Tmces, continued 
Machinery and equipment: 
Truck: 
Buildings, ether lUlprovements 
Assessed valuation 
an.-halt of inventory 
value 
license and insurance 
$45.00 
Twnty-seven percent 
of inventory value 
--- A, B (vJthout. ad al1 .. us vi tb) 
--1&' (tit ) 
$67.00 
40.00 
11'1" .... ~-.n.lftt ,.. .. 13.00 per acre 
2. So per acre 
Kill l~ 1951 tnclud • t all1 tor Silt Water Conservancy Di.trlct 
ScIhool Dllt.. e-l la8.OS 
School Dllt. C-2 48.)2 
School DI t. 10 lah.16 
School Dlst. 13 39.16 
S ..... 1. averaga 44.'2 U .. Ja4 .1Us without, 45 with 
ProJectecl lnWfttog value. 
LIad and pracnt vater supplya 
a-luatlon area A 
!valuation area B 
!valuation area B 
!Valuation .... F 
Range, llpl'ovtc1 . 
Ruge, wllpl'oved . 
,.. __ ~ ,.. .... (eva1 .. tloo ..... A & B) 
.. __ ,.tare (-.1uatl. ! & F, 
Ltvatoctu 
Dairy c.-
DaIry h.tter (ova" 1 year) 
Dalry helter (under 1 year) 
SHt cow 
Beet replaceaent belter 
FMdar steer 
Fndcr helter 
Range bull ' 
!w <_tun) 
lIN (youag) 
Buck 
Bulldlngl and lliproveaents 
Jlacblna'y 
Values per acre 
$200.00 
190.00 
115.00 
100.00 
25.00 
15.00 
7$.00 
50.00 
valu8clla head $250. 
150.00 
75.00 
175.00 
75.00 
90.00 
75.00 
250.00 
1$.00 
12.00 
30.00 
6qC of new cost 
60% of new cost 
~cct _ price proJectlans by tM u. s. ileparl.ent of Agricul tUl"e, 
SCpt.... 19S7. . 
Economic table 2 ' 0 - Estimated new cost, repair and servic life of farm 
~guipDlent) Silt project, Colorado 
Item. 
Truck 
Tractor 
: Description 
1 ton, dump hoist 
35-40 horsepower 
Plow 2X14" bottom, 2-way 
Disk Tandem 
Harrow 3-sectlon, spike 
Land leveler~ Eversman 
Grain drill 4 10' 
Corn planter~ 2-rov 
Beet drill ~ 4-row 
Combination cultivator!!lCom & beet, S-J'OK 
Corn cUltivator 1.1 ,-row 
Corrugator shovers, 
Sprayer 1ractOl'-IIOWlt. 
Ditcher !I Blade, 7' 
Mcswer 
Rake 
Baler 
Wagon 
Trailer 
Elevator 
Manure spreader W 
Manure loadet" !v 
Fence control 
Pipeline milker 
Stalls & fedders 21 
Milk tank 
Milk tank 
Water beater 
Sink 
Small tools 
7' 
Slue delivery, 8' 
PIO', large 
Rubber tired, hay 
Lowboy 
Portable, v/motor 
7; bu. 
8lectric 
3-unit., circular washing 
Aut.outic feeders 
Bulk, 300 gal 
Bulk, 400 gal. 
40 9 ,electr! 
2-eompart t 
1 Invento~ value percent 0 new cost. 
: New :Annual :Service 
:cost !I :repairs Y':1 ife JI 
Dollars Percent Years 
.. 
2,4,0 3.0 10 
2,450 14e/hr. use 10 
480 
300 
196 
196 
.314 
113 
237 
2$0 
182 
20 
1 
108 
323 
460 
2,360 
230 
196 
200 
214 
279 
$0 
2,140 ' 
1,017 
2,,00 
2,895 
80 
1S 
4.0 
3.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2 0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
5 0 
S.O 
3.0 
3.0 
2.0 
$.0 
2.0 
3.0 5.0 
3 .0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
3.0 
,.0 
16 
1$ 
15 
20 
16 
16 
16 
10 
10 
10 
10 
20 
10 
15 
12 
20 
20 
20 
15 
15 
11 
30 
)0 
o 
30 
10 
1 
7[/ Percentage of new cost. . 
.~ Based on a straight-Une depreciation and a salvage value of 10 percent , 
One-half ownership. 
. Five percent of new cost of all equipaent excspt tractor, truck, baler, 
and dairy equipllent. 
Based upon price projections by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
September 1957. 
--================================================================== 
Item 
li lk n9 parlor 
Jpen shed 
Jpen shed 
;pen shed 
alf shed 
Calf shed 
:;alf shed 
Lamb Ing shed 
1ach!ne shed 
'ence s110 
i"ence silo 
n ence silo 
:~rral fences (dairy) 
~ rral fences (feeders) 
;orral fences (sheep) 
:o1.~ral & chutes (bed') 
. 
. 
Descr i lpt 1 on 
Herr ingbone J doubl e 3 
26' X 96' 
26' ~ 72' 
268 X 48' 
15' X 30 t 
1, X 2L: 
15' X 16' 
See rcpt'iate open Shed 
269 X .)61, open 
241 X 
24' X t 
24' X 40 
1~ pip , 2 pipss high 
S I 6' h1~ 
Slab , t 11\1 h 
200'Xl I pol fence J branding 
Capacity 
.50 cows 
45 cows or 500 
ewes 
3, cows or 375 
ewes 
25 cows or 250 
ewes 
11 calves 
9 calves 
6 calves 
ShCMl on all f 
200 tons 
150 tons 
100 t 
175 q. It./cov 
100 sq. ft./h 
30 sq. ft./n 
ch j t :able loading chute 100-200 c 
r'arm fences( dalry, bear I 
feeders) 
"GU'm fences (cash crop) 
~ arm fences (sheep) 
"tangers ( dairy) 
'>1angers (feeders) 
~'eeder panels (sheep) 
:; ncrete corral (dairy) 
J mastic water supply 
)cmestlc vater Supply 
·~e.!tlc water s!lPJ?lY 
4-s 
4-st 
l-s 
li" pi 
lUl'llt~ 
L 
u" 1 
Datty . 
Li 
T nven ory va ue percen Y Percent of inventory vatu 
i \ ' . • 
c:os£. ' 
I • 
5 rds/ ere 
3lrds/acre 
5, r~s/acre 
30"/head of 
24"/h ad 
1 8 "/head 
50 . tt../he d 
Nelif cost 1/ 
]~ollars 
4,700 
2,676 
2, 13~) 
1,653 
8Ol~ 
6&5 
52:3 
1,):~2 
21'7 
16a 
11) 
2.00/Un. ft. 
1.00/11n. ft. 
.75/lin.fft . 
1,)00 
l .Bo/rod 
1.80/rod 
2.75/rod 
h. 5/lin. ft. 
3.95/Un ft. 
1.00/1 in. f t. 
.2,/ q. f t. 
SO() 
315; 
2,0 
Based on price projection by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, SeptelnbE~r 1957. 
, Annual 0 Annual . . 
: repairs 'Y : depreciation ~/ 
Percent . Percent .~> 
3.0 6.0 
2.0 6 0 
2AO 6.0 
2.0 6.0 
2.0 6.0 
2.0 6.0 
2.0 6. 0 
2.0 6.0 
5.0 15.0 
,.0 15.0 
5.0 15. 0 
6.0 
2.0 6. 
2.0 6. 0 
2.0 6.0 
2.0 6. 0 
2.0 6.0 
2.0 6.0 
6.0 
2.0 6.0 
2.0 6.0 
6 .0 
2.0 6 .0 
2.0 6.0 
2.0 6 .0 
'r~orQmic table IJ"·.- Projected livestock production rates and feed requirements, .y Silt project, Colorado 
.~ 
: 
:Annual: Forage re~irements . : 
: basis : Wlnter : Pasture:Residue: 
Kind Production : AU : AU :Mo.: AU :Mo.: AU :Mo. :Concentrate 
Dai r z 
Cow 
Heifer (over 1 yr.) 
H~ ifer (undU' 1 yr.) 
Bee ' 
325# b.!.; cal! crop 95%; y 8 tons manure from cow 
and repl ace ent.; (cull cow vi:.. 1, 20Qf ) 
- -Cow Calf crop 8~; y Calf _i~tJ steers 410#, heifers 
He ifer (replacement) 31"; 2 tens manure (cull cow wt. 1000#) 
Feeders 
"Heiler (yearUn~J) 
. S I.oeer (yearling) 
S 1!e_~ 
E'we 
Purchase vt. 3151, sale ¥t. 75~} 2 ton llanUl'e 
Purchase lit. 4lal, sale lit . 8001 ) 
Lamb crop 12o.i; vool l~; 3/ lamb wt. 9~; 
.4 tons manur ( cull eve wt'. 13$1) 
Dai:<'y heifers required 'for herd replac8JIent 25 percent of cow inventory. 
Beef hdfers requir ed for heret repl aent 20 percent of COli inventory. 
Ewe lambs ·~quired for herd replaeellent 20 percent of mature ewe inventory. 
1.41 1.27 7 
.74 .74 6 
.37 .29 6 
.96 .70 6 
.55 .42 6 
.55 .42 6 
.61 .49 6 
.216 .18 6 
1.27 5 --- - 1000# grain 
.74 5 .14 1 
.29 5 .29 1 400# gra.in, 
25# b.t. 
1..32 .5 ;10 1 
.68 5 .68 1 
.68 4 .68 1 
.73 5 .13 1 
.24 5 .18 1 14# barley 
I Y 5,110 TON per AUK ar.nually or 425 TDN per AUM net . When cODJputfng forage fed "lov 6 percent loss or 450 TDN per 
AUlt1. . Y. At time of sale. For dai ry calve s , dal old; beef calves, 6-1 lIlc.nths; l ambs 5-6 months. 21 Average weight per head sheared . 
Economic table 5 .- Lebor requbments, man-hout per uni t of live tock and 
miscel~aneous items, Silt project, Colorado 
Item unit 
Livestock 
Dairy (h5 cows) !I. Per co» 
Dairy (35 cow) II Per cow 
Dairy (2$ cows) Y Per cow 
Beef, breeding herd (100~l$O cows) Y Per cow 
Feeder calves Per head 
Sheep, breeding £lock (240-450 
ewes) !I gj Per ewe 
Miscellaneous 
HauUng manure JI Per ton 
Spreading commerc~al fertilizer JI ~ Per acre 
Mach inery repai:r;- ?I 
Overhead jf Inventory value 
11 Includes replacement stooke 
~ Includes shearing. 
'3/ Both man and tractor hourS. 
Crap & livestock labor 
: Hours 
-
65.0 
70 0 
80.0 
10.0 
4.0 
3 .. 0 
.4 
.5 
0.5 
5.0 
~ Applies only when cOIIIIIlercial tert.U izer is applied ep tely frOtll 
nuanure. 21 Han hours only. 
r 
, , 
Economic table 6 .- Labor, tractor, and truck requirement, per acre of 
different crops by fNaluation areas, Silt project, 
Colorado 
• Without project t 
· 
• dne1 !J!lIant . With ~ect devel9Pment . 
: : Mali : • : • : : : Crop :Yleld:laboraTractorsTrucktYield,1abor:TractortTruck 
Hours Hours Hours Hours Raurs Hours 
Evaluation area A 
Alfalfa .. ).0 11.60 S.10 2.1 4.0 14.7 6.2 2.7 
Barley 60.0 6.1S S.SS .1 70.0 9.1$ S.65 . • 8 
Corn silage u.s 1S.9S 9.7S 2.0 15.0 11.3 10.0 2.1 
Sugm; beets 13.5 laO.SS 8.SS 4.8 16.0 41.8) 8.6, S.o 
Rotation pasture 6.0 3.1 1.0 -.. - 6.0 5.1 1.8 
Evaluation area B 
Alfalfa 2.8 12.7S S.8 l.9S 3.S 15.8S 1.05 2.4 
Barley 5S·.0 9.)S 6.0 .6S 60.0 10.4 6.0 .6 
Rotation pasture S.6 ).1S l.OS 
---
7.0 6 . 2 1.9 .... .. 
evaluation area C 
Alfalfa --.--- ~ ..... ., ......... 
---
1a.0 lb.7 ' 6.2 2.7 
BarleY ......... --......... ----
-- 70.0 9.75 S.6S ,8 
Corn silage .......... ----~ ---- - .. - lS.0 17.3 10.0 2.1 
Sugar beets ..... ....--. -~ 
-- 16.0 41.65 8.65 S.o 
Rotation pasture -~~ .. .., ... 
--
6. 0 5.1 1.8 -~ 
evaluation area D 
Alfalfa ......... ----- --....... ......... 3.S lS.8S 7.OS 2.4 
Batley ~~~~ 0--- 60.0 10.4 6.0 .6 
Rotation pasture ---..-- .. ..-,-- --...... 
-
7.0 6.2 1.9 
Evaluation area ! 
Alfalfa i.7 6.4S 2.SS 1.10 3.7 14.3 6 1 2"$ 
Barley 50.0 8.10 S.TS .6 70.0 9.7S 5.85 ' 8 
Com sUage ........ ------~ 
--- lS.O 11.3 10.0 2.1 
Sugar bnta 
---
- 16.0 .1.8S 8.6S S.O 
Rotation ).1& 2.1 ., 7.1& S.l 1.8 
~uat1CD , 
. AUlIlJ'a 1.S 1.0 2.80 1.00 3.2 15.35 6.8$ 2.25 
Barley hS.o 8.6 5.9 .5S 60.0 10.4 6.0 .6 
Rotation 3.0 2.45 .9, 
--
6.4 6.2 1 9 _ ----....: ... 
evaluation are •• 
Alfalfa ----- ........ ~~ 
---
3.7 14.3 6.1 2.55' 
Barley --...... --..-.. ......... 
-- 70.0 9.7S S.8S .6,i' 
Sugar beet. --~ ~-- ----- -- 16.0 hl.SS 8.6) S.6 . 
RotatlClft pasture ~ ....  .......... 
---
7.4 S.l 1.8 _~~oUt 
F. .1) mic a.b e 6 , cont inued 
Evaluation area H 
Alfalfa 
Barley 
Com silage 
Rota io~ past ure 
Permanent pasture 
~valuation areas A&B 
Evaluat i on areas E&F 
Wi i out project 
devel ment : With 
: . : M;n : : : : : : 
ent 
:Yield:labo :Tractor:Truck:Yield: l aborITractor:Truck 
Hours Hours Hours ' .: Hours Hours Hours ' 
_ c, ., ..... __ ... c. _ _ ...-
... .,-- 3.2 15.35 6.85 2.25 
_~_ .... _ _ .... e. -.~ ___ .. 'C"t 
- -
60.0 10.4 6.0 .6 
--~- _ ... - ......... - --.-~ 15.0 17.) 10.0 2.1 
_ .. ,~.a _~_C2_ __ 
... 6.4 6.2 1.9 --... 
300 2.3 .5S 3.0 2.3 .55 
2. 0 1.45 .45 -.. --- 2.0 1.45 .16 
'. - Me ~ far v i n g a annual value of rotation pasture per AUM based on a1£a1£a hay value, when fed -t 
li~ estock n f ms, evaluat ion area A, with project developmer-t, Silt project, Colorado 
Alfalfa ( 4.0 tons) 
~~-,­
- - .- _ .... 
!Msn~hcur~ . Production cost$ 
I~ ~m and description Jper acre :Materlals :Tractor l/:Labor g!: Total 
• C) i 9, 5eedbed prE:para OJ) 
• .1 planting mise . c 
6 
. liz lng 'J./ 
'~-yi 9 . 
""'!'::'.0. !ng dropping 
.; :;:C\-S':' i:tg 
"l.:...pping p~t...:.:." .... 
'·'?-;.;- ~.ng 
.. J'·dng 
.lin g 
• u1 ing & eking 
i ... c ing 
ri gating 
:nventory 41 
·' '!rhaad ?J 
l:. scellaneous 6 
otal 
~eI e differ ce 
i lua of alf lfa @$20.60 
~3 5% shrinkage 
• O$ S value of lfalfa 
.!?fJiJ d i ffuence in experu 
r1: OS$ valu of t 
·alle psr AUM 
1 Tractor c 
Hours Dollars Dollars 
------
.60 
01 3. 00 .o5~ 
.': .! ~ ;v .22 
.3 .16, 
1.5 .825 
.5 .82, 
'> 2.40 1.22 
.-
~ . 
.3 .165 ).1 
1.03 
.11J .174 
.175 .013 
1S S4 8.965 3.122 
u • 
t t f e ding and 
----------
.: .• d.I'ged to small grains - - - -
.800 1.52 1. 52 
. 111 3.166 .6 9.60 '-330 .666 0 .. 596 
0444 2.164 I .5 .. ·.,5 .555 .830 .c., .333 .498 1.0 .55 
\ 
1.11 1.66 
1.665 2.490 
1.665 2.490 I 2.442 6.062 
5.994 5.994 
.333 .498 .3 .165 .333 .498 
3.441 3.441 3.3 3.663 3.663 
1.030 
.821 .995 .29 .066 .322 . 388 
.248 .222 .028 .250 
17 .249 29.676 5.99 il .342 1.41L 6.649 19.4 ~ 
10.41 
82.40 
• 
4.12 
78 .28 
10.47 
67. 81 
8. 48 
4/ One-fourth of alfalfa production, $20.60 per t on 
@5 percent 
5/ Five percent of tractor and man labor c st . 
~ Two percent of material costs. 
